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Introduction
The National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) is a
continuous cross-sectional survey of the civilian noninsti-
tutionalized population of the United States, conducted
by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) and
the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The NHIS core interview
provides national estimates of, for example, the use of
physician and hospital services, and of functional limita-
tions and restrictions of everyday activities for health
reasons. Annual supplements provide timely information
on other topics of health policy interest.
The NHIS has also become a major source of esti-
mates for the prevalence of certain chronic conditions and
physical impairments in the United States. Since its incep-
tion in 1957, the NHIS has included checklists of chronic
conditions and impairments, The procedures for collecting
this information have been revised several times, with the
current approach (since 1978) of asking questions about
more than 100 chronic conditions and impairments in six
separate checklists (one checklist per household inter-
viewed), There are several advantages to collecting infor-
mation on the presence of chronic conditions in a national
survey, as opposed to other sources. For example, a survey
can capture conditions or health characteristics that may
not result in medical care or may not be entered in
medical records, A survey also includes persons, such as
the poor and minority groups, who may be less likely to get
into the health care system than others. However, a survey
has drawbacks as well. Survey respondents are not medi-
cally trained, so they may not know of the presence of a
condition or may misdiagnose symptoms, and they maybe
unwilling to report the presence of certain embarrassing
or stigmatizing conditions.
The Health Interview Evaluation Survey (HIES) was
designed to evaluate the reporting of service utilization
and chronic conditions in the NHIS (the first such evalu-
ation in nearly 20 years) by comparing interview responses
with medical records for the same individuals. In addition,
it is the first evaluation since the 1978 introduction of the
current NHIS questionnaire and procedures for making
prevalence estimates of chronic conditions. Comparing
household interview reports with medical records can
improve our understanding of data from both sources and
may also shed light on people’s understanding of their
own health and how well the health care system meets
their needs for information.
Evaluations using record-check designs are difficult; if
one simply interviews persons and checks the sources they
mention, it is likely that sources will be missed. Similarly, a
design starting with medical records and following up with
interviews will miss persons who have not sought profes-
sional medical care. Like the previous studies of the
reporting of chronic conditions in the NHIS (l–3), HIES
drew its subjects from the membership of a health main-
tenance organization (HMO) to allow as complete a
verification of reports of chronic conditions as possible.
However, the selection of an HMO as a source of the
sample has drawbacks. The evaluation cannot examine
differences by provider because there is in essence only
one provider, nor can it examine the effects of variations
in access to care. Also, persons belonging to an HMO may
exhibit different care-seeking behavior from the general
population, and they may differ in other ways.
Because of interest in possible reporting differences
by race, the study design of the HIES included an over-
simple of black persons. The sample was also stratified by
age and sex, with oversamples of older persons. Because
chronic conditions generally are far less prevalent among
children than adults, the selection of list-sample persons
was limited to persons 18 years of age and over. To
accommodate the examination of doctor visits within 2
weeks of the interview and hospitalizations within 13
months, persons identified in the medical record as having
recent utilization were oversampled.
HIES methods and procedures followed those of the
NHIS as closely as possible. The questionnaire included a
slightly modified core NHIS, with a composite condition
list that included the most prevalent chronic conditions
and impairments. To avoid confounding the examination
of data on the list-sample persons by whether a self- or
proxy report was obtained, all list-sample persons re-
sponded for themselves. Other household members, in-
cluding children, were included in the interview, as in the
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NHIS. To the extent that these persons were members of
the HMO and permitted access to their medical records,
they are included in some analyses.
In analyzing differences between the interview report
and medical record, the medical record was viewed as
“the truth” for the presence and timing of doctor visits.
For the presence of chronic conditions, however, the
medical record may not represent a “gold standard,” and
this issue is examined in this report. An analysis of the
reporting of 2-week doctor visits will be published
separately.
This report includes a review of previous research on
the reporting of chronic conditions by household respon-
dents, describes the methods used in the HIES, and
presents results relating to the reporting of chronic condi-
tions. Appendixes present the HIES questionnaire, proce-
dures used for abstracting from medical records, and
specifications for a detailed analysis.
The HIES was conceived and mandated by NCHS. It
was conducted by Westat, Inc.; the Project HOPE Center
for Health Mairs shared the design and analysis respon-
sibilities. The study sample was drawn from the member-
ship of the Group Health Association, whose staff provided
essential assistance in identi~ing the sample and in mak-
ing available participants’ medical records.
Highlights
The findings from the Health Interview Evaluation
Survey (HIES) support the observations from previous
research on the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS)
and from other studies that survey interviews and medical
records often provide very different pictures of the preva-
lence of chronic conditions in a population. The HIES
design and analysis did not assume the medical record to
be a “gold standard” with regard to the presence of
chronic conditions but rather focused on interpreting the
differences between the two data sources. Some of these
differences are artifacts of the procedural differences in
acquiring and interpreting reports from the two sources,
but others are inherent in the definitions, manifestations,
and need for professional medical care of the conditions
studied. Regardless of the reason for the differences, their
existence sheds some light on the accuracy of survey-based
prevalence estimates of chronic conditions,
Chronic conditions may be classified in several ways.
Conditions that require a physician’s diagnosis to identifJ
and are very likely to require ongoing medical care showed
the highest levels of agreement between the interview and
medical record. The conditions studied that fall into this
category include diabetes, most heart conditions, high
blood pressure, and asthma. The presence of these condi-
tions, once diagnosed, is likely to be noted in the medical
record, Each of these conditions (with the exception of
heart murmurs, a special case among heart conditions)
was underreported in the HIES interview, and most other
conditions were apparently overreported. Thus, interview
reports of these conditions are likely to be accurate, but
their prevalence may be underestimated by survey data.
The problem of underestimation may be particularly se-
vere for heart disease, where individuals with more than
one heart condition according to the medical record often
reported fewer in the interview.
The other conditions apparently underreported by
HIES respondents were cataracts and dermatitis. Al-
though the medical record may have overstated the prev-
alence of cataracts (counting some that were surgically
removed before the “past year”), it is likely that cataracts
were underreported by survey respondents. Many nota-
tions of “beginning cataracts” or “early cataracts” were in
the records, but these conditions may not have been
serious enough for respondents to remember or may not
have even been mentioned by the provider who discovered
them. Dermatitis is a condition for which chronicity is
difficult to determine from the medical record – the appar-
ent HIES underreport is unlikely to indicate a correspond-
ing underreport from the NHIS.
At the other end of the spectrum from the first group
of conditions are those that can only be diagnosed by
patient report. In the HIES, constipation and tinnitus
meet this criterion. Both were significantly overreported
by HIES list-sample persons, and both had very low rates
of agreement with the medical record. For these condi-
tions, the medical records shed almost no light on the
accuracy of interview-based prevalence estimates. How-
ever, the records do suggest that many people do not
report these conditions to their physicians, so medical
records would almost certainly underestimate prevalence.
Another group of conditions is those that may be
quite salient to the persons suffering from them but that
may not require ongoing treatment and thus may not be in
the medical record. These include orthopedic impair-
ments, visual and hearing impairments, migraine head-
aches, varicose veins, allergic rhinitis, and chronic sinusitis.
These conditions were all substantially overreported in
general in HIES interviews, but with the exception of
visual and hearing impairments, all had a number of
underreports in the medical record as well. The presence
of impairment is a somewhat subjective determination,
whether by a provider or an individual; other conditions in
this group, such as constipation, may tend to be self-
diagnosed. Overall, it is clear that medical records alone
would provide a very different picture of prevalence for
this group of conditions than do interviews and that the
rates from medical record data would likely be consider-
ably Iower.
Some conditions studied are less well defined than
others, from both the household respondents’ perspective
and the clinical perspective as well. Some interview re-
ports of arthritis, for example, although technically “false
positives,” appear to match clinically equivalent condi-
tions in the medical record. The extent to which other
reports of arthritis may reflect more generalized joint pain
could not be determined. Circulatory conditions provide
particular definitional problems for respondents. Persons
with several heart or other circulatory conditions seem to
tend to group them under one heading. The HIES found
evidence of this tendency for heart conditions; it may be
true for the larger family of circulatory conditions as well,
That is, persons with heart disease may report “high blood
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pressure” as the overall condition that encompasses all
their circulatory problems.
The HIES design, using an HMO membership, stud-
ied only persons with good access to health care, including
preventive care. Some evidence from the HIES analysis
and previous research indicates that people who receive
medical care are better able to report the presence of
chronic conditions. This is clearly true for the first group
of conditions described earlier, because a physician’s diag-
nosis is necessary for patients to know that they have a
condition. Among the general population, many of whom
have less access to medical care than the study sample, it
may be that the conditions underreported in the HIES are
even more underreported for the general population. This
is because some people may not have received a diagnosis
and some may not have sought medical care after receiv-
ing a diagnosis. Conversely, it may be that self-diagnosed
conditions might be more overreported among the general
population than in the HMO study sample because people
with limited access to care might have less chance to have
their own diagnoses refuted.
Finally, some proxy effects seem to be present in the
reporting of chronic conditions. Although the HIES did
not include a formal study of proxy reporting, a compari-
son of probable self-responders and persons with proxy
reports among household members indicated that proxy
reports included considerably less overreporting, but agree-
ment with the medical record was about the same as for
self-responders. The net effect of proxy reports on NHIS
prevalence estimates is difficult to determine from the




For more than 50 years, the accuracy of data reported
on household health surveys has been studied by examin-
ing medical provider reports and through review of medi-
cal records, provider surveys, or physical examinations of
study subjects. These methodologies have been applied to
large nationaI surveys, including the 1935-36 National
Health Survey (4), the Hunterdon County Health Study
(5), the National Health Interview Study (NHIS) (1,3,6),
the Center for Health Administration Studies 1970 Health
Survey (7), and the 1977 National Medical Care Expendi-
ture Survey (NMCES) (S–10), as well as to smaller, more
focused studies. Although each study has a different
design, all of the studies attempt to describe the error in
survey results.
Most of the studies sponsored by NCHS referred to in
this report are described in greater depth by Jabine (11),
who reviews findings from methodological research on
health interview surveys as they relate to chronic condition
reporting. He discusses sources of information used, the
size of various components of nonsampling error, and
relationships of these errors to data requirements, respon-
dent and interviewer characteristics, and survey design
features. In addition, Jabine describes current NHIS ob-
jectives and historical changes in the survey, as well as
NHIS operating procedures. He evaluates the quality of
chronic conditions data, discussing which chronic condi-
tions should be reported, as well as alternative evaluation
methods,
Interviews compared with provider reports
The NHIS is the principal source of prevalence esti-
mates for many chronic conditions in the noninstitutional-
ized U.S. population. Prevalence estimates from household
reports are subject to various kinds of reporting error.
Underreporting may occur for several reasons. Interview
respondents may not be aware of the presence of a
condition, particularly if they are reporting for others.
They may not know the proper name for a condition or
they may forget that it was present. They may also choose
not to report a condition. Overreporting may also occur as
respondents misdiagnose medical problems or confuse or
not remember names of conditions.
Because of these limitations of household respondents
as sources of clinical information, one might consider
another possible method for producing such prevalence
estimates, through the review of a nationally representa-
tive sample of medical records. However, as Marquis (12)
and others have described, medical records have shortcom-
ings as sources of prevalence data. Perhaps the most
significant limitation for prevalence estimates is that only
people seeking medical care are included.
Limitations of record checks
Marquis identified limitations of particular record-
check methodologies, He was concerned with response
bias, the systematic overreporting or underreporting of a
medical condition or health service use. He described a
basic record-check typology in terms of the values ob-
tained for a binary variable (i.e., a variable with two
possible values) from two different sources, specifically a
household interview and medical records. This typology is
reproduced as table A. Cell A may be referred to as
“positive match” and cell D as “negative match.” Cells B
and C represent disagreement between the two sources; if
the record is taken as truth, cell B would be considered a
false positive or overreport, and cell C would be a false
negative or underreport.
Marquis extended this model to describe the design of
record checks. A design in which a sample of persons with
a particular characteristic (such as the presence of a
certain chronic condition) is drawn from records and the
characteristic is then tested for in a survey he labeled
“AC,” noting that such a design would not capture over-
reports, i.e., responses in cell B. On the other hand, a
design in which a survey is conducted first and record
checks performed on persons reporting a characteristic of
interest (’CAB”design) would fail to capture underreports,
i.e., responses in cell C. Record checks of either AB or AC
Table A. Marquis’ basic record-check matrix for binary variable
with no missing data, by survey response and notation of
condition in medical records
Survey response
Cond/t/on noted
in medbsl record Yes No Both responses
Yes . . . . . . . . A c A+C
No . . . . . . . . . B D
All conditions . . A+B A+ B+C+D
NOTES A is positive match, B Is false positive, C Is false negative, and D is negative match.
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design would thus not measure response bias accurately;
estimates of bias would be skewed by the limitations of the
design. Fully designed record checks identifi a population
and sample from it independently of records, obtain
survey and record information for each sampled element,
and compare the two data sources.
Thus, Marquis believes that cognitive research on
health surveys should contain external validation features
such as fully designed record checks or other careful
strategies to measure the correlation of survey responses
with true values. Furthermore, because of the problems
inherent in certain types of record checking, it cannot be
assumed that respondent forgetfulness is the dominant
response problem in health surveys. In addition, record
checking has inherent limitations; for example, it does not
explain why respondents give incorrect answers.
Looking more generally at the use of records in survey
research, Edwards and Cantor (13) expanded Tou-
rangeau’s (14) cognitive model of survey response pro-
cesses to include responses based on a review of records.
They pointed out idiosyncratic sources of error in using
records, including error that may arise during the creation
of records and error resulting from using records devel-
oped for a purpose other than research, Records thus
have a different “error structure” than do interviews,
where one is concerned, for example, with how well
respondents understand questions, how well they recall
relevant information, and how willing they are to report
potentially embarrassing facts, Thus, even for a population
for which the operational difficulties of selecting a repre-
sentative sample of medical records are overcome (such as
the membership of an HMO), one would expect that the
inherent differences in the data would almost certainly
result in different prevalence estimates.
Physical examinations and other data sources
Physical examinations appear to yield yet a different
set of prevalence estimates from interviews or medical
records. A comparison of clinical examination and medical
history in the National Health Survey (15) found that only
about half of adults 25–74 years of age classified as
“definite hypertensive” in the examination reported being
told by a doctor that they had high blood pressure.
Gordon (16) described a three-way record ,check compar-
ing self-administered medical history reports, physical
examinations, and private physicians’ reports, for heart
conditions and hypertension. In the full sample, the prev-
alence of heart disease was slightly higher using physical
examination as the source than using medical history and
slightly lower for hypertension. Table B compares preva-
lence estimates from all three sources for the subsample
subjected to the medical records verification. For both
heart disease and hypertension, the medical record showed
the lowest prevalence among the three sources. Heart
disease had the highest rate using examination as the
source, and hypertension had the highest rate using self-
administered medical history.
Table B. Conditionprevalenceper 1,000 persons, by source of
information and type of condition
Source of Information
Medical Physical Medical
Condit/on history examination records
Rate per 1,000 persons
Heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161.9 192.6 116.9
Hypettenslon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204.9 172.1 133.2
SOURCE Gordon (16).
Methodology of previous studies
The two previous studies of diagnostic data in the
NHIS, one reported by Balamuth (1) with a sample drawn
from the Health Insurance Plan (HIP) of New York City,
and the other reported by Madow (2,3) with Kaiser
Permanence (KP) members in California, both used re-
verse record-check designs, or “AC” designs, using Mar-
quis’ typology from table A. Interview responses were
compared with diagnostic information from medical records;
the HIP study used an existing form routinely completed
for medical encounters, and the KP study used a specially
designed form completed by KP physicians for 1 year.
Both studies acknowledged the limitations of medical
records as validation, Balamuth largely limited analysis of
the HIP study to conditions reported in the medical
record, merely pointing out differences between household-
reported conditions that were and were not in the record,
Madow’s study was limited to conditions entered in the
medical records or about which respondents said they had
spoken with a physician during the year. Thus, a condition
a respondent reported, but for which no physician had
been seen during that year, would appear as an overre-
port, even though a physician may have been seen in the
previous year.
Harlow and Linet (17) reviewed studies comparing
questionnaire responses of chronic conditions to medical
records. Accuracy of recall was measured by agreement
between the two data sources, although not all studies
quantified the agreement. The authors noted that accu-
racy of recall includes correct reporting of medical condi-
tions and absence of medical conditions in both data
sources, Thus, if medical records are reviewed only for
subjects reporting disease, the measure of agreement does
not assess false negatives. The converse is also true; if
interviews are conducted only for subjects whose medical
records contain notation of disease, false positives cannot
be calculated.
Harlow and Linet noted that in these studies, because
the condition data were derived from two different sources
rather than being a repeat measurement, the term “reli-
ability” is not appropriate to describe the accuracy of
reporting. They concluded that the Kappa statistic (see
“Kappa statistic as a measure of agreement”) and overall
proportion of agreement remain the most useful summary
measures.
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Subsequently, Harlow and Linet (18) and Hertz-
Picciotto (19) refined these views, stating that the use of
medical records for assessment of accuracy is inappropri-
ate for conditions in which medical service use depends
upon self-identification of medical problems and subse-
quent care-seeking behavior. Harlow and Linet believe
that medical records are appropriate for the assessment of
conditions that have clear and unambiguous diagnostic
criteria, are relatively severe, and require frequent physi-
cian contact. They conclude that agreement between med-
ical records and self-reports cannot be generalized across
conditions or across severities of conditions.
Kappa statistic as a measure of agreement
The Kappa statistic is widely used as a measure of
interrater agreement, a method for analyzing the variation
in different observer responses to the same phenomenon
(Landis and Koch (20)). The Kappa statistic is a weighted
proportion that summarizes the extent of agreement,
adjusted for the rate of agreement expected by chance.
Landis and Koch suggested value labels corresponding to
the range of possible values for the statistic, with the
labels providing benchmarks for interpreting the statistic,
In a critique of the Kappa statistic, Maclure and
Willett (21) noted that it was originally conceived as a
measure of agreement between two observers who sought
to classi& subjects into two nominal categories. The Kappa
statistic has also been interpreted as a measure of validity.
According to Maclure and Willett, this is not an appropri-
ate use of the Kappa statistic. The authors cited as the
Kappa statistic’s major weakness the fact that it is a
measure of the frequency of exact agreement, not a
measure of the degree of agreement. The same weakness
applies to simpler measures of agreement such as percent
agreement and percent over- or underreporting. Several
studies of the reporting of medical conditions (1,3,10)
have addressed this problem by examining “loose matches”
of interview and medical record data in which categorical
definitions were expanded.
Another criticism of th? Kappa statistic is that it
measures agreement, which may or may not be equivalent
to accuracy. Thus, if two raters agree on an incorrect
judgment, resulting statistics may be biased (22). It is
difficult to imagine a resolution of this weakness for the
current application because a third source of information
may itself be subject to idiosyncratic error, as noted earlier
in an examination of interview, medical records, and
physical examinations (16).
Results of studies of reporting medical
conditions
This section describes some results from previous
studies examining the reporting of medical conditions by
survey respondents. Table C lists sources that describe
characteristics of persons and correspondence with higher
levels of agreement between interview and medical record
reports. Details are provided in the sections that follow.
Early studies
The first use of a physician report to veri@ household-
reported data occurred more than 50 years ago, in the
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1935–36 National Health Survey (4). Trussell and Elinson
(5) also verified each major condition classification in their
Hunterdon County study. Trussell and Elinson found that
30 percent of medically-attended conditions mentioned by
the attending physicians were not reported in the family
interview. For some conditions such as obesity, Trussell
and Elinson noted that about 80 percent of the time a
condition was listed in the medical record but not re-
ported in the household intcwiew.
Studies using health maintenance organization
members
The HIP and KP studies described earlier examined
the quality of NHIS diagnostic data in HMO settings,
where it is relatively easy to collect medical provider
record data from all providers (without missing those not
reported by the respondent). The HIP study surveyed
members who sought care during a specific 12-month
period (l). The diagnoses from their medical records were
summarized, and the summary records were compared
with interview reports of chronic illnesses taken at the end
of the study period. Conditions noted during physician
visits that were not diagnoses were not included on the
summary records. Families in which at least one person
had received a medical service related to a selected list of
conditions were sampled three times as intensively as
other families.
Two recode classifications were used for matching
health conditions in the HIP study: recode number 1,
which had 278 detailed titles, and recode number 3, which
had 43 more general categories. Three types of matches
were recorded: two that matched according to each recode
type, and one that did not fit a recode, but had character-
istics recorded in the interview that allowed a match to be
made to the summary record.
Fewer than half of the conditions gleaned from med-
ical record summaries were reported in interviews, with
underreporting ranging from 4 to 76 percent. The authors
suggested the following factors not related to accuracy
that may have contributed to low match rates: Conditions
from the summary records may have been errors, some
conditions judged from the medical record to be chronic
may have been acute and thus not appropriate for men-
tion in the interview, and lack of training or experience of
the interviewers.
Self-reports were more often matched to summary
records than were proxy reports in 21 of 32 class or
diagnosis categories. The study also concluded that the
proportion of all conditions inferred from the summary
records that are correspondingly reported in interviews
remains constant no matter how many summary record
diagnoses are sustained by the given individual, In addi-
tion, the HIP survey found some underreporting of physi-
cian contacts in both the 2-week preintewiew period and
the previous year. This study did not examine whether
medical care reported as occurring in a given time interval
did, in fact, occur within that interval.
In the second HMO study, Stanford Research Insti-
tute compared interviews of a sample of members of the
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan’s Southern California Per-
manence Medical Group with medical encounter forms
developed specifically for the study. The study was limited
to conditions that were entered in the medical records or
about which respondents said they had spoken with a
physician during the year. The results can be applied only
to conditions for which a physician had been seen in the
past year. The study sample was designed to be able to
measure the effect the number of visits had on accuracy of
recall.
The survey found 15,417 chronic conditions reported
in interviews or records, but only 7,182 after exclusions
noted in the previous paragraph were made. Many condi-
tions that were under- or overreported were those for
which only a single physician visit was made during the
study year. The matching of respondent and record re-
ports of conditions improved markedly as the number of
physician visits increased and also when medication for
the condition was taken on a regular basis, The most
accurate reporting was found for diabetes, vascular lesions
of the central nervous system, heart conditions, diseases of
the gallbladder, and absence of fingers and toes. Many
more medical records than interviews noted benign and
unspecified neoplasms, mental illness, menstrual disor-
ders, and skin diseases, and there were few household
reports that were unconfirmed by medical records. The
opposite pattern was observed for allergic rhinitis, asthma,
tuberculosis, headache and migraine, hypertension, hem-
orrhoids, rheumatic fever, sinusitis, bronchitis, visual and
hearing impairments, and speech defects. These had many
unconfirmed household reports and few medical record
notations not matched by interview responses, The au-
thors suggested that overreporting of these conditions
could be the result of their long duration, as they may
have begun well before the period covered by reviewed
medical records.
Center for Health Administration Studies research
In the 1970 Center for Health Administration Studies
of the University of Chicago survey, Daugherty (7) noted a
strong inverse relationship between underreporting and
the condition’s effect on the individual, The greater the
effect, the less often it was underreported. Daugherty
explained that the type of illness affects patient reporting.
She also described error estimates for reporting of three
types of illnesses. In her study, 99 physician visit condi-
tions were matched on a per person rather than a per visit
basis.
Daugherty found that 40-50 percent of conditions
reported by one source were not reported by the other,
Overall, 35 percent of physician-mentioned conditions
matched patient reporting. The author noted that report-
ing accuracy did not vary widely by age. She found that
males were slightly better reporters than females and that
the largest differences in reporting were by race and
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by urban versus rural location. White people had some-
what higher agreement with medical records than people
of other races, and urban more than rural residents. The
study found that self-reporting was not more accurate
than proxy reporting. People with more conditions had a
higher accuracy score, probably because of the greater
effect on their lives, called the “salience effect.” Those
reporting six or more conditions had an overall accuracy
score of 73 percent, which was well above the overall
mean. The most serious conditions have an overall accu-
racy score of 62 percent, also above the overall mean.
Underreporting by respondents was found to be greater
than overreporting, This study differs from others in that it
found a greater effect of demographic factors on reporting
error,
Record checks of special populations
Linet et al, (23) studied people diagnosed with chronic
Iymphocytic leukemia, comparing medical records with
questionnaire responses about a wide range of health
conditions. The overall proportion of agreement for each
condition, Kappa statistic, and confidence interval for the
Kappa statistic were calculated. The Kappa statistic was
calculated because it incorporates an adjustment for chance
agreement. Agreement for self-respondents and proxies
was compared.
Based on their results, the authors concluded that
some specific diseases are more accurately identified in
medical records, but other conditions (such as allergic
rhinitis) are more accurately ascertained from interviews.
They suggest that other conditions such as asthma, maybe
best determined from a combination of medical records
and interviews. The authors also concluded that recall is
consistently better for self-respondents than for surrogates.
Studies using the National Medical Care
Expenditure Survey
Cox and Cohen (9) explored whether a household
interview survey could be used to predict provider re-
sponse to a survey. The basic research question reflected
the authors’ supposition that the medical record is the
most reliable data source for conditions of the population.
The authors compared reason-for-visit reports from the
Medical Provider Survey component of the NMCES with
reports from the household component, which obtained
data on the use of and costs for health services from a
national probability sample of the civilian, noninstitution-
alized population. The Medical Provider Survey oversam-
pled providers of survey respondents believed to be poor
reporters, based on social demographics. The authors
found that only 30 percent of conditions reported by
physicians were reported by households, and only 40 per-
cent of the conditions reported by households were re-
ported by providers. Subsequently, the authors collapsed
conditions into 16 categories to determine whether this
poor match was caused by inability to match at a greater
level of detail. This change substantially improved agree-
ment between the two sources, Thus, the authors sug-
gested that the coding system should be modified to reflect
the less precise nomenclature more familiar to nonprofes-
sionals. True agreement could be detected at a less
detailed level. They also recommended relying on medical
provider surveys rather than household interviews for
resolution of differences between sources. Cox and Cohen
concluded that the relationship between these two data
sources is too weak to allow prediction of the provider’s
report of reason for visit from a household survey report.
Cox and Iachan (10) investigated the effectiveness of
household reports of conditions in describing providers’
corresponding diagnoses. The authors compared re-
sponses to the NMCES with those included in the Medical
Provider Survey component. Respondents were asked for
conditions and providers were asked for diagnoses, The
principal measures used were the percent of household
reports matching provider reports and the percent of
provider reports matching respondent reports. In addi-
tion, to examine overall agreement by demographic cate-
gory,the (overaIl) probability of agreement was calculated.
This was the sum across 63 conditions of the weighted
percent of visits for which the two reports matched.
Because of the large number of conditions, no correction
for chance agreement was made (Kappa statistics were not
used). Agreement for specific conditions was generally
weak, but it improved when conditions were grouped
together to be less specific. Questionnaire revisions also
would have improved agreement because dtierent ques-
tions were used for household respondents and providers.
Berk, Horgan, and Meyers (8) challenged the notion
that self-respondents were better reporters than were
proxies on health interview surveys. Using a survey of all
the health providers for respondents to the NMCES for
comparison, the authors were able to evaluate whether
proxies or self-respondents had more accurate reports.
This study focused specifically on “stigmatizing condi-
tions” that can be very serious or that may be embarrass-
ing to the patient. It was found that for these conditions,
although the number of conditions reported was higher
for self-respondents than for persons with proxy re-
sponses, the proxies reported as well as or better than
actual patients when compared with medical records.
Previous examinations of proxies versus self-reporters in
the NHIS (24,25,26) had found self-reports generally
superior to proxy reports for a variety of health indicators.
Berk et al. (8) suggested that fewer conditions were
reported by proxy respondents because persons not present
during a household interview have fewer medical condi-
tions than those who are present. This factor had not been
controlled for in other studies. This report concluded that
the use of a household proxy does not result in increased
reporting bias for the conditions examined.
Studies of interview design influence
Questionnaire types
The Michigan Survey Research Center Study (27) was
conducted in 1968 to compare differences in reporting of
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health conditions (both chronic and acute) obtained through
three different questionnaire types and data collection
procedures. In a survey of nonelderly white adult females
of low-to-middle socioeconomic status in Detroit, Michi-
gan, three questionnaire versions were tested: (1) an
extensive interview using multiple cognitive frames of
reference, multiple cues, additional probes, and recogni-
tion of items through numerous questions; (2) a respon-
dent diary completed daily for 1 week, followed by an
interview visit; (3) a control procedure with one interview
and a shorter questionnaire with the same major items
and questions as the 1968NHIS. Although there was little
difference in reporting levels from the diary and control
procedures, the extensive procedure resulted in a 58-
percent higher mean number of conditions reported per
person than the control group; most of the increase came
from conditions not on the checklist. Furthermore, the
majority of newly reported conditions were shown to have
significant public health implications.
Comparison of condition and person approaches
From July 1967 through June 1968, a multistage
national probability sample of 43,600 households was
interviewed to compare the results of a “condition” ap-
proach and a “person” approach in the NHIS (28,29).The
condition-approach survey, in the same format as the
previous NHIS, included a series of direct questions on
accidents, injuries, and illnesses of short and long dura-
tion, followed by a checklist of selected chronic conditions
and impairments. The person approach also collected
reports of health conditions from questions at the begin-
ning of the interview on bed days, activity limitations, and
physician contacts. It differed from the condition ap-
proach by starting the collection of health condition data
through the effects of conditions. In addition, the person
approach limited collection of prevalence data on chronic
conditions to one of six specific body systems during a
given interview. During the test period, information was
collected on chronic conditions affecting the digestive
system.
The person-approach survey resulted in significantly
higher overall prevalence for the conditions studied (those
affecting the digestive system) than the condition-
approach survey.The increase was considered an improve-
ment and was attributed to the greater detail in the
checklist used in the person approach. This finding led to
the present system of using more detailed checklists cov-
ering only a single body system in each interview. Further-
more, beginning in January 1969, the NHIS replaced its
condition approach with a person approach.
Discussion
Using provider reports to assess the accuracy of diag-
nostic data reported in household interviews has provided
useful information in a number of studies. However, this
methodology cannot be said to provide precise measures
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of reporting error; it is limited by flaws in medical records
as a data source, by the statistics avaiIable to interpret
comparative data, and by lack of knowledge of the true
prevalence of medical conditions.
The basic assumption of most investigations using
record-check designs is that the provider record is “the
truth.” However, this may hold only for those conditions
that have clear diagnostic criteria, are perceived as rela-
tivelysevere by the patient, and require frequent physician
contact (17-19). Chronic conditions that do not require
ongoing physician contact may be correctly reported by
household interview but may not be in provider records,
Some record-check study designs do not include full
household interviews and medical record review. Rather,
only those households for which certain conditions were
found on medical records might be interviewed. Altern-
atively,only those provider records for households mention-
ing certain conditions might be examined,These incomplete
survey designs can result in erroneous estimates of the
bias attributable to the use of a survey report (l-3).
The record-check design is also limited by the differ-
ence between the questions asked in the household survey
and the medical record, The sources can be expected to
differ in content (10), Even when the patient and provider
intend to describe the same condition, they may use
different nomenclature, resulting in mismatches
(1,3,9,10,30).
“Agreement” between household and provider sources
has been inconsistently defined in previous studies. How
closely do the two sources have to match to be considered
in agreement? Some investigators have explored matching
in broader categories with generally improved match rates,
The Kappa statistic controls for marginal variations in
measuring agreement, but because it only measures exact
agreement, it may be considered to measure only the
frequency of use of the same medical terminology (20) in
reporting of health conditions. The Kappa statistic cannot,
of course, measure the intent or true meaning of what was
actually reported from either source being compared and
whether that intent is in agreement between sources,
A record check to examine the reporting of chronic
conditions in a household survey would be most likely to
be successful if the following conditions are met:
It uses a full design, allowing evaluation of both over-
and underreports.
It measures agreement in some standard waysbut goes
further to examine the nature of disagreements to
determine whether two sources are really talking about
the same phenomenon in different terms.
It does not necessarily assume the medical record to
be the truth, but con~iders the possible reasons why
some chronic conditions might legitimately be absent
from the medical record.
The design and analysis of the HIES, described in the
following sections, were planned with awareness of these
lessons from previous research in evaluating survey re-
ports of chronic conditions.
Methods
This section presents the methodology used to con-
duct the HIES, The evaluation was designed to mimic the
content and procedures of the NHIS as closely as possible
within certain design and analytic constraints. The differ-
ences in design and conduct between the HIES and the
NHIS are presented in figure 1.
Sample design
The HIES was conceived as a full-design records-
check study, That is, following the typology used by
Marquis (12) presented in table A, the intent was to
examine the reporting of chronic medical conditions by
interview respondents in such a way that both apparent
interview overreports (cell B in table A) and underreports
(cell C in table A) could be detected. Further, the design
was to allow interpretation of the absence of reports of a
condition from both sources as agreement that the condi-
tion was not present. To this end, the study universe was
members of Group Health Association (GHA), a staff-
model HMO in the greater Washington, D. C., area. The
use of a staff-model HMO with centralized records was
the surest and most efficient way to implement a full
design because the HMO’s records provide a nearly com-
plete inventory of members’ use of heaIth care services.
The sample was restricted to individuals who had been
GHA members for at least 3 years before selection to
maximize the completeness of participants’ medical records
and to further strengthen the record-check design.
The study design was further guided by the desire to
evaluate the reporting of chronic conditions by age, race,
and sex, as well as to evaluate the reporting of medical
events (doctor visits and hospital stays), which will be the
subject of a separate report. However, this seconda~
objective strongly affected the overall sample design by
leading to oversampling of persons with recent medical
utilization.
Because of cost considerations early in the planning of
the HIES, the target sample size was 1,000 self-responding
adults selected from the GHA membership rolls. Children
were omitted from this list sample because of their rela-
tively low prevalence of chronic conditions. (The most
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common chronic conditions among children occur at a
rate of about 50 cases per 1,000 persons.) Because the
NHIS is a household interview, HIES interview data were
collected for all household members as well as the list-
sample persons. Many of these household members were
also GHA members, The total sample available for analy-
sis included, in addition to the list sample, all such
household members who signed permission forms allowing
access to their GHA medical records and for whom
records were located, This group was called the “supple-
mentary” sample or “household members,” as distin-
guished from the “primary” sample or “list-sample
persons.”
Because GHA contracts with the Federal Govern-
ment to provide health coverage to employees and be-
cause Federal employees may be atypical in their reporting
of chronic conditions in a Government-sponsored survey,
the number of Federal employees in the list sample was
limited in the study design. Employees of GHA, Westat,
NCHS, and the U.S. Bureau of the Census were excluded
from the list sample. The sample design is summarized in
figure 2.
Selection of medical centers
GHA was serving approximately 160,000 people at
nine medical centers in the greater Washington, D,C.,
area at the time of the study. To reduce the burden on
GHA staff and to increase the clustering of the sample for
more efficient field work, two medical centers were se-
lected to provide the sample of study subjects. The criteria
for selection included the desire to have one urban and
one suburban center, a need to limit the number of
Federal employees selected, and the requirement that the
sample include an oversimple (compared with the na-
tional population) of black persons. GHA records in-
cluded other person-level information required for sample
stratification (see next section), but did not include system-
atic notation of members’ race. Thus, the oversimple of
black persons was affected by selecting medical centers in
communities with a high proportion of black residents.
The analytic sample turned out to be predominantly black
persons: The list sample was two-thirds black persons, and
the supplementary sample almost 70 percent black persons.
Explicit stratification of list sample
A sample intended to produce 1,000completed inter-
viewswith medical record data was selected from three list
frames: persons having a recent ambulatory care visit
(60 percent); persons having a recent hospital stay (20 per-
cent); and persons from the general membership rolls
(20 percent). Individuals from the three lists were strati-
fied by demographic characteristics (age and sex), by
recency of ambulatory visit (ambulatory care frame only),
and by employer group (Federal Government or not).
Sampling rates within each stratum followed the guide-
lines described later. Although some separate analyses
were planned for each of these subgroups, the intent was
not to create a fully crossed design for analysis but to
ensure that list-sample persons included appropriate rep-
resentation by these key characteristics.
For stratification by age, lsvo major groups (those
18-64 years of age and those 65 years and over) were
broken into four age categories typically used in NHIS
reports of chronic condition prevalence: 18-44 years, 45-64
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Table D. Planned allocation of persons cooperating in Health
Interview Evaluation Survey, by sex and age group
Supplementary
List sample sample
Age Males Females Males Females
Number of persons
Alleges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 500 374 374
0-17years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . – — 125 125
18-64 yeara
lS-44years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 146 72 72
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187 168 93 94
65 yearsand over
65-74 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 100 50 50
75yeara And over, . . . . . . . . . . 67 66 34 33
years, 65-74 years, and 75 years and over. The sample was
divided between the two major age groups so that each
would be expected to yield at least 40 reports of the 10
most prevalent chronic conditions for that age group.
Thus, persons 65 years and over were selected at a higher
rate than those persons aged 18–64 years. Within the
younger group, persons 45–64 years of age were selected
at a higher rate than those in the general population to
increase the number of chronic condition reports expected
for the overall group. Within the older group, persons
65-74 years of age and those 75 years and over were
selected so as to be represented at the same rates as in the
general population. Equal numbers of males and females
were selected in each age group. Table D presents the
pkmned sample allocation by age and sex. The first two
columns represent the planned allocation for the list
sample; the next two columns represent estimated yields
from the supplementary sample of other household mem-
bers. A “household” is defined as one or more families
sharing common cooking facilities.
The distribution of the analytic sample by age and sex
is shown in table E. Again, the first two columns represent
list-sample persons and the second two represent other
Table E. Actual allocation of persons cooperating in Health
Interview Evaluation Survey, by sex and age group
Supplementary
List sample sample
Age Males Females Males Femalas
Number of persons
All agea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460 545 310 393
0-17years,............... – - 147 136
18-64 years
18-44 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145 164 69 104
46-64 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171 202 50 68
65 years and over
65-74 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 1oa 30 41
75years And over . . . . . . . . . . . 59 71 14 22
household members. The list sample produced more fe-
males than males, partly because of higher nonresponse
among males and partly because of the difficulty of iden-
tifying sufficient numbers of older men from GHA visit
logs. The larger number of females in the supplementary
sample may be the result of the household composition
patterns of the Washington, D.C., area, a greater Likeli-
hood that female household members would be available
and willing to sign permission forms, and perhaps a
greater likelihood that female household members would
also be GHA members.
Although the primary objective of the study was to
evaluate the validity of patient reports of medical condi-
tions, seconda~ objectives related to the validity of re-
ports of the number and timing of doctor visits and
hospitalizations, A random sample of the GHA member-
ship would be unlikely to yield sufficient reports of doctor
visits within the 2-week NHIS reference period or hospi-
talizations within the 13-month reference period for mean-
ingful analysis. Therefore, the study design oversampled
persons known to have had visits or stays within the
appropriate periods.
To identi~ persons with recent doctor visits, a sample
was drawn weekly from primary care encounter forms
filled out for each patient visit. For persons with hospital-
izations within the past 13 months and for a general
sample of persons with neither recent doctor visits nor
hospitalizations, GHA’s central records system provided
the sampling frame. The sample of persons with recent
doctor visits and recent hospital stays was further stratified
so that approximately equal numbers of persons would
recall visits or stays over given time intervals, Age and sex
strata were also imposed within the utilization groups, as
was an upper limit of one-third of the sample representing
Federal employees on each list frame.
This sampling strategy did not guarantee mutually
exclusive groups as some persons selected from the gen-
eral rolls could have visited a medical center between the
time they were selected and the time of the interview. In
addition, persons selected because of recent doctor visits
may also have had hospital stays within the reference
period and vice versa, Sampling procedures did not allow
the selection of a given person more than once either
within or across categories. However, probabilities of
selection were not calculated, and the sample was not
weighted for analysis.
Table F presents the planned allocation of the list
sample by event history (that is, by whether the person
had a recent doctor visitor hospital stay). The supplemen-
tary sample was expected to fall largely in the “persons
with neither” category.
The reporting of the number and timing of medical
events is subject to recall error of various kinds. Two
complementary kinds of recall error are forgetting and
“telescoping,” or drawing in events from outside a refer-
ence period. The study design, as described, would allow
analysis of forgetting or of misplacing an event within the
reference period. It would not allow any meaningful
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Table F. Planned allocation of list-sample persons cooperating in




All recent hospita/- with
Characteristic persons visits izations neither
Number of persons
All age groups, both sexes . . 1,001 601 200 200
Age
lS-44years . . . . . . . . . . . . 292 176 58 58
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . 375 225 75 75
65-74 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 120 40 40
75years and over . . . . . . . . 134 60 27 27
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 300 100 100
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 300 100 100
Table G. Pianned allocation of iist-sample persons cooperating in
Heaith Interview Evacuation Survey, by event history revised to
anaiyze telescoping, age, and sex
Persons with Persons with
recent visit hospitalizations
Persons
All O-2 2-4 0-13 14-19 with
Characteristic persons weeks waeks months months neither
All age groups, both
sexes . . . . . . . . .
Age
lS-44yeare . . . . . .
46-64 years . . . . . .
65-74 years. . . . . .
75 years and over . .
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . .
Number of persons
1,001 400 201 134 66 200
292 117 59 39 19 58
375 150 75 50 25 75
200 60 40 27 13 40
134 53 27 18 9 27
500 200 100 67 33 100
500 200 100 67 33 100
analysis of the extent to which telescoping affects NHIS
reporting of medical visits and hospital stays. To analyze
forward telescoping, the sample of recent doctor visits was
extended to include patients who had visits just outside of
the reference period, in the preceding 2 weeks. Similarly,
the sample of persons with recent hospitalizations was
extended to include the 6 months before the 13-month
reference period. This strategy resulted in the allocation
presented in table G, Again, the categories are not mutu-
ally exclusivebecause persons may visit the doctor in both
2-week periods.
The actual analytic sample was affected by slippage in
the field period for many cases. That is, persons selected
because of a doctor visit within the 2-week reference
period were often not interviewed in the designated week,
and the reference period shifted. Tables H and J present,
respectively, the actual list and supplementary samples
available for analysis by event history as noted in the
medical record.
Sample selection and response rates
The sample design described in the previous section is
summarized in table K. Implementing the sample selec-
tion and obtaining cooperation from selected persons was
a multistep process. GHA required an initial passive
informed-consent process before releasing members’ names
for contact. Thus, the initial step in obtaining cooperation
was to mail letters to all qualifying members of the two
GHA medical centers selected for the study. The letter
included a return postcard that members were to send to
GHA if they did not want GHA to release their names to
the study. Thirteen percent of notified members returned
these postcards.
The sample cases were selected and fielded over 26
weeks beginning in June 1990. Each week, a sample of
recent doctor visits and recent hospitalizations and a
general ~’no utilization”) sample were fielded, The recent-
utilization cases were stratified so that equal numbers
were from the previous week and from the week before,
and equal numbers were from each of the preceding 2
weeks. Thus, each interview wave included members from
all sampling cells, with the timing of recent-visit and
recent-stay groups spread across the reference periods
and the extended reference periods for analysis of tele-
scoping. Interviewers were expected to complete their
assignments in each wave within 1 week, however, a
number of cases in each wave slid into the second week or
later. NHIS rules indicate that such “holdover” cases have
the reference period updated; the HIES followed this
procedure. Because the HIES sample was an uncluttered
list, as opposed to the NHIS clustered-area sample, HIES
interviewers fared worse than their NHIS counterparts in
completing interviews during the assigned weeks.
Interviews were conducted with list-sample persons
and any household members who happened to be present,
Following NHIS procedures, proxy responses were ob-
tained for household members not present during the
interview. At the conclusion of the interview, list-sample
persons and any household members also belonging to
GHA were asked for written permission to abstract infor-
mation from medical records. Second permission forms
were later required for certain patients with medical
problems of a sensitive nature; these were requested by
mail.
A total of 1,846household members were identified in
1,077 interviews. Of these, 1,312 were reported as GHA
members. Only limited followup for permission forms was
attempted for household members not available when the
list-sample person was asked to sign a permission form. Of
the 733 household members who did sign permission
forms, medical records data were not obtained for a total
of 70 persons; of these, 54 required further followup
beyond what the schedule or resources would permit, 11
refused second permission forms, and 5 turned out not to
be GHA members.
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Table H. Actual number of list-sample persons available for analysis, by event history from the medicai record, age, and sex
Persons with recent visits Persons with hospitalizations
24 weeks but
Characteristic
14-19 months but Persons
All persons O-2 weeks not O-2 weeks 0-13 months not 0-13 months w“th neither
Number of persona
All age groups, both sexes . , . . . . 1,005 433 233 145 51 287
Age
18-44 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 309 116 77 27














33 27 10 22
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460 187 114 73




119 72 30 154
NOTE Columns add to more than total because of overlap between persons with visits and persons with stays.
Table J. Actual number of supplementary-sample persons available for analysis, by event history according to medical record, age, and
sex
Persons with recent visits Persons with hospitalizations
o-2 2-4 weeka but 0-13 14-19 months but
Characteristic
Persons
All persons weeks not O-2 weeks months not 0-13 months with neither
Number of persons
All age groups, both sexes . . . , 703 103 79 18 10 512
Age
0-17years. ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . 285 29 35 5





45-64 years..,,..,..,..,.. 138 27
139
24 5











Male ., . ., . ., . . . . . . . . . . . 310 40 38 8




41 10 4 285
NOTE: Columns add to more than total becsuse of ovsrlap between persons with vislls and psrsons with stays.
Table K. Number and percent of initiai draw snd response rstes for Heaith interview Evaluation Survey, by utilization group
Utilization group
Recent doctor visit Recent hospital stay No recent utilimtlon
Item Total Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
Initial draw,...,......,.,.. 1,615 1,132 277 206
Locating rate.,.,.,.,,,, . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . ,.. 0,96 0.93 0.93
Number located . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
1,540 1,090 258
Number Ineligible . . . . . . . . . . .




Interview requested . . . . . . . . . .




Interview response rete, . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . 0.76 0.78 0.77
Permission form requested . . . . .
. . . . . .
1,077 775 174
Cooperation rate for permission
. . . . . . 128 . . .
forms . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.94 0.95
Usable cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
1,017
. . . 0.96
726 . . . 166 . . . 123 . . .
NOTE Twelve additional cases were dropped because the respondents refused to sign a second permission form required by Group Health Association for certain patients.
Table K presents the number and percent of list- which to interview), but the locating and permission-form
sample persons at each stage of the locating, interviewing, rates were somewhat higher than expected. The selection
and permission form process. The refusal rate was higher rates were adjusted during the field period in response to
than anticipated (all interviews were conducted in metro- the slippage in reference weeks described earlier so that
politan Washington, D. C., a traditionally difficult area in more persons than originally anticipated were selected in
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the “recent doctor visit” group. (See tables G and H to
compare the effective sample against the original alloca-
tion by event history.)
Data collection forms
Questionnaire
The selected GHA members were administered the
NHIS core questionnaire with several modifications. Al-
though the sampled GHA members were selected as
individuals, the NHIS questionnaire is a household inter-
view. Thus, the interview included the households of the
sampled individuals.
The NHIS core interview includes the following
sections:
Household composition: names of all household mem-
bers, relationships, ages, full-time active duty, hospital
probe.
Limitations of activities: current limitations and under-
lying conditions. All conditions mentioned are re-
corded for later review in condition sections.
Other: ongoing list of conditions, other information
required for administering interview.
Restricted activities: restrictions of activities (days
missed work, school, or work around the house, days
in bed, cut-down days) and underlying conditions for
the previous 2 weeks. Conditions recorded as previ-
ously described,
Doctor visits: number of doctor visits or phone calls to
doctor in previous 2 weeks.
Doctor visit details: details of doctor visits reported in
previous item, including condition necessitating visit.
Conditions recorded under “Other.”
Health indicators: other accident or injury in previous
2 weeks, total bed days and doctor visits in last 12
months, perceived health status, height, weight.
Condition lists (one per interview): (1) skeletal, mus-
cular, skin disorders; (2) hearing, vision, or speech
impairments; (3) digestive conditions; (4) glandular,
anemia, nervous system, genitourinary system disor-
ders; (5) heart and circulatory system problems; (6)
respiratory system disorders.
Hospital page: details of each hospital stay reported in
previous 12 months (since “13-month hospital date”),
including entering condition, operations, and name of
hospital.
Condition page: details of each condition reported in
“Limitations of activities,” “Restricted activities,” “Doc-
tor visit details,” “Condition lists,” and “Hospital
page.”
Demographic background: information including mili-
tary e~erience, education, race, ethnicity, employm-
ent status, marital status, income, father’s last name,
and social security number,
Three kinds of changes were made to this core inter-





The six categories under “Condition lists” were abridged
and condensed into one list asked of every respondent,
To assist in matching visits reported by household
respondents with visits in the medical records, ques-
tions on the location of each visit were added to the
“Doctor visits details” section.
The HIES household composition Put the list-samde
person in the first column-and col~cted relationships
to this person,
The selection of chronic conditions from the six NHIS
lists was based on the expected prevalence of the condi-
tions in the sample. The 10 most prevalent conditions in
each adult age group (according to NHIS estimates) were
included, with the goal of having at least 40 reports of
each condition from the list sample for analysis. Groups of
conditions, such as heart conditions and impairments,
were all included, even if some did not meet the preva-
lence rules, because it was felt that some conditions might
be reported in response to a probe for another condition
in the group. For example, a hearing impairment (which
met the quantitative criteria for inclusion) might be re-
ported in response to the probe for deafness (which did
not meet the quantitative criteria), leading to the need to
have both conditions included in the HIES list. The HIES
questionnaire is included as appendix I.
Medical records abstraction form
Most abstraction of medical records was done from
photocopies of the past 3 years’ records (before the
interview date) from an individual% file. A direct data
entry form was tested, but the abstracters preferred a
paper form, largely because of the time required to type
condition names. The purposes of the abstracting were to
identify all medical conditions and impairments men-
tioned in the record and to identi~ doctor visits and
hospital stays within the relevant reference periods. The
medical records abstracting form and instructions for
abstracters are presented as appendix II.
To limit the amount of resources required for abstract-
ing, encounter-specific information was abstracted for a
limited number of medical encounters–only those felt to
have direct relevance to the planned analysis, Specifically,





Any encounter within 2 months ‘before the interview
date.
The most recent encounter, if there were none within
the 2 months before the interview.
Any health assessment (comprehensive medical
checkup) within 3 years before the interview date,
Any hospital stay within 19 months before the inter-
view date.
In addition, abstracters recorded and coded all medical
conditions from the entire 3-year medical record, regard-
less of the type or date of encounter for which it was
noted.
Supporting materials
Materials were developed or adapted from NHIS






Advance letters – GHA required an initial postcard
mailing to all members of the selected medical centers
for informed consent. An advance letter from NCHS
was sent to sampled persons.
Labels, logs, and assignment materials –For each week’s
wave of sample members, computer-generated inter-
viewer assignment materials were prepared, including
a face sheet, reporting log, and a receipt-control log, as
well as mailing labels to attach to the advance letter.
Interviewer manual –The HIES used a modified ver-
sion of the NHIS interviewer manual, a comprehensive
guide to the conduct of the core interview, with addi-
tional sections on idiosyncratic administrative proce-
dures, the purpose of the evaluation study, and how to
describe the study to respondents, as well as question-
by-question specifications for new questions.
Abstracter manual –Abstracting procedures, defini-
tions, and code categories were det_ailed in an abstrac-
ter’s manual (appendix II).
Data collection
Selection and training of field interviewers
Twenty-four interviewers were recruited for the HIES,
20 of whom had previous interviewing experience. Five of
the interviewers were based outside the Washington, D. C,,
area and traveled there as needed to supplement the local
staff,
All HIES interviewers were trained as if they were
new interviewers for the NHIS. An experienced U.S.
Bureau of the Census trainer conducted the session, using
NHIS materials that included a verbatim guide with par-
ticipative lectures, practice, and exercises. Supervisory
staff observed the NHIS session and conducted additional
training in specific procedures, including receiving assign-
ments, and contacting, locating, reporting, and submitting
of completed work.
The 3%- day project-specific training included orien-
tation to U.S. Bureau of the Census format and question-
naire conventions, training on the NHIS core interview,
and training on additional questions. Some interviewers
attended an additional day of training in general inter-
viewer training, adapted from U.S. Bureau of the Census
general training procedures.
Field data collection
Advance contact by mail–As noted in the section
entitled “Review,” the HIES included two advance con-
tacts by mail, The first was a letter from GHA mailed to
all members at the two selected medical centers. It gave a
very brief description of the research and included a
postpaid return postcard for members to return if they did
not want their name released. The second letter, from the
Director of NCHS, was sent to persons selected for
interview. Much of the content and language of this letter
was specified by the Privacy Act of 1974 and NCHS
enabling legislation.
Contacting and interviewing– Unlike NHIS proce-
dures, in which interviewers approach addresses from an
area probability sampling frame, interviewers contacted
HIES sample members directly, knowing their names. The
initial contact was made by telephone (when a number
was available). HIES required the sample person to be
present for the interview. Other family members present
could respond for themselves; the sample person an-
swered for family members not present.
Following the interview, the interviewer asked all
GHA members in the family for written permission to
review their medical records. For adults, this permission
could only be given by the persons themselves; for chil-
dren under the age of 14 years, the interviewer requested
the signature of a parent or guardian, For children aged
14 to 17 years, the interviewer asked for the signatures of
both the child and a parent or guardian. Interviewers
attempted return visits to obtain permission forms for
household members (supplementary sample) not available
at the time the interview was conducted.
Data collection schedule and stafing– Interviewing was
conducted over 26 weeks, from June to November 1990.
Interviewing went on longer than expected for a variety of
reasons, Because the sample was a list of individuals,
contact was required with the particular person selected,
which is more time-consuming than simply interviewing a
household informant. Second, the sample was not geo-
graphically clustered, resulting in further inefficiency in
interviewer time. Third, GHA addresses were not always
up to date, which sometimes required locating.
These factors affected the average time per completed
case as well. The estimate of 4.75 interviewer hours per
completed interview used in planning the study was quite
low; the actual overall average was just under 7 hours per
case. As interviewers tend to work part time regardless of
how much work is available, the level of staffing was less
than optimal, because staffing estimates were based on the
lower number of hours per complete interviews.
The interviewers reported to a field supervisor, who in
turn reported to the field director. The field supervisor
discussed each interviewer’s workload at least weekly and
oversaw quality assurance measures.
Field qualityassurancemeasures–Following the NHIS
model, interviewer performance was measured in three
ways: review of hard-copy interviews and feedback obser-
vation of interviews; and verification reinterviews.
Each interviewer’s first two completed cases, and
10 percent of his or her cases thereafter, were thoroughly
reviewed by inhouse staff. The reviewer completed a
feedback form detailing both good performance and per-
formance requiring improvement. The field supervisor
reviewed these forms with the interviewer within 1 week of
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receipt of the cases. Interviewers not meeting minimum
performance standards were retrained or dismissed,
Each interviewer was observed in person twice during
the field period by an experienced observer. The observer
followed each interview carefully, noting examples of both
good and bad performance, and reviewed the results with
the interviewer after they left the household,
The field supervisor conducted a short (3 minute)
reinterview with 10percent of respondents, using the
standard NHIS verification interview. Verification inter-
views for households without telephones were conducted
in person. Comparison of verification interviews with the
completed work revealed no evidence of falsification.
Abstracting medical records
All signed permission forms were sent to GHA, which
in turn copied the corresponding medical records, going
back 3 years. Medical records abstracters then reviewed
the records and identified and recorded all medical condi-
tions and relevant encounters noted in the records.
Receipt of records
The copying process took much longer than antici-
pated. GHA staff were very busy, and the records were
often very long. A variety of problems were encountered
that prevented or delayed the copying of records. These
problems included:
. Some household members signing permission forms
were not GHA members or had lapsed memberships.
. Some records were temporarily unavailable when
sought.
. Some records included referrals to mental health ser-
vices, drug or alcohol treatment, or acquired immuno-
deficiency syndrome (AIDS); for such persons, GHA
requested an additional permission form specifically
acknowledging the sensitive information. When this
additional permission was refused, no information was
obtained.
Abstracting process
Abstracting procedures are described in appendix II.
The abstracters were experienced at abstracting from
medical records and condition coding. The staff partici-
pated in development of the abstracting form and wrote
the manual. Because of delays in receiving the records
from GHA, some of the abstracting work was subcon-
tracted. The subcontracted work was subject to the same
quality control and strict confidentiality procedures as that
performed by Westat Inc., and they reviewed all subcon-
tracted work.
Abstracters recorded information on abstract sheets
for each case. For 10percent of the cases, a second
abstracter then reabstracted the record, noting discrepan-
cies as they were discovered. A third member of the
abstracting staff acted as arbitrator, working with the first
two abstracters to resolve discrepancies.
Data preparation and processing
Data preparation activities for the HIES included
medical condition coding, other coding of hard-copy ques-
tionnaires from the field interviews, retrieval of missing or
ambiguous critical items, key entry of the questionnaires
and abstract forms, and machine edits of all study data,
Condition coding
Conditions from both the household interview and the
medical record were coded according to the lrzternational
Classification of Dz3ease, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification
(ICD-9-CM), as modified by the NHIS. All condition
coding was subject to 10-percent recoding by a second
coder. A third coder then worked with the first two coders
to resolve discrepancies.
Coding data into machine-readable format
NHIS coding specificationswere applied to the house-
hold interview data. Coders reviewed all hard-copy ques-
tionnaires for legibility, missing or incorrectly entered
data, and assignment of numeric codes to any non-
numeric values (such as “2” for “Feb” or “other-specify”
fields). Coders received a full day of training, and 100per-
cent of their first batches (about 25 cases) were reviewed,
Ten percent of subsequent batches were reviewed,
Retrievai of missing or ambiguous data
Project staff identified critical items for analysis as
part of the coding specifications. When coders found
missing or ambiguous responses in these critical fields, the
cases were flagged for retrieval. The field supervisor
conducted data retrieval, including recontacting of inter-
view respondents.
Keying and verifying data
File layouts were prepared and keying procedures
developed for the survey questionnaires to ensure compa-
rability with the NHIS. All key entry was 100-percent
verified and adjudicated by a keying supervisor. Abstract
forms were also key entered, with 100-percent verification
and resolution.
Editing and correcting computer files
After data were keyed and verified, they were com-
puter edited against an exhaustive set of machine specifi-
cations. The specifications were adapted from those used
by the NHIS to run on Westat software. The cleaning
specifications included skip, range, and logic checks. Cod-
ers reviewed all fail-edit cases and made appropriate
corrections to the data file, The edit specifications were
rerun until all discrepancies were resolved. Coders also
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reviewed frequency distributions for all data items as a
final step in machine editing.
Machine editing was also performed on the medical
records data, A series of skip and logical checks paralleled
those done on the household data. Discrepancies were
resolved when possible by the abstracting or analysis staff.
Discussion
The current NHIS method for obtaining reports of
chronic conditions includes collecting the names of condi-
tions associated with restricted activity, limitations of
activity, doctor visits in the 2 weeks before the interview,
or hospital stays in the 13 months before the interview.
Following these indirect probes, the interview presents the
respondent with one of the six condition checldists. The
checklist asks directly: “Does anyone in the family NOW
have . . . ,“ Depending upon the condition, the reference
period is “now,” “ever,” or “the last 12 months.” Inter-
viewers record “yes” responses by writing the condition
name on the interview booklet, alongside any conditions
reported earlier through the indirect probes, Later in the
interview, the interviewer asks more detailed questions
about each of the conditions he or she has recorded.
In data preparation, medical coders review the re-
ported condition names and the other information about
that condition, and assign a code from the NHIS adapta-
tion of the ICD–9-CM, One condition report may lead to
multiple codes, and duplicate reports of the same coded
condition are collapsed. Coders also determine whether
any given condition is chronic or acute, adding an indica-
tor to the modified ICD–9–CM code. Many conditions,
such as diabetes and hypertension, are “chronic by defini-
tion,” that is, they are always coded as chronic. Conditions
not defined as chronic are considered chronic if they last 3
months or longer, from date of onset to the date of
interview or cure. These dates are part of the detailed
questionnaire condition section, A series of computer
edits (11) ensure that reported conditions identified as
chronic in the data file meet the NHIS definition for
chronicity.
The NHIS produces prevalence estimates for chronic
conditions defined by groups of NHIS-modified ICD–
9–CM codes; these groups are referred to as “recode C“
codes. For this report, recode C is referred to as the
“NHIS recode.” Note that there is no one-to-one match
between the condition checklists in the questionnaire and
the NHIS recode conditions for prevalence estimates and
that responses to the checklist do not define whether a
person has a particular NHIS recode condition. For exam-
ple, a person may say “yes” to the checklist probe for
dermatitis but give information in the condition section
that leads to an ICD–9–CM code outside the NHIS
recode group for dermatitis, such as athlete’s foot. On the
other hand, a person may say “no” to the checklist probe
but report a condition coded into the NHIS recode group
as the reason for a 2-week doctor visit.
To compare reports of chronic conditions between
interview and medical record data, it would be desirabIe
to adapt the NHIS procedures to the use of medical
records. Procedures for abstracting medical records are
detailed in appendix II. Abstracters recorded all condi-
tions mentioned in 3 years’ worth of medical records,
using the NHIS adaptation of the ICD-9–CM, except for
the chronicity indicator, which was not used. The ab-
stracted conditions were then collapsed into NHIS recode
groups.
The interview and medical record procedures differ in
potentially significant ways. First, the medical record re-
view includes no stimulus comparable to the interview’s
condition checklist. A more comparable procedure would
be to ask a physician who had examined the person, “Does
this person have . . . ?“ This approach was used by the
Baltimore and Hunterdon County studies (31,5). The
absence of such a checklist may result in failure of the
medical record to confirm accurate interview reports. For
example, conditions may have been noticed by an attend-
ing physician or other medical professional but not en-
tered in the record.
A second problem of comparability occurs in the
timing of condition reports. As previously noted, the
household interview asks about “now” for some condi-
tions, or “ever” or “in the past 12 months” for others,
Medical records are dependent upon when a person seeks
care and often do not include information on duration.
Thus, medical record reports are subject to error for
“now” conditions because the person may or may not have
been seen at a time near the interview date. “In the past
12 months” may also be difficult: Positive reports within
the 12-month period are fairly clear, but a positive report
occurring only outside the 12 months is likely not to have
information on whether the condition continued to be
present into the 12-month period, The only systematic
review of this problem instituted for the HIES was for
cataracts, where mention of cataract surgery more than 12
months before the interview date was not considered
“cataracts in the past 12 months.”
A third problem lies in the NHIS definition of
“chronic.” AS already noted, some conditions are “chronic
by definition.” This rule is straightforward in the medical
record context. However, the “chronic by duration” rule is
not easily transferable, One could derive rules for coding
conditions as chronic by duration (if, for example, the
medical record documented two encounters about the
same condition separated 3 months or more), but these
rules would not be comparable to the NHIS interview, in
which duration is asked about specifically. The HIES
procedures counted all conditions mentioned in the med-
ical record as chronic, except those that most obviously
were not (i.e., sunburn and poison ivy under “dermatitis”).
A fourth problem in comparing prevalence from med-
ical records with that from household interviews is refer-
ences to a “history of” a condition in the record. This
problem ties in with the second one previously mentioned–
the timing of the condition report. For those conditions
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about which the interview asks “ever had,” “history of” is
a comparable indication of the presence of the condition.
For the “now” or “past 12 months” conditions, however,
the correct treatment is less clear. HIES procedures
excluded “history of” references for all conditions subject
to these time frames.
It appears that prevalence estimates based on medical
records would be different in many cases from those based
on household interviews. There is no uniform and easy
answer to the question of where truth lies. This analysis
uses the methodological differences described here as well
as other factors to help explain differences by condition in
reporting between the household and medical record. A
second analysis examines differences in agreement be-
tween the household and medical record by characteristics
of the subject, The assumption in the latter analysis is that
more agreement means better reporting in the interview,
but the medical record is not routinely viewed as a
validation mechanism for the interview report.
Analysis methods
As noted earlier, the HIES design was intended to
allow evaluation of the reporting of chronic conditions as
well as ambulatory medical care visits and hospital stays.
Because this report focuses on the reporting of chronic
conditions, this discussion of analysis methods is limited.
Future reports will describe other aspects of the study.
Once the medical record data were coded, edited, and
the condition data reclassified into the NHIS recode, the
two sources were compared for each of 23 chronic condi-
tions, person by person. The checklist included probes for
more than 23 conditions, and orthopedic impairments and
deformities were collapsed into one category for HIES
analysis. Blindness and other visual impairments were
combined, as were deafness and other hearing impair-
ments. Rheumatism and congeiiital heart disease were
Table L. Matrix for matching interview with medical record
reports of chronic conditions
Condition mentioned by respondent in interview
Condition noted in
medical record Yes No
Yes. . . . . . . . . . . . . A c
No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B D
NOTES A Is positive mstch, B Is false positive, C is false negative, and D Is negative match.
Prevalence by Health Interview Evaluation Sutvey report calculated as (A+ B)/N. Prevalence
by medical record calculated aa (A+ C)/N. Kappa value calculated as 2((Ax D) -
(Bx C))/((A+B)X (B+ D)+(C+D) x(A+C)).
excluded from the analysis because of very low prevalence
among the study sample. For each condition, a person was
classified into one of four cells as shown in table L,
depending upon whether the. condition was present in the
interview file and the medical record file. Multiple condi-
tions for a person in one NHIS recode classification were
counted the same as a single condition. Prevalence for the
analytic sample was calculated using the formulae in the
notes of table L.
Comparison of prevalence from the two sources is an
aggregate measure of agreement; it says nothing about
how well individual cases matched. The Kappa statistic
was used to analyze the agreement at a person level.
Kappa is a weighted proportion, with possible values
ranging from -1 (perfect disagreement) through 1 (perfect
agreement). Regarding Kappa as a measure of interrater
reliability, Landis and Koch (20) suggest that values of less
than 0.4 represent poor-to-fair agreement, 0.4-0.6 moder-
ate agreement, 0.6-0.8 substantial agreement, and 0.8-1.0
almost perfect agreement. It is possible for two sources to
produce identical prevalence with very low agreement at
the individual level. If the medical record was considered
“the truth” in such a case, the rates of interview overre-




As described earlier, the HIES sample was drawn
from the membership rolls of an HMO in the Washington,
D. C,, area, Oversamples were drawn of older persons,
those with recent hospital stays and those with recent
doctor visits. In addition, the sample was by design drawn
from medical centers serving communities with large black
populations. Therefore, black people are much more heavily
represented in the HIES sample than in the general
population, These features of the HIES design limit direct
comparisons to the NHIS, As shown in table 1, the HIES
sample is older and contains more black people, people of
higher income, and more highly educated people than the
U.S. population. Because of the oversimple of persons
with recent medical utilization, the HIES sample is also
probably sicker than the U.S. population. In addition, the
sample is limited to one geographic area, and all HIES
sample persons have health insurance coverage and access
to basic health care services.
The combination of these factors, some of which can
be controlled for in examining HIES results and some of
which cannot, should have significant effects on preva-
lence of chronic conditions derived from HIES household
interviews when compared with the same rates derived
from the NHIS. Also, NHIS prevalence estimates are
weighted to the U.S. noninstitutionalized civilian popula-
tion; HIES data are presented unweighed.
The prevalence of chronic conditions reported in the
interview for list-sample persons is about twice that of the
general U.S. population according to the 1989 NHIS.
Adding household members (the “supplementary sam-
ple”) reduces the differential to 60-percent greater preva-
lence overall in the HIES. Much of this difference is
attributable to the HIES oversimple of persons 65 years
of age and over. Tables 2–5 compare the NHIS and HIES
prevalence of the chronic conditions studied by age group.
Column 1 of these tables presents the weighted NHIS
estimates (prevalence per 1,000 population) for the partic-
ular age group for 1989, and column 2 shows the compa-
rable prevalence rate for the HIES, including both list-
sample persons and household members. Column 3 is the
raw difference between the two rates, and column 4 is the
percent difference between columns 1 and 2. In table 2,
for example, the HIES prevalence of arthritis is 13 persons
per 1,000, or 27 percent higher, than the NHIS
estimate. The “AII conditions” row shows, in columns 1
and 2, the total number of conditions listed that are
reported per 1,000 persons by the NHIS and HIES,
respectively.
Column 4 of tables 2–5 shows that the HIES had an
overall prevalence of the selected chronic conditions that
was 41 percent higher than the NHIS for persons 18-44
years of age, 27 percent higher for those aged 45-64 years,
14percent higher for persons aged 65–74 years, and 11 per-
cent higher for persons aged 75 years or over. This
decrease by age maybe related to oversampling for HIES
persons with recent doctor visits (assumed to be sicker);
the effect of this sampling strateW on prevalence may be
lessened with older persons. Some of the remaining dis-
crepancy between the two sources is attributable to partic-
ularly high rates of hypertension and diabetes, which are
more prevalent among black people than white people,
because the HIES sample is disproportionately composed
of black people. However, the NHIS shows lower preva-
lence of most other conditions studied here for black
persons.
In summary, the HIES sample has reported more
chronic conditions than one would expect from a nation-
ally representative sample, even when HIES age and race
oversampling are taken into account. The list sample’s
greater likelihood of having a recent doctor visit probably
accounts for some of this difference. Also, all HIES
sample persons are insured and have access to heaIth care.
People who do not seek medical care maybe less likely to
report chronic conditions that require professional diagno-
sis. The effects of geographic clustering and differences in
procedures between the HIES and NHIS are unknown,
but procedural differences (summarized in figure 1) were
minimized and probably have little effect.
Interview reporting compared with medical
record, by condition
Tables 6 and 7 present the results of matching inter-
view and medical record reports for the 23 chronic condi-
tions studied for list-sample persons and household
members, respectively. The conditions are arranged in
order of their NHIS recodes, with summary lines for heart
conditions in general and for heart rhythm disorders,
Following the typology of table L, the tables show num-
bers of cases falling into positive match (type A), negative
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match (type D), apparent interview overreport (type B),
and apparent interview underreport (type C). They also
present prevalence calculated from HIES interview and
medical records using the formulae in table L, and com-
pare these rates by showing net and proportional overre-
porting by the interview as opposed to the medical record.
Finally, the tables present the Kappa values describing
person-level agreement between the interview and medi-
cal record. Tables 8 and 9 present the same data, without
the heart condition summary rows, in descending order of
Kappa values.
As shown in tables 6 and 7, about two-thirds of the
conditions were overreported in the HIES interview, and
these were divided into two roughly equal groups (by
proportional net overreport among list-sample persons) of
conditions overreported by 200 percent or more and con-
ditions overreported by about 100 percent or less. Kappa
values ranged from around Oto about 0.82 for list-sample
persons and were generally slightly lower for household
members. In tables 8 and 9, the conditions with the
highest Kappa values are all underreported by the interview.
The proportional differences from tables 6 and 7 are
presented in figure 3, with the conditions arranged from
highest to lowest proportional net overreporting, Figure 3
reveals a fairly consistent pattern of higher interview
reporting versus the medical record for list-sample per-
sons than for household members. The interview reported
noticeably higher rates for list-sample persons for varicose
veins, allergic rhinitis without asthma, chronic sinusitis,
constipation, and orthopedic impairment. Higher relative
rates for household members were reported for heart
murmurs, migraine headache, hardening of the arteries,
hemorrhoids, and ischemic heart disease. Although the
HIES did not include an experimental design to examine
the effects of proxy reporting, it is reasonable to speculate
that much of the difference between list-sample persons
and household members in the proportion of overreport-
ing by condition is attributable to proxy response, because
all list-sample persons were self-respondents, but many
household members were not. Comparing proportional
overreporting controls for many of the artifactual differ-
ences between the two populations – the list-sample
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Figure 3. Percent overreport by interview compared with medical record in the Health Interview Evaluation Survey
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persons are older, sicker, and have more recent doctor
visits than the household members.
Previous studies have used other measures of agree-
ment. In particular, Harlow and Linet (17) accumulated
findings from a number of studies using only positive
responses to measure agreement. (They also presented
percent agreement and Kappa values where these could
be calculated.) Their measures were “percent of positive
reports in records matched by interviews” (A/(A + C) in
the terminology of table L) and “percent of positive re-
ports in interviews matched by records” (A/(A + B) in
table L terms), Similar measures were used by Madow (2)
as “rate of underreporting” and “rate of overreporting,”
respectively.
Table 10 compares the Harlow and Linet statistics for
the Health Insurance Plan (HIP) and Kaiser Permanence
(KP) studies and the HIES. It also calculates the HIES
measure “net overreporting” from these statistics. Ta-
ble 10 contains striking similarities (between IQ and HIES
for arthritis and hearing impairments and between KP and
HIP for asthma) and striking differences (between all
three studies for visual impairments). The three studies
were done in HMO settings but in different geographic
areas, in different times, and using somewhat different
procedures. For example, the HIP and KP studies used 1
year’s medical records, but the HIES used 3 years’; the KP
study included experiments in questionnaire design, the
HIES and HIP did not. The NHIS questionnaire and
coding procedures changed considerably between the times
HIP, KY, and HIES studies were conducted. The HIP and
KP studies used the seventh revision of the International
Classification of Diseases, but the HIES used the ninth; the
chronic condition recodes and condition checklists on
which the HIES was based were considerably expanded
following the time of the earlier studies. The HIP and KP
studies used one recode for most heart conditions, but the
HIES used six of the eight current NHIS recodes. The KP
study combined asthma and allergic rhinitis, and the HIES
separated them. Thus, the comparison of specific condi-
tions across these three studies must be done with care
and must be limited to fairly broad generalities.
Possible reasons for mismatches
Tables 6 and 7 indicate considerable variation in the
rates of agreement across conditions, as well as in the
differences in prevalence estimates between the sources.
There are several plausible explanations for both type B
and type C mismatches. Possible reasons for interview
reports not confirmed by the medical record (mismatch
type B) include (with examples from the list in tables 6
and 7):
. Medical treatment was not sought for the reported
condition, either because it was not thought to be
serious, the person was averse to seeking treatment,
the condition was felt to be embarrassing, or the





nusitis, hearing impairment) was treated by patent
medication or other nonprofessional means.
The reported condition (e.g., tinnitus or constipation)
is a symptom of a more serious condition and is not
recorded in the medical record because it was sub-
sumed by the causative condition or not felt to be
worthy of note.
The reported condition (e.g., varicose veins or heart
murmur) is stable and requires no ongoing treatment.
An impairment (e.g., orthopedic) has not necessitated
treatment.
Respondents may confuse two condition names or
misdiagnose a condition.
Possible reasons for conditions appearing in the med-
ical record but not being reported in the interview (mis-








The condition name is not familiar to the patient and
therefore is not remembered or recognized in the
interview.
The condition (e.g., cataracts) is not salient to the
respondent, perhaps because it is at a threshold level
and has not caused any discomfort or worry.
The respondent’s definition of a condition in the
checklist is different from that intended by the study.
The respondent can only describe a condition in a
vague way that is not included in the NHIS definition
for the prevalence estimates.
The medical provider did not tell the patient about the
condition.
The respondent is aware of the condition (e.g., impair-
ment), but denies its presence,
The respondent does not recall having the condition
because of cognitive limitations.
Thus, one would expect agreement between interview
and medical records for conditions that (a) are fairly well
defined from both the clinical and lay perspectives, (b)
require ongoing treatment, (c) have commonly recognized
names, and (d) are salient to the respondent because they
cause discomfort or worry. The conditions with the highest
Kappa values – diabetes, high blood pressure, asthma, and
ischemic heart disease (“heart attack” and angina) —meet
these criteria.
Condition-level prevalence
The prevalence and match ratios between interview
reports and medical records described so far have been
conducted at a person level – that is, if a person reports
one or more conditions within an NHIS recode group, that
person is counted as one occurrence. However, the NI-HS
prevalence estimates are prepared at a condition level.
Each mention of an ICD–9-CM condition within an NHIS
recode group counts as one occurrence (but multiple
reports of the same ICD-9–CM condition for a person
only count as one). For most of the conditions examined in
this report, the person-level prevalence and condition-
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level prevalence are virtually identical. The exception is
heart conditions; multiple conditions within one NHIS
recode are often present for one person. Table 11 presents
the prevalence for heart conditions in the study sample at
both the person level and the condition level. The NHIS
recode groups examined are ischemic heart disease, tachy-
cardia or rapid heartbeat, heart murmurs, other heart
rhythm disorders, and “other selected diseases of the
heart,” Not included because of their relatively low prev-
alence are NHIS recode groups for rheumatic heart dis-
ease and congenital heart disease.
Effect of broader condition topologies
Several of the possible reasons for type C mismatches
and one of the reasons for type B mismatches given earlier
relate to interview respondents’ not knowing, misremem-
bering, or confusing condition names, Cox and Iachan (10)
found that agreement between survey respondents and
medical records in reasons for visit was considerably
higher for higher levels of aggregation in condition coding.
Madow (3) used a “loose match” that the autho~ admitted
was “not well specified” as well as a “tight match” in
comparing interview reports with physician reports of
chronic conditions. The idea is that interview respondents
often know generally what is wrong but cannot speci~ a
condition in sufficient detail for agreement with medical
records with relatively highly differentiated classification
schemes.
From the perspective of evaluating prevalence esti-
mates on the NHIS, the loose-match concept has some
limited applicability. The aggregation of ICD–9-CM codes
into the NHIS recode for the purpose of making preva-
lence estimates may be viewed as somewhat arbitra~,
more so for some conditions than for others. One concept
of loose match, then, is that the NHIS recode classifica-
tions could be expanded to include conditions that are
clinically equivalent to those in the existing group. In
other words, would a typical physician classi& the person
as having the broad clinical entity (such as “arthritis”)
based upon the information available from the medical
record?
Constructing an extension of the NHIS recode groups
under consideration here began with a review of mis-
matches. Based upon other conditions reported by the
interview or medical record for mismatches (types B and
C), additional clinically equivalent ICD–9–CM codes were
added to the following chronic conditions:
. Arthritis
. Dermatitis
. Hardening of the arteries
● Chronic bronchitis
In addition, allergic rhinitis and chronic sinusitis were
combined and expanded into one upper respiratory cate-
gory. The analysis based on these broadly defined condi-
tion groupings will be referred to as the “loose match.”
Details of the loose-match condition map are presented in
appendix III.
The revised map was used to evaluate the mismatches
from the NHIS recode-level analysis. First, only persons
classified as type B or type C mismatches for the specified
conditions were evaluated. The purpose of this analysis
was essentially to evaluate the NHIS recode definitions by
determining how often one source reported a chronic
condition within the definitions when the other source
reported a clinically equivalent but excluded condition,
Then, the loose-match map was applied to the negative
matches to examine the overall effect of the revised map
on prevalence. The results are presented in table 12 for
list-sample persons only. (Note that chronic bronchitis is
not included in table 12 there were no changes as a result
of the loose match for this condition.)
Table 12 includes three groups of five columns. The
first group presents the match classification and Kappa
value when applying the NHIS recode definition of the
specified condition. These columns also appear in table 6.
The second group of columns, labeled “loose match l,”
presents the results of applying the expanded condition
definitions to cases originally falling into mismatch types B
and C. Comparing the first and second groups of columns
indicates how much of the apparent discrepancy between
the two data sources may be attributable to reporting
equivalent conditions in different terms. The third group
of columns, labeled “Loose match 2,” presents the results
of applying the expanded definitions to negative matches
(type D) as well as mismatches. Comparing this group of
columns with the others shows the effect on prevalence if
one were to use the expanded definitions in place of the
NHIS recode C classification.
Condition-specific results
The discussion in this section is based on tables 2-5
for all conditions, on table 10 for conditions included in
the earlier studies, on table 11 for heart conditions, and on
table 12 for the loose-match conditions,
Arthritis – When controlling for age, the prevalence of
arthritis for ail HIES sample persons is roughly compara-
ble to NHIS estimates (tables 2-5). The largest difference
is for persons 1845 years of age (27 percent higher in the
HIES). Arthritis was reported somewhat more frequently
by households than it was recorded in medical records –
38 percent more for list-sample persons and 12 percent
more for household members (tables 6 and 7), Agreement
between the interview and medical record on the presence
of arthritis was moderate (Kappa = 0.40 for list-sample
persons, 0.48 for household members), perhaps surpris-
ingly low for a well-known condition often treated by
prescription drugs. The discrepancy between medical
records and interviews appears to be the result of several
factors: imprecise or erroneous use of the term “arthritis”
by respondents, lack of physician visits for this affliction,
physicians not recording arthritis, even if present, and the
somewhat limited definition of arthritis in the NHIS
recode. Persons with joint pain of unknown cause may be
self-diagnosed as “arthritis.” Bursitis and tendinitis might
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also be reported as arthritis —these would be reporting
errors, Such errors would make arthritis appear to be
overreported, Medical records may not include mention of
arthritis even if the patient has it. The condition may not
be severe enough to be worth noting, the arthritis may
never have been a reason for a visit, or the physician may
have written something more specific, such as cervical
radiculopathy, which is caused by arthritis, but is not
considered arthritis in the NHIS recode definition.
By the NHIS recode definition, arthritis includes pyo-
genic arthritis, unspecified infective arthritis, crystal arthr-
opathies, rheumatoid arthritis and other inflammatory
polyarthropathies, osteoarthrosis and allied disorders, other
and unspecified arthropathies, ankylosing spondylitis, and
spondylosis and allied disorders. For the loose match, this
definition has been expanded to include 13 other condi-
tions that involve inflammation of the joint. They also
either occur with such regular frequency that they can be
considered part of the disease, as in the case of Sjogren’s
syndrome, or they commonly occur as a principal result or
sequels of arthritis, as in cervical radiculopathy and sciat-
ica, The full list of conditions added for the loose match is:
Sjogren’s syndrome, cervical radiculopathy, sciatica, spinal
stenosis, neuritis or radiculitis, carpal tunnel, spondylitis,
chondromalacia of the knee, periarthritis of the shoulder,
costochondritis, disc disorder, lurnbosacral or cervical de-
generation, and gout.
As shown in table 12, when applied only to previous
mismatches, the loose match resulted in a 15-percent
reduction in the number of type B mismatches (interview
reports not confirmed by the medical record) and only a
4-percent reduction in type C mismatches (medical record
reports only). Thus, it appears that interview respondents
are somewhat likely to report clinically equivalent condi-
tions as arthritis but fairly unlikely to do the reverse.
Applying the loose match to negative matches as well as
mismatches results in an overall 27-percent increase in
type C mismatches but has almost no effect on type B
mismatches relative to applying the loose match just to
original mismatches. This result indicates that many per-
sons with clinically equivalent conditions (but not arthri-
tis) according to the medical record are not reporting
arthritis in the interview. Only one additional positive
match was created by extending the loose-match criteria
to original negative matches. In summary, the loose match
helps to explain some of the apparent overreporting of
arthritis by interview respondents. If prevalence estimates
of arthritis were to be made from medical records, an
expansion of the NHIS recode might be appropriate.
However, there is little evidence to support expanding the
NHIS recode definition of arthritis for classifying inter-
view responses,
Some diagnoses may be confused with arthritis and
may accompany it but are not invariably associated with it,
These kinds of conditions were not included in the loose
match. A case-by-case review of mismatched interviews
and medical records revealed a large number of these
conditions, many pertaining to restricted mobility and
painful joints and backs. Tendinitis, for example, may
accompany arthritis, but just as often may not be associ-
ated with it. Similarly, tenosynovitis, myositis, and tendini-
tis do not always, or even frequently, involve the joint. All
of these conditions involve inflammation around the joint,
and could be confused with the diagnosis of arthritis. Pain
in joints was not considered specific enough to be consid-
ered arthritis. Many type B mismatches remained type B
mismatches after the loose match because they involved
conditions not considered clinically equivalent.
Arthritis is more prevalent among the elderly than the
nonelderly, and physician contacts also increase with age.
Because physician contacts increase with age, one might
expect agreement between the medical record and inter-
view to improve with age. However, the Kappa values vary
only from a low of 0.26 for the group 45-64 years of age to
a high of 0.39 for the group aged 65-74 years among
list-sample persons. These are all in the poor-to-fair
agreement range. Percent net overreport increases with
age except for those 75 years of age and over. List-sample
persons and household members reported similarly.
Dermatitis-Dermatitis is more prevalent among the
HIES sample than would be expected from NHIS esti-
mates in all age groups except for persons 1844 years of
age (tables 2-5). Prevalence from the medical record is
considerably higher than from the HIES interview for
both list-sample persons and household members (tables 6
and 7), and agreement between the two sources is low
(Kappa = 0.23 for list-sample persons and 0,17 for house-
hold members).
The presence of chronic dermatitis is perhaps the
most ill-defined of any of the conditions studied. Determi-
nation of chronicity (presence of a condition for 3 months
or longer) is very difficult from the medical record because
much of the apparent underreport may be the result of
acute episodes of dermatitis in the medical record. Sun-
burn and poison ivy, which are included in the NHIS
recode definition of dermatitis, were excluded from the
definition for classi@ing medical record conditions be-
cause they are unlikely to last 3 months or more.
As defined by the NHIS recode, dermatitis includes
the following ICD–9–CM codes: 690, Erythema-
tosquamous dermatosis; 691, Atopic dermatitis and re-
lated conditions; 692 Contact dermatitis and other eczem~
693, Dermatitis due to substances taken intemall~ and
694, Bullous dermatoses. However, a more liberal defini-
tion of dermatitis (inflammation of the skin), is practical,
Match results using this expanded definition are presented
in table 12. The conditions included in the loose match are
presented in appendix III.
Ten of the 33 type B mismatches (interview reports
not confirmed by the medical record), but only 2 of the 81
type C mismatches (medical record report only), were
matched using the loose-match criteria, These additional
matches increased the Kappa value from 0.23 to 0.36.
However, applying the loose-match criteria to negative
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matches resulted in an overwhelming increase in type C
mismatches. Although a substantial proportion of inter-
view respondents reporting originally unverified cases of
dermatitis were confirmed by the loose match, there is no
evidence of interview respondents reporting dermatitis as
any clinically equivalent condition in the loose match.
Impairments – Impairments represent a different set
of issues when comparing interview reports and medical
records than morbidity conditions do, Two attributes of
impairments make this true. One is that the perception of
an impairment is different for the patient and the physi-
cian to the extent that they may disagree as to whether the
patient has an impairment. The other is that impairments
do not always necessitate physician visits.
This analysis included reviews of the following impair-
ments: blindness, other visual impairments, deafness, other
hearing impairments, and deformity and orthopedic im-
pairments. Because of limitations in the HIES design and
the relatively low prevalence of some types of impair-
ments, the NHIS recodes for blindness and other visual
impairments (201 and 202), for deafness and other hear-
ing impairments (203 and 204), and for orthopedic impair-
ments and deformities (228-240) were collapsed for
matching and analysis. Within the deformity and
orthopedic-impairment group, any code on the medical
record could thus match any other within that classifica-
tion on the interview. Thus, hammertoe could be matched
to chronic elbow pain because these are both within the
collapsed categories.
As shown in tables 6 and 7, visual and hearing
impairments, including tinnitus, had high net overreports
in the interview, ranging from 100 percent to 250 percent
for list-sample persons, and within the same range for
household members. Agreement was low for tinnitus and
visual impairment, but in the fair range for hearing impair-
ment. Tinnitus is entirely a subjective phenomenon, but
hearing impairments may be noted by physicians in the
course of seeing patients for any reason. Agreement
tended to be highest for persons 75 years of age or over for
these conditions.
For orthopedic impairments and deformities, the in-
terview and medical record produced very similar preva-
lence, but with very low agreement (Kappa = 0.17 for
list-sample persons and 0.12 for household members)
despite (or perhaps because of) the broad match criteria.
Thus, the similarity in prevalence appears to be
coincidental.
The interview questions for impairment ask about the
existence of a symptom falling into the previously named
categories and about the cause of the impairment. In
general, the pattern among the type B mismatches for
impairment was that the impairment was reported to the
interviewer but the cause was not. In many cases of type B
mismatch, a probable underlying disease (cause) was on
the medical record, and the resulting impairment was not
on the medical record. This is particularly true for visual
and orthopedic impairment where about half the type B
mismatches have a probable cause on the medical record.
Thus, the same information may not be located in
both places. Rather, the mismatches show the effect of
using two different instruments – an interview and a med-
ical record– to attempt to collect the same information.
The interview reflects a response to a direct question
about impairment. The medical record would only note an
impairment if it was a reason for visit or clinically signifi-
cant in itself. For example, many of the orthopedic impair-
ments were probably caused by arthritis. However, the
impairment was not noted on the medical record, and the
cause of the impairment was not known to the patient and
was therefore not reported in the interview.
The cause is not always reported on the medical
record because often the respondent has never seen a
physician for an impairment. This pattern is notable for
the hearing impairments, where there are five times more
type B mismatches than type C mismatches.
The type C mismatches maybe the result of differing
perceptions about impairment. The physician may note an
impairment, but the patient may compensate for it so well
that it does not seem worthy of reporting to an interviewer
as an impairment. Type C mismatches may also result
from different nomenclature used by physicians and pa-
tients, as with all condition mismatches. As discussed
earlier, it is possible that type C mismatches were the
result of a report in the medical record for an acute
episode, not a chronic condition.
The mismatches also reflect coding instructions. For
example, when the interviewer asks if anyone has blind-
ness in one or both eyes, a positive response would be
recoded to 201 or 202. However, the medical record would
show the results of an acuity exam to be recoded as 201 or
202. The medical record might have an indication of
presbyopia, the degeneration of sight because of age,
Presbyopia is not matched to poor vision under the NHIS
recode. The respondent may have said that “old age”
caused their poor vision. However, old age is not specific
enough to be matched to presbyopia.
Case-by-case review of the mismatches reveals that
approximately half of them would be matched if symptoms
were matched to probable underlying diseases or medical
conditions. However, the great number of positive-
interview, negative-medical record combinations leads one
to believe that impairments are frequently reported to
interviewers but not to physicians, In addition, patients
may have reported impairments to physicians, but the
impairments were either not noted, because they were not
diagnostically relevant, or were noted as “patient com-
plains of_, “ which would not have been coded.
An interview may be a better source of data on
impairment than a review of medical records. This is
because an impairment reflects self-perception, which is
unknown by the physician, and because the interview
specifically asks about impairment, which physicians often
do not.
The HIES interview prevalence of impairment is gen-
erally about what would be expected from NHIS estimates
or slightly lower, except among persons 75 years of age
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and over (tables 2-5). The HIES sample’s greater access
to medical care may be related to the lower rates of
impairment,
Tinnitus –Alone among the conditions studied, a diag-
nosis of tinnitus, or ringing in the ears, is based solely on a
patient’s report. Thus, one would not expect a high level
of type C mismatches, that is, reports found only in the
medical record, In fact, there were only nine type C
mismatches for list-sample persons and two for household
members (tables 6 and 7), There were also very few
positive matches, but a fair number of type B mismatches
(inten’iew reports not confirmed by the medical record),
leading to a low Kappa (0.17 for list-sample persons, 0.34
for household members), and indicating that tinnitus was
often not reported to medical professionals or not re-
corded if reported.
Tinnitus was reported in the HIES at roughly the
rates expected from NHIS estimates, except for persons 75
years of age and over (table 5). For these persons, the
rates are almost double those of the NHIS estimates; the
relatively greater extent of self-reporting for older persons
in the HIES may partially explain this difference. It is
likely that proxy reports of tinnitus would not be as
comprehensive as self-reports, Tinnitus was reported much
more often for list-sample persons than for household
members (tables 6 and 7), which reflects the higher
proportion of older persons in the list sample than among
household members, but may also be affected by the
presence of proxy reporting for household members.
Cataracts – Cataracts were more prevalent by inter-
view report among the study sample than would be ex-
pected from NHIS estimates (tables 2–5). For persons
45-64 years of age, the relative prevalence in the HIES
study sample is almost 120 percent higher than the NHIS
estimate for that age group. Access to preventive care,
including eye examinations, may contribute to this differ-
ence; cataracts are often detected in routine exams long
before they cause discomfort or loss of vision.
Agreement between the interview and medical record
(Kappa) was slightly higher for cataracts than the average
across conditions for list-sample persons (table 6) but was
somewhat lower than average for household members
(table 7). In terms of agreement, cataracts seem to be
more poorly reported by proxy than average for the
conditions studied.
In comparing the HIES interview prevalence with the
medical record, cataracts appear relatively underreported
by the interview. This finding is not surprising because it is
unlikely a person would report cataracts unless they had
been detected by a medical professional, Thirty-four per-
cent more list-sample persons and 58 percent more house-
hold members were shown as having cataracts in the
medical record than were reported by the interview.
Several factors may contribute to this difference. First, the
NHIS asks about cataracts “in the past year.” If a person
had cataract surgery more than 1 year before the interview
date, the proper report would be “no.” The medical
record review covered 3 years before the interview and
included some persons recorded as having cataract sur-
gery. A second, and probably more important, reason for
the interview underreport is the likelihood of mention in
the medical record of “early cataracts” that may not be
mentioned to the patient, maybe forgotten, or may not be
considered as really having cataracts by the interview
respondent.
Type B mismatches were relatively uncommon; 27 of
83 interview reports were not confirmed by the medical
record. However, a review of medical records for these
apparently false positives indicates some possible confu-
sion with similar (but not equivalent) conditions present in
the records, such as eye floaters, diabetic retinopathy,
uveitis, and dry eye syndrome. Some respondents who did
not report cataracts mentioned in the medical record
(type C mismatches) did report other eye problems. How-
ever, these problems were typically confirmed by the
record. Thus, any confusion by respondents about the
definition of cataracts seems to contribute to overreport-
ing rather than underreporting,
Several indications from this study point to the likeli-
hood of a significant underreport of cataracts in the NHIS:
the relatively higher reported prevalence among a study
population with good access to preventive eye care, the
relative underreporting by the interview against the med-
ical record, and the apparent additional underreporting by
proxy respondents. Only an apparent slight tendency for
definitional confusion to result in overreport counterbal-
ances these factors.
Constipation – Constipation (asked as “frequent con-
stipation” in the past year in the NHIS checklist) was
relatively much more prevalent (more than 100 percent
for all study subjects) in the HIES sample than would be
expected from the NHIS. The greatest difference is in the
group 18-44 years of age (table 2). Part of this higher
prevalence may be attributable to the higher proportion of
black people in the HIES sample; prevalence from the
NHIS is higher for black people than for white people
(32).
Prevalence from the interview and from medical records
is similar for both list-sample persons and household
members, but Kappa values for both are relatively low
(tables 6 and 7). Thus, although there are about the same
number of reports from the interview as from medical
records, most reports from both sources are unconfirmed.
The presence of apparently false positives is not surprising
because constipation is somewhat subjective, afflicted per-
sons may not seek care, and constipation as a symptom
may not be recorded in the medical record when the
condition causing it is. On the medical record side, both
the difficulty of determining chronicity (3 months or more)
and the timing (past year versus earlier) make the record
potentially unreliable in providing reports that meet the
NHIS definition.
In summary, the similarity between prevalence ob-
tained from the interview and prevalence in the medical
record appears coincidental. Intuitively, it seems that the
interview would be a better source for prevalence data
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than the medical record. The fact that the Kappa value for
household members (0.22) is twice as high as for list-
sample persons may indicate that persons who tell family
members about problems with constipation are more likely
also to seek medical treatment.
Diabetes –Diabetes has exceptionally good agreement
between interviews and medical records: Kappa = 0.82
for list-sample persons and 0.74 for household members.
Most of the mismatches are of type C– reported in the
medical record but not in the interview. Thus, the inter-
view had a net underreport of 23 percent for list-sample
persons and 30 percent for household members. The high
rate of agreement reflects the specific nature of the
disease, and the general agreement between patients and
physicians on the terminology used to describe it. Diabetes
is also a condition that requires a specific test, and
therefore physician visit, to diagnose, so it would be noted
in the medical record,
There were only three type B mismatches, where an
interview report was not confirmed by the medical record.
Review of these cases showed that two of the three had
elevated blood sugar readings noted in their medical
record, and the other one had a diagnosis of hyperglyce-
mia. These three mismatches, then, are probably the
result of some confusion by the patients as to their exact
diagnoses,
The type C mismatches, of which there are 40, are
likeIy to be accurate indicators of underreporting by
interview respondents. It is unlikely that the respondents
reported this condition under any other name. Review of
the medical records of these respondents showed that the
majority had hypertension, and about one-fourth had
heart disease. Most had a number of serious conditions
but appeared to be reporting only hypertension or some
other condition such as arthritis. It may be that respon-
dents with multiple related conditions identi@ one as the
source of their health problems —perhaps the most serious
or the earliest diagnosed.
Prevalence of diabetes in the HIES sample was con-
sistently higher than would be expected from NHIS age-
specific estimates (tables 2-5). However, this difference in
most age groups is likely the result of the relative overrep-
resentation of black people in the HIES sample; NHIS
prevalence estimates of diabetes in black people are about
twice that for white people, except among those under 45
years of age (32), for whom the prevalence among black
people is less than 20 percent higher than that for white
people. The HIES prevalence in the group aged 18-45
years is nearly 2.5 times the NHIS estimate for that age
group. Given this pattern of reporting between the HIES
interview and medical record and the high access to care
among the HIES sample, the HIES findings suggest that
the NHIS may significantly underestimate the prevalence
of diabetes in younger persons.
Migraine headache –Prevalence of migraine headache
in the HIES sample was not significantly different than
would be expected from the NHIS (tables 2-5). Compared
with the medical record, the HIES interview overreported
migraine by 63 percent for list-sample persons and 100 per-
cent for household members. Agreement between the
interview and medical record was about the same for these
groups, and a little worse than the average across condi-
tions (tables 6 and 7). Although migraine is a fairly
well-defined condition clinically, the popular concept of
migraine may be indistinguishable from “bad headache,”
Indeed, headaches were mentioned in the medical record
for some type B mismatches (those with interview reports
not confirmed by the medical record). Migraine is also a
condition for which, once it is diagnosed, some patients
seek no further treatment. Thus, there is good reason to
suspect error in household reporting for migraine as well
as in reliance on medical records for prevalence data. The
HIP study showed a net underreport of “headache and
migraine, chronic” and much lower agreement than the
HIES for migraine (table 10), which may be because of
the broader definition used in the earlier study,
Heart conditions-Heart disease was reported much
more often in the HIES interview than would be expected
from NHIS prevalence estimates, particularly among
younger persons. “Other selected diseases of the heart,”
which includes vague reports such as “heart trouble,”
showed the largest difference among those 18–45 years of
age (table 2), and heart rhythm disorders showed the
largest difference among older people (tables 4 and 5).
Oversampling people for the HIES with recent doctor
visits and hospital stays may have influenced these rates.
With the exception of heart murmurs, heart condi-
tions were more prevalent from the medical record than
from the interview report, Heart murmurs represent a
special case in this condition group because they are often
detected early in one’s life and usually require no treat-
ment. One reason for the relatively greater prevalence of
heart conditions in the medical record is the phenomenon
of individuals with multiple heart conditions (in different
NHIS recode classifications). Often such people report
only one or two of the conditions in the interview (some-
times vaguely as “heart trouble”), apparently lumping
together such diverse problems as angina and tachycardia.
Only ischemic heart disease (including angina and myocar-
dial infarction) showed a Kappa value above 0.40, at 0.62
for list-sample persons, and 0.68 for household members,
The terms “angina” and “heart attack” are apparently
among the most salient and least ambiguous to household
respondents of the chronic conditions studied.
In contrast to the HIES, the HIP and KP studies
(table 10) both showed little net overreporting of heart
conditions and also showed relatively good agreement
between the interview and medical record or examination
report. However, the KP study and some HIP tables used
only one major category for heart conditions, and the
classification of heart disease changed somewhat between
the seventh and ninth revisions of the ICD. Gordon (16)
found a considerable net overreport of heart conditions by
self-report as opposed to medical records, but net under-
report, compared with a physical examination.
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Just as some people have multiple heart problems
classified into several NHIS recodes, some have multiple
I problems within an NHIS recode classification. Of the
conditions studied, the heart conditions are nearly unique
in this regard. The NHIS prevalence estimates are
condition-level statistics (that {s, they represent the num-
ber of distinct conditions per 1,000 persons), so a person
with two distinct conditions within a recode C classifica-
tion would contribute two counts to the estimate. The
HIES analysis has examined only person-level prevalence,
where a person can only contribute one count within a
recode C classification. Table 11 compares person-level
prevalence with condition-level prevalence for heart con-
ditions in the HIES, for list-sample persons only. The
“person-level prevalence” columns of table 11 replicate
the information in table 6 for heart conditions. The
“condition-level prevalence” columns show prevalence us-
ing normal NHIS rules. Aside from ischemic heart dis-
ease, there is no significant difference between the person-
level and condition-level rates for household reports. Again,
the reporting for angina and heart attack (myocardial
infarction) appear relatively good —interview respondents
are somewhat able to distinguish the two conditions and
report them separately. However, on the medical records,
there are much bigger differentials between person-level
and condition-level rates for ischemic heart disease and
other selected diseases of the heart than in interview
reports, Heart rhythm disorders (except heart murmurs)
show a slight increase in prevalence at the condition level
on the medical record side but no change on the interview
side, Overall, relative underreporting of heart conditions
in the interview jumps from 29 percent at the person level
to 44 percent at the condition level. Excluding heart mur-
murs, the rates of relative underreporting are 40 percent
at the person level and 53 percent at the condition level.
Case-by-case review of persons with reported heart
conditions revealed that the interview respondent often
mentioned one or two, perhaps ill-defined, heart ailments,
but the medical record lists several specific problems,
often falling into two or more NHIS recode groups. Of the
mismatches in the NHIS recode group “other selected
diseases of the heart,” 39 percent of the type B mis-
matches fall into the “unspecified ill-defined” subcategory
(e,g., “heart trouble”), but all of the type C mismatches
are more specific ailments, further supporting this notion.
The loose match for heart conditions consisted of a
person-level collapsing of the three NHIS recodes under
heart rhythm disorders into one and collapsing all heart
conditions into one recode. Note that this approach vio-
lates the “clinical equivalence” criterion for the loose
match described earlier but follows the NHIS practice of
presenting prevalence estimates for heart conditions in
the aggregate categories. In table 12,the “loose match 1“
row for heart rhythm disorders shows an increase in the
number of positive matches over the original match by
NHIS recode, and a Kappa value considerably higher than
that for two of the three NHIS recodes individually. These
results indicate that there may be some confusion within
the heart rhythm disorder categories. Excluding heart
murmurs from the loose match (loose match 2) further
improves the Kappa value, mostly by eliminating more
than half the type B mismatches from the totals.
The loose match for all heart conditions reveals a
similar pattern. The Kappa value for all heart conditions
combined is 0.58, and 0.60 if heart murmurs are taken out.
Again, this result indicates some confusion about the exact
nature of heart trouble by some respondents. The improve-
ment in agreement is also related to the earlier observa-
tion of multiple heart conditions (across NHIS recodes)
being more likely in the medical record than in the
interview. Even at the aggregate level, however, there
remains considerable underreporting of heart conditions
in the interview as opposed to the medical record.
Thus, the evidence from the HIES data suggests that
NHIS prevalence estimates for heart conditions may be
low for several reasons: Interview respondents may fail to
mention a heart condition at ail, people with conditions in
multiple NHIS recodes may report only one or two, and
people with multiple conditions within one NHIS recode
may report fewer than are delineated in the medical
record.
Hypertension –The reporting pattern for hypertension
is similar to that for diabetes. After diabetes, hypertension
had the highest rates of agreement of any of the chronic
conditions reviewed (Kappa = 0.72 for both list-sample
persons and household members), and a comparison of
the prevalence between interview and medical record
shows a slight net underreport by the interview. Like
diabetes, hypertension requires a medical provider’s diag-
nosis, so the net underreport is not surprising. However,
some 59 list-sample persons reported hypertension that
was not confirmed by the medical record, Some of these
type B mismatches maybe the result of patients receiving
the diagnosis of hypertension before the 3-year period
covered by abstracted medical records or by self-testing of
their blood pressure.
More than one-fourth of type C mismatches for hyper-
tension had long medical records, indicating a poor health
status. About one-third of the type C persons had some
type of heart disease, which was often reported in inter-
views. As discussed under heart conditions, such respon-
dents may have felt they covered the topic by reporting the
most salient of their circulatory problems or may have
reported a general problem meant to encompass both
heart disease and hypertension.
Like diabetes, the HIES prevalence for hypertension
far exceeds what would be expected from NHIS estimates
and most notably for persons 18-45 years of age (table 2).
Also like diabetes, hypertension is more prevalent among
black than white people according to the NHIS (32)
(about 69 percent higher for persons under age 45, with
gradually decreasing differentials in older age groups).
However, this does not expIain the large differences in
tables 2 and 3 (HIES 233 percent higher for persons 18-44
years of age, 90 percent higher for persons 45–64 years of
age). Once again, the relatively higher access to care of
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the HIES sample may be related to the higher-than-
expected prevalence of hypertension. If this relationship
does exist, the NHIS estimates of the prevalence of
hypertension in the general population under 65 years of
age may be considerably below the true prevalence. An-
other way of stating the same thing is that the general
population may have considerable undetected or unac-
knowledged hypertension among the groups under 65
years of age, a supposition consistent with comparisons of
medical histories and clinical examinations in the National
Health Survey (15).
Hardening of the arteries–The HIES interview and
medical record showed very low prevalence of atheroscle-
rosis, also called hardening of the arteries —19 interview
reports and 14 from the medical record for list-sample
persons. Only one of these reports matched, resulting in a
Kappa near zero.
From a clinical standpoint, hardening of the arteries
requires a physician’s diagnosis and is a gradual process
occurring in all persons (with no definitional threshold).
The term may mean conditions other than atherosclerosis
to some respondents, which could explain some of the
type B mismatches. In addition, some type B mismatches
might be the result of the patient reporting atherosclero-
sis, a general condition, when they have developed more
specific conditions as a result. The more specific condition
would more likely be recorded on the medical record.
Atherosclerosis, NHIS recode 510, consists of athero-
sclerosis of any arteries. It would be clinically consistent to
match ischemic heart disease and angina pectoris to ath-
erosclerosis for analytical purposes. Ischemic heart dis-
ease is a form of atherosclerosis, Atherosclerosis is the
only cause of ischemic heart disease. Angina pectoris is
also a sequels of atherosclerosis. Because they are clini-
cally consistent, ischemic heart disease and angina pecto-
ris are included in the loose match for atherosclerosis.
This will result in a match for the patient who reported
“hardening of the arteries,” but whose physician reported
“angina.”
Cerebral atherosclerosis is also clinically consistent
with atherosclerosis, although not included in the NHIS
recode, and is therefore included in the loose match.
Because cerebral atherosclerosis is a more specific diagno-
sis than hardening of the arteries, one would expect it to
be on the medical record but not the interview. Claudica-
tion, (angina in the leg) is also a common sequels of
atherosclerosis and is thus also included in the loose
match. As with the two previously described conditions
that are included in the loose match, adding claudication
should result in matching some previously denoted type B
mismatches.
As shown in table 12, applying the loose-match crite-
ria to the type B and C mismatches results in a dramatic
improvement in the match for atherosclerosis —a Kappa
value of 0.686 as opposed to 0.045. Of the 16 type B and C
mismatches that became loose matches, 10 were previ-
ously matched on ischemic heart disease. These figures
suggest two possible explanations for the low match rate
on atherosclerosis. First, persons with conditions of the
circulato~ system, including heart conditions and hyper-
tension, may tend to summarize their complaints in one or
two condition names, If so, atherosclerosis maybe part of
this phenomenon. Second, persons who have developed
ischemic heart disease may report an earlier diagnosis of
atherosclerosis, whether or not they report the more
recent condition, although the medical record (limited to
the past 3 years) makes no mention of the earlier condition.
Extending the loose match to previous negative matches
results in a great increase in the prevalence of atheroscle-
rosis, both from the interview and medical record. Be-
cause the loose match essentially combines atherosclerosis
with ischemic heart disease, the second loose-match re-
sults look very similar to the figures for ischemic heart
disease.
The loose-match results are relatively encouraging for
the accuracy of NHIS estimates, in the sense that persons
reporting atherosclerosis appear to be clinically correct
much of the time. However, the loose match raises the
question of how to define the “true” prevalence of athero-
sclerosis, If some, but not most, people who have devel-
oped ischemic heart disease report an earlier diagnosis of
atherosclerosis, then the NHIS prevalence estimates may
be either somewhat too high or considerably low, depend-
ing upon how the prevalence rate is defined.
Varicose veins of the lower extremities-Varicose veins
were reported in the HIES at roughly comparable rates to
the NHIS (tables 2–5), They were overreported in the
interview compared with the medical record by more than
200 percent for list-sample persons and 100 percent for
household members (tables 6 and 7). Persons afflicted
with varicose veins may not seek medical advice or treat-
ment for many years after a medical consultation,
In the HIP and KP studies, varicose veins were not
limited to those in the lower extremities. The HIP figures
for varicose veins were similar to those in the HIES, but
the KP study, although showing a comparable rate of false
negatives to the other studies, did not show net overreport-
ing by the interview,
Hemomhoids-Hemorrhoids may be considered a stig-
matizing condition, and thus one would expect net under-
reporting in an interview. However, the HIES interview
showed a net overreport of 35 percent against the medical
record for list-sample persons and 58 percent for house-
hold members (tables 6 and 7). The less frequent report-
ing by list-sample persons than by household members,
which is contrary to the typical pattern, may reflect some
respondent embarrassment at mentioning their own hem-
orrhoids. Among adult household members, those present
for the interview reported hemorrhoids at about the same
rate as the medical record, but proxies reported almost
three times more hemorrhoid cases than the medical
record for persons not present in the interview.
The general apparent overreport by the interview
compared with the medical record may reflect self-
medication, mis-self-diagnosis of hemorrhoids, or, as sug-
gested by Marquis (12), possible disinclination of medical
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professionals to check for them in an examination. Fur-
ther, hemorrhoids discovered during an examination for
another condition, such as colorectal cancer, may not be
noted in the medical record. These speculative reasons
and the relatively low rate of agreement between the
interview and medical record (Kappa = 0.27 for list-
sample persons and 0.32 for household members), suggest
that the actual prevalence of hemorrhoids in the sample
population may be underestimated by both sources.
Hemorrhoids were reported at about the same rate by
HIES respondents as would be expected from the NHIS
estimates, except among those 75 years of age and over
(table 5), who reported hemorrhoids about 90 percent
more than the NHIS estimate for persons in that age
group.
The HIP and IQ studies showed similar net overre-
porting of hemorrhoids (table 10), with the HIP study
showing slightly less agreement between interview and
examination report than HIES, and the KP study showed
considerably more agreement.
Chronic bronchitis – The agreement between the inter-
view and medical record for chronic bronchitis is very low
(Kappa = 0.09 for list-sample persons and 0.14 for house-
hold members). However, the prevalence is similar be-
tween the two sources, with a net interview overreport of
25 percent for list-sample persons and 31 percent for house-
hold members (tables 6 and 7). There were only 5 positive
matches for list-sample persons, but 40 type B mismatches
(interview report only) and 31 type C mismatches (medical
record report only).
Part of the reason for the discrepancy betsveen medi-
cal records and interviews is the NHIS recode definition of
chronic bronchitis. Half of the 31 type C mismatches are
interpreted from the medical record as “bronchitis not
specified as acute or chronic.” These cases may have been
acute and would not have been reported in the interview,
In 11 of the 40 type B mismatches, the respondent
reported chronic bronchitis, and the medical record indi-
cated acute bronchitis, It cannot be determined whether
the medical record reflected an acute episode in a person
with the chronic condition, which would mean that both
sources were correct, or if one source misreported.
The NHIS and HIES prevalence estimates for chronic
bronchitis differ by as much as 58.1 percent for the group
65-74 years of age, and as little as 5.9 percent for those 75
years of age and over.
Several related diseases occurred concurrent with
chronic bronchitis in the HIES survey and medical records
for some individuals. Possible related conditions include
rhinitis, chronic cough, upper respiratory infection, sinusi-
tis, asthmatic bronchitis, pneumonia, and chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease (COPD). Among these, only COPD
is diagnostically consistent enough to be used for a loose
match, There were no reports of COPD among list-sample
persons in the HIES, however, so no loose-match analysis
was performed for chronic bronchitis.
Asthma –Asthma has fairly good agreement between
medical records and household interviews, compared with
other conditions, despite its relatively low prevalence
among the study sample. The interview showed a net
underreport of 20 percent for list-sample persons and
30 percent for household members, with both sample
groups showing fairly high rates of agreement (Kappa =
0,55 for list-sample persons and 0.58 for household
members).
Asthma, like the other conditions with at least fair
agreement (Kappa greater than 0.40), requires a physician
visit for diagnosis, Severe asthma may require many phy-
sician visits throughout the year, which would increase the
likelihood of agreement between the interview and medi-
cal record.
On the other hand, several factors may account for
cases where the two sources did not agree. The interview
asks whether the respondent has had asthma in the past
12 months. The patient may have had it, but it could
legitimately not be on the medical record if it did not
require medical supervision. Alternatively, the medical
record may have mentioned asthma more than 1 year
before the interview, and the patient may not have suf-
fered an attack in the interview reference period. Yet
another possibility is that the patient could have actually
had a similar but different condition, such as acute bron-
chitis, and erronecmsIy reported it as asthma.
Bronchitis not specified as acute or chronic is included
in the NHIS recode for asthma. Therefore, in some cases
where the medical record appears to note asthma, but the
interview does not, the medical record could be reflecting
acute bronchitis, and not asthma. Also, the medical record
could have a notation of asthma, but it might not have
been recent or important enough for the respondent to
report it in the interview.
Although chronic bronchitis and asthma appear fre-
quently together, they are distinct diseases and were not
grouped together for a loose-match analysis.
Upper respiratory conditions –Two chronic conditions,
chronic sinusitis and allergic rhinitis without asthma, show
similar patterns of reporting, with many more interview
reports than medical record notations. The net overreport
for the interview is 226 percent and 221 percent for chronic
sinusitis and allergic rhinitis, respectively, for list-sample
persons. The net overreport rates for household members
are about one-half those for list-sample persons. These
conditions have among the lowest match rates of all
conditions studied, with Kappa values of only around 0.1
for list-sample persons. The Kappa values are higher,
around 0.2, for household members. This difference, and
the difference in net overreport for the two samples,
suggests that respondents may report more cases, includ-
ing perhaps less serious cases, for themselves than for
others. More serious cases would be both more likely to
receive medical attention and more likely to be noticed by
other family members.
Two attributes of these conditions also contribute to
the reporting pattern described here. First, chronic sinusi-
tis and allergic rhinitis may be easily confused. In the
NHIS recode definitions, allergic rhinitis includes hay
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fever, pollinosis, and spasmodic rhinorrhoea, but chronic
sinusitis includes postnasal drip and sinus drainage. For
example, some respondents, may consider postnasal drip
to be a symptom of allergy rather than sinusitis. Second,
both allergic rhinitis and chronic sinusitis are frequently
self-treated. If they were never the reason for a medical
visit or involved in a diagnosis in the 3 years covered by
the medical record, they would probably not be in the
record. Review of the mismatched medical records and
intemiews revealed that often these two conditions occur
in tandem. In addition, the medical record showed many
sample persons reporting these conditions having lower
respiratory conditions.
Chronic sinusitis is both a disease entity and a descrip-
tion of specific symptoms. However, allergic rhinitis, is a
disease that can manifest itself with a variety of symptoms,
including sinusitis. Chronic rhinitis and chronic nasophar-
yngitis are also sequelae of allergic rhinitis. Because of this
relationship, the four conditions —allergic rhinitis, chronic
sinusitis, chronic rhinitis, and chronic nasopharyngitis —
were grouped together for a loose match. The results are
presented in table 12. Under “loose match l,” the row
“Upper respiratory problems” shows the results of com-
bining allergic rhinitis and chronic sinusitis; a small in-
crease in agreement indicates some possible confusion of
the two conditions, but the pattern of much higher preva-
lence from the interview report persists. Similarly, adding
chronic rhinitis and chronic nasopharyngitis to the loose
match (“loose match 2“) increases the agreement slightly,
but does not affect the overall pattern of mismatches.
The HIES prevalence is consistently higher than the
NHIS estimates for both conditions, more so for allergic
rhinitis. This tendency may be related to the climate
around Washington, D, C., which is damp and laden with
pollen and other irritants much of the year.
Effect of person characteristics on
reporting
As previously noted, the HIES sample was skewed in
a number of ways when compared with the U.S. popula-
tion: All persons in the study were HMO members, the
population from which the sample was drawn included a
much higher proportion of black people than the general
U.S. population, and the design oversampled older people
and people with recent doctor visits and hospital stays.
Some effects of these design features were apparent when
the relative prevalence of the studied chronic conditions
was compared between NHIS estimates and the HIES
sample. However, the analysis has not included differen-
tials in reporting behavior between NHIS estimates and
the HIES sample across different person characteristics.
Tables 13 and 14 summarize the reporting of all
chronic conditions together by various demographic and
other person characteristics, for list-sample persons and
household members, respectively. Rather than prevalence,
as in tables 6 and 7, these tables present the mean number
of NHIS recode conditions per person, As in the earlier
tables, a particular NHIS recode condition is only counted
once per person, even though for some conditions a
person may have more than one condition falling into the
recode. The net and proportional overreport and Kappa
columns are similar to those in tables 6 and Z that is, they
are computed from the total numbers of type A and D
matches and type B and C mismatches across all conditions.
Demographic characteristics
Age –Distinct patterns of increasing number of condi-
tions and decreasing net and percent of overreported
conditions are apparent across increasing age groups among
list-sample persons. Kappa values are markedly lower for
the youngest (under age 45) and oldest (75 years of age
and over) age groups. The increasing number of condi-
tions reported with age is expected; the other patterns are
attributable to different causes. The lower Kappa values
and higher overreporting for persons under 45 years of
age are in large part the result of the mix of conditions
reported for this age group. The most common conditions
among those studied include upper respiratory ailments
and orthopedic impairments, which show generally lower-
than-average agreement between the data sources and are
among the most overreported conditions. Younger per-
sons may also be less likely to seek treatment for relatively
minor conditions. The oldest group are more likely to have
heart conditions and cataracts, conditions that are gener-
ally underreported in the interview and that have rela-
tively low Kappa values. Older persons may also be more
likely to have cognitive problems that interfere with accu-
rate reporting and may be less likely to report less serious
conditions because they have more conditions overall,
Previous research has yielded mixed results with re-
gard to reporting differences by age (table L), with both
younger and older respondents appearing to be more in
agreement with medical records in different situations.
The HIES analysis suggests that these differences maybe
attributable in part to differences in what conditions were
included in the respective analyses.
Se.r-List-sample women in both the age group under
65 years and the group 65 years and over were more likely
to overreport compared with the medical record than
men. Men showed only slightly higher agreement with the
medical record. There was little difference in the number
of conditions reported per person by the medical record
between sexes.
Women under 65 years of age were much more likely
to report upper respirato~ problems, migraine headaches,
hemorrhoids, and heart murmurs not confirmed by the
medical record than were men under age 65. Among those
aged 65 years and over, women were more likely than men
to report arthritis and varicose veins not confirmed by the
medical record. Both sources showed considerably higher
prevalence of these tsvo conditions among women as well.
Thus, greater reporting by women appears to be largely
for conditions that might be viewed as embarrassing (hem-
orrhoids, varicose veins, possibIy arthritis) or that are
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usually relatively minor (heart murmurs, chronic bronchi-
tis, allergic rhinitis, chronic sinusitis). For the latter set of
conditions, the medical record shows little difference in
prevalence between sexes, but the interview shows consid-
erably greater prevalence among women. By and large, the
NHIS estimates these conditions as significantly more
prevalent among women as well,
As with age, previous research has yielded mixed
results on whether men or women have higher agreement
with medical records. Again, this pattern may be attribut-
able in part to the specific conditions studied.
Race -The racial composition of the HIES sample
allows comparisons only between black people and mem-
bers of other races. Black persons both under age 65 and
age 65 or over in the HIES overreported somewhat more
compared with the medical record than did their counter-
parts of white and other races. However, black people’s
reports showed more agreement with the medical record
than those of white people and people of other races.
Overall, the patterns of reporting by condition between
races were fairly comparable to those in the NHIS.
Socioeconomic characteristics
Employment status -People not currently employed
reported considerably higher numbers of chronic condi-
tions than did the employed in both the age group under
65 years and the group 65 years and over. The unem-
ployed showed slightly higher agreement with the medical
record in both age groups, but there was no pattern for
overreporting against the medical record.
I’ncmne -The total number of conditions per person
declined as family income increased in the NHIS; family
income may vary with age, affecting the number of condi-
tions per person, Proportionate overreporting against the
medical record was higher for those with family incomes
under $30,000, although no particular pattern of agree-
ment between the interview and medical record was ap-
parent by family income,
Education - Agreement between the interview report
and medical record did not vary by education. College
graduates did overreport noticeably less than those with
less education, although the pattern for those with less
than a collegedegree was that those with more education
overreported more.
Medicai services utilization
Two-week doctor visits – People with doctor visits in
the 2-week reference period (according to the medical
record) had somewhat more chronic conditions per person
than those without such doctor visits in both the age group
under 65 years and those 65 and over. Those with 2-week
doctor visits showed considerably less overreporting against
the medical record and slightly more agreement with the
medical record in both age groups. This finding is consis-
tent with that of the HIP study (l).
Health assessment – GHA offers a comprehensive med-
ical checkup called a health assessment to its members.
People who had had health assessments in the 2 years
before the interview date were comparable to those with-
out health assessments in the number of chronic condi-
tions in the medical record. However, people with recent
health assessments overreported against the medical record
at lower rates and showed somewhat higher agreement
with the medical record than persons without recent
health assessments.
Thirteen-month hospital stay –As expected, persons
with hospital stays within the 13-month reference period
had more chronic conditions per person than those with-
out recent hospital stays. Those with 13-month hospital
stays overreported against the medical record less in both
the age group under 65 years and those 65 years of age
and over. However, those persons 65 years and over with
13-month hospital stays had lower rates of agreement with
the medical record than those without stays, and the
reverse pattern was true for persons under age 65.
Seif-perceived heaith status
Both the interview report and the medical record
showed a strong correlation between perceived health
status and the number of chronic conditions per person.
Persons reporting themselves in excellent health overre-
ported the fewest conditions compared with the medical
record but also had a noticeably lower rate of agreement
with the medical record. These observations may indicate
that persons reporting themselves in excellent health are
less likely to report chronic conditions than those report-
ing very good, good, fair, or poor health.
Number of chronic conditions reported
Tables 13 and 14 compare the reporting of chronic
conditions for persons reporting different numbers of
conditions included in the interview checklist. The propor-
tion of overreporting increases with the number of condi-
tions reported. However, the Kappa values for persons
with four or more conditions are lower than those for
persons reporting fewer conditions in both the list and
supplementary samples. Persons reporting four or more
conditions may be more prone to overreporting than
others, or they may tend to report a higher proportion of
conditions not likely to be confirmed by the medical
record.
Response status
The HIES was not designed as a formal experiment
comparing self- and proxy reporting. However, the inclu-
sion of household members in the analytic sample allows
ad hoc comparison of responses for adult household
members who were present during the interview (and
presumably responded for themselves in most cases) and
adult household members who were not present, for
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whom proxy responses were obtained. The final rows of
table 14 present totals for adult household members by
whether they were present during the interview.
Those not present for the interview had fewer condi-
tions reported than those who were present but also had
fewer conditions in the medical record, confirming the
observation of Berk, Horgan, and Meyers (8) that persons
not present for the interview appeared to be healthier
(from the perspective of number of conditions) than those
who were present. The Kappa values for the two groups
are virtually the same, but persons present for the inter-
view overreported, compared with the medical record, at a
higher rate (19 percent) than those not present (5 per-
cent). Household members present for the interview over-
reported at about the same rate as list-sample persons
(21 percent), who were also self-respondents, The number
of reports for specific conditions is too small for meaning-
ful analysis at the condition level between the self- and
proxy reporters.
Discussion
The HIES was designed to evaluate the reporting of
chronic conditions in the NHIS by comparing interview
responses to medical records for the same individuals; it is
the first such evaluation in nearly 20 years. The major
strength of the evaluation is the use of a full study design
in which both positive and negative reports from the
interview and medical record can be compared for all
study subjects. Some additional features that enhance the
ability to examine chronic condition reports and focus on
demographic subgroups of particular policy interest are
oversampling of older persons and persons with recent
health care visits and the selection of an HMO with a
large minority membership.
The study population comprised HMO members in-
terviewed about themselves; with a moderate additional
effort, interview and medical record data on household
members were obtained, which replicated the findings and
permitted some analysis of proxy reporting. HIES meth-
ods and procedures followed those of the NHIS as closely
as possible, so that HIES findings could be used to help
evaluate the NHIS.
The research described here from the HIES has
supported previous studies’ observations that survey inter-
views and medical records often provide very different
pictures of the prevalence of chronic conditions in a
population. The HIES design and analysis have notas-
sumed the medical record to be a “gold standard” with
regard to the presence of chronic conditions but rather
have focused on interpreting the differences between the
two data sources. Some of these differences are artifacts of
the procedural differences in acquiring and interpreting
reports from the two sources, but others are inherent in
the definitions, manifestations, and need for professional
medical care of the conditions studied. Regardless of the
reason for the differences, their existence has ascertained
the accuracy of survey-based prevalence estimates of chronic
conditions.
It is helpful to classi~ chronic conditions in several
ways. For the first group of conditions, consider those that
require a physician’s diagnosis to identify and are likely to
require ongoing medical care. Among the conditions stud-
ied, the following may be considered in this group: diabe-
tes, most heart conditions, high blood pressure, and asthma.
Two conditions not included in this list are cataracts,
which do require a physician’s diagnosis but do not re-
quire ongoing care, and hardening of the arteries, which
meets the criteria but may be subsumed in a more imme-
diate condition.
Once diagnosed, the presence of these conditions is
likely to be noted in the medical record within a 3-year
period. (Medical records examined in the HIES covered
the 3 years prior to the date of the interview.) These
conditions are also all considered “chronic by definition”
by NHIS coding rules; that is, ever having the condition
counts as having it at the time of the interview. For these
conditions, the medical record may be considered as near
a “gold standard” as is possible to find. Each of these
conditions (with the exception of heart murmurs, a special
case among heart conditions) was underreported by the
HIES interview against the medical record, from a low
among list-sample persons of 4 percent underreport for
hypertension to a high of 48 percent underreport for
“other selected diseases of the heart,” while most other
conditions were apparently overreported. Diabetes, asthma,
high blood pressure, and ischemic heart disease also had
the highest rates of agreement among all conditions stud-
ied, with Kappa values among list-sample persons ranging
from 0.55 for asthma to 0.82 for diabetes, Thus, one may
conclude that inte~iew reports of these conditions are
likely to be accurate, but that their prevalence may be
underestimated by survey data. The problem of underes-
timation may be particularly problematic for heart disease,
where individuals with more than one condition (accord-
ing to the medical record) often reported fewer conditions
in the interview.
The other conditions apparently underreported by
HIES respondents were cataracts and dermatitis, Al-
though the medical record may have overstated the prev-
alence of cataracts (counting some that were surgically
removed before the “past year”), it is likely that cataracts
are underreported by survey respondents. Many notations
of “beginning cataracts” or “early cataracts” were noted
in the records; these cases may not be salient enough for
respondents to remember or may not have even been
mentioned by the provider discovering them. Dermatitis is
a condition for which chronicity is difficult to determine
from the medical record–the apparent HIES underreport
likely does not indicate a corresponding underreport from
the NHIS.
At the other end of the spectrum from the first group
of conditions are those that can only be diagnosed by
patient report: Constipation and tinnitus from the list
studied here meet this criterion. Both were significantly
overreported by HIES list-sample persons, and both had
very low rates of agreement with the medical record. For
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these conditions, the medical record reports shed almost
no light on the accuracy of interview-based prevalence
estimates, However, they do suggest that many people do
not report these conditions to their physicians, so that
medical records would underestimate prevalence.
Another group of conditions is those that may be
salient to the persons suffering from them but that may
not require ongoing treatment and thus may not be in the
medical record, These include orthopedic impairment,
visual and hearing impairment, migraine headache, vari-
cose veins, allergic rhinitis, and chronic sinusitis. These
conditions were substantially overreported in HIES inter-
views,but, with the exception of visual and hearing impair-
ments, all had substantial numbers of type C mismatches
(medical record report only) as well–more type C mis-
matches than type A matches (reported in both interview
and medical record). The presence of impairment is a
subjective determination, whether by a provider or an
individual; for other conditions in this group, some self-
diagnosis probably occurs. The extent to which such self-
diagnosis would conform to a physician’s opinion cannot
be determined from the data, but undoubtedly some
interview reports for conditions in this group (other than
impairment) are false positives. Overall, medical records
provide a different picture of prevalence for this group of
conditions than do interviews and the rates from medical
record data would likely be considerably lower.
Some conditions studied are less well defined than
others from the household respondents’ perspective and
from a clinical perspective. These issues were discussed in
the context of the “loose match” that grouped clinically
equivalent conditions. Some interview reports of arthritis,
although technically “false positives,” appear to match
clinicallyequivalent conditions in the medical record. The
extent to which other reports of arthritis may reflect more
generalized joint pain could not be determined. Circula-
tory conditions are a special case of definitional problems
from a respondent’s perspective. The current research has
provided some evidence that people with several heart or
other circulatory conditions tend to group them under one
heading. The loose-match analysis found evidence of this
for heart conditions; it maybe true for the larger family of
circulatory conditions as well, That is: persons with heart
disease may report “high blood pressure” as the global
condition that encompasses all their circulatory problems.
Potentially the most interesting of the HIES design
features with regard to its effect on study findings is the
universal access to health care and the emphasis on
preventive care in an HMO setting. (An HMO population
was selected for the HIES because an HMO is one of the
few health care settings in which a full-design record
check is feasible; it includes a complete set of provider
records.) Evidence from our analysis and previous re-
search indicates that people who get medical care are
better able to report the presence of chronic conditions.
This is true for the first group of conditions described
earlier because a physician’s diagnosis is required for a
person to know that he or she has the condition. Among
the general population, many of whom have less access to
medical care than the study sample, what would be the
effect on reporting of chronic conditions and thus on
prevalence rates? It may be that the conditions underre-
ported in the HIES would be more underreported in a
national sample —both because of people who have not
had a diagnosis and because of people who have not
sought medical care after receiving a diagnosis. The former
would not know they had the condition, and the latter
might forget or deny its existence. Conversely, self-
diagnosed conditions might be more overreported among
the general population than in the HMO study sample, as
persons with limited access to care might have less chance
to have their diagnoses refuted.
Finally, proxy effects seem to be present in the report-
ing of chronic conditions. Some of the differences between
the list sample and household members are consistent
with differential reporting by proxies. Generally, with the
exception of embarrassing or stigmatizing conditions, one
would expect estimates based on proxy reports to be lower
than those based on self-reports. Overall, interview-
derived prevalence for household members, some of whom
were reported by proxies, was closer to that from medical
records than it was for list-sample persons, who were all
self-respondents. The comparison of self-responders and
persons with proxy reports among household members
indicated that proxy reports included considerably less
overreporting, but agreement with the medical record was
about the same for the lsvo groups within the supplemen-
tary sample. The net effect of proxy reports on NHIS
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Table 1. Number and percent of persons in Health Interview Evaluation analytic samplea, by selected characteristics
List
Us.





percent number percent number percent percent
Age
Under 18years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 0.0 285 40.5 285 16.7
18-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26.3
309 30.7 173 24.6 462 28.2 42.8
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 373 37.1 138 19.6 511 29.9 18.9
65-74 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193 19.2 71 10.1 264 15.5
75 years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130
7.3
12.9 36 5.1 166 9.7 4.7
Sex and age
Female:
65 years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . 179 17.8 63 9.0 242







65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . 144 14.3 44 6.3 166 11.0
Under 1 year-64 years. . . . . . . . .
5.0
316 31.4 266 37.6 562 34.1 43.5
Race and age
Black:
65 years and over, . . . . . . . . . . .
Under 1 year-64 years. . . . . . . .
White or othefi
65years and over, . . . . . . . . . . .



























65years and over. . .,, . . . . . . .
18-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unemployed:
65years and over,........,..





























$0-$19,999, .,, . . . . .!.......
$20,000-$29,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$30,000-$49,999! ., , , . . . . . . . , ,





























Less than high school. . . . . . . . . . 167 16.7 69 16.6 236 16.7
High school graduate. . . . . . . . . . . 307
24.4
30.7 136 33.2 445 31.4
Some college, ,,, ,,, . . . . . . . . .
38.7
204 20.4 61 19.5 265 20.1 17.1
College graduate. . . . . . . . . . . . 321 32.1 126 30.8 449 31.7 19.9
SOURCES U,.% Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States 19s9 (109th edition). Washington, D.C., 199o.
1990 (NCHS) unpublished data and (32).
1For US. population, categoriaa are $0-$19,999, $20,000-$34,999, $35,000 and over.
2Porsons 18 years of age and we< for LI.S. population, persons 25 years and over.
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Table 2. Prevalence of selected chronic conditions in persons 18-44 years of age from National Health Interview Survey estimates and
from Health Interview Evaluation Survey household reports, by condition
Number of Percent
overreporta per overrepo~
100 persons, by H\ES
NHIS HIES HIES compared compared
Condition name and NHIS recoda number prevalence prevalence with NH/S with NHIS
A[lcondtions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 925.8 1,302.9 377.1 40.7
Arthritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1OI 48.9 62.2 13.3 27,3
Dermatitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...113 36.0 31.1 -4.9 -13.6
Blindness or other visual impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201 27.2 18.7 -s.5 -31.4
Deafness or other hearing impairment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203 47.8 41.5 -6.3 -13,2
Deformity or orthopedic impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228 138.3 114.1 -24.2 -17!5
Tinnitus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...240 14.4 20.7 6.3 44,1
Cataracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...241 3.5 4.1 0.6 16.6
Constipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...314 11.9 37.3 25.4 213.8
Diabetes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...403 10.7 37.3 26.6 249.0
Migraine headache . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...406 57.2 64.3 7.1 12.4
Heattdisease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36.1 89.2 53.1 147,1
Ischemicheartdisease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...502 4.1 2.1 -2.0 -49.4
Heartrhythm disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.3 49.6 24.5 96.8
Tachycardiaorrapid heartbeat.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 503 5.3 4.1 -1.2 -21.7
Heartmurmurs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 504 17.1 37.3 20.2 118.4
Otherheartrhylhm disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...505 2.9 6.3 5.4 186.2
Otherselected diseaaesofheart. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 507 6.7 37.3 30.8 457.4
Highblood pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...506 56.0 186.7 130.7 233.4
Hardening ofthearleries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...510 0.1 2.1 2.0 1,974.7
Varicose veins, lower extremities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 513 24.8 27.0 2,2 6.8
Hemorrhoids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...514 57.2 83.0 25.6 45.1
Chronicbronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 601 44.6 43.6 -0.9 -2.1
Asthma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..602 41.3 45.6 4.3 10.5
Allergicrhinitiswithoutasthma.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 603 106.6 209.5 100.7 92.6
Chronicsinusitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...605 161.1 184.6 23.5 14,6
NOTE NHIS is National Health Interview Survey and HIES la Health Interview Evaluation Survey.
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Table 3. Prevalence of selected chronic conditions in persons 45-64 years of age from National Health Interview Survey estimates and
from Health Interview Evaluation Survey household reports, by condition
Number of Percent
overrepofls per overreports
100 persons, by HIES
NHIS H\ES HIES compared
Condition name and NHIS recode number
compared
prevalence prevalence with NH/S wi?h NHIS
Allcondltlons, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Arthrltls, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
Dermatitis, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
Blandnessorother vlsuallmpairment . . . . . . . . . 201
Deafness orother hearing lmpakment. . . . . . . . . 203
Deformity ororthopedic impairment. . . . . . . . . . 228
Tlnnltus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240
cdWaCtS... . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . 241
Constipation. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314
Diabetes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 403
M[gralneheadache ., ..,,..... . . . . . . . . . 406
Heartdlsease. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ischemlcheartdlaease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 502
Heartrhythmdlsorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tachycardla orrapldheertbeat. . . . . . . . . . . . . 503
Heartmurmura . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 504
Other heartrhythm disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . 505
Otherselected dlseasesofheart . . . . . . . . . . . 507
High blood pressure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 508
Hardening ofthe arteries, ,,,,.,. . . . . . . . . . 510
Varlcosevelns, lowerextremkies. . . . . . . . . . . . 513
Hemorrhoids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 514
Chronlcbronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 601
Asthma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 602
Allerglc rhlnitls wlthoutasthma . . . . , . . . . . . . . 603











































































































Table 4. Prevalence of selected chronic conditions in persons 65-74 years of age from National Health Interview Survey estimates and
from Health Interview Evaluation Survey household reports, by condition
Number of Percent
overreporta per overreporls
100 persons, by HIES
NHLS HIES HIES compared compared
Condition nsme and NHIS recode numbers prevalence prevalence with NHLS with NH/S
Allconditlons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,393.4 2,734.8 341.4 T4.3
Arthritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
Dermatitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
Blindness or other visual impairment . . . . . . . . . 201
Deafness or other hearing impairment. . . . . . . . . 203
Deformity or orthopedic impairment , . . . . . . . . . 228
Tinnitus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240
Cataracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241
Constipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314
Diabetes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 403
Migraine headache . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 406
Heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ischemic heart disease...,,..,,. . . . . . . . . 502
Heart rhylhm disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tachycardia orrapid heartbeat . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heartmurmurs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Otherheart rhythm disorders , . . . . , . . . . . . . .
Other selected diseases of heart. . . . . . . . . . . .
High blood pressure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hardening ofthearteries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Varicoseveins, lowerefiremities. . . . . . . . . . . .
Hemorrhoids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronlcbronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Asthma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allergicrhinitiswithoutasthma . . . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































NOTE NHIS is National Health Intewiew Survey and and HIES la Health Intewlew Evaluation Survey.
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Table 5. Prevalence of selected chronic conditions in persons 75 years of age and over from National Health Interview Survey estimates
and from Health Interview Evaluation Survey household reports, by condition
Number of Percent





HIES HIES compsred compared
prevalence prevalence with NHLS with NHIS
Allcondltlons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,986.5 3,319.3 332.6 11.1
Arthritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101 554.5 475.9 -78.6
Dermatitis ..,.,.,..........,,. . . . . . . 113
-14.2
32.9 76.3 45.4 138.0
Blindness or other visual impairment . . . . . . . . 201 101.7 96.4 -5.3
Deafness or other hearing impairment. , ., . . . . . 203
-5.2
360.3 433.7 73.4 20.4
Deformity or orthopedic Impairment . . . . . . 228 177.0 247.0 70.0
Tlnnltus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24o
39.5
66.9 144.6 75.7
Cataracts. .. l,, ,,, ,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241
109.6
234.3 265.1 30.6
Constipation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314
13.1
92.2 90.4 –1 .8 -2.0
Diabetes, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 403 65.7 106.4 22.7
Mlgralne headache . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 406
26,5
11.6 18.1 6.3 53.2
Heart disease......,....,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 353.0 373.5 20.5
Ischemic heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 502
5.8
173.0 132.5 -40.5
Heart rhythm disorders, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-23.4
89.1 144.6 55.5 62.3
Tachycardla orrapld heartbeat. . . . . . . . . . . . . 503 28.1 54.2 26.1
Heartmurmurs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 504
92.9
31.1 42.2 11.1 35.6
Otherheartrhythm dlsordera . . . . . . . . . 505 29.9 48.2 18.3
Otherselected dlseasesofheart. . . . . . . . . 507
61.2
90.9 108.4 17.5
High blood pressure, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 508
19.3
375.6 403.6 28.0 7.5
Hardening ofthearteries. .,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 510 73.3 60.2 -13.1
Varlcosevelns, lowerextremlties . . . . . . . . 513
–1 7.8
66.6 90.4 3.8
Hemorrhoids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 514
4.3
57.5 108.4 50.9 88.6
Chronlcbronchitls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 601 57.6 54.2 -3.4
Asthma, .,, ,, . .,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 602
–5.9
42.3 12.0 -30.3 –71 .5
Allerglc rhlnltis wlthoutaathma . . . . . . . . . . . . . 603 65.5 78.3 12.8 19.6
Chronioslnusltls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 605 155.6 188.7 12.9 8.3
NOTE:NHIS Is National Health Interview awvey and HIES is Health Interview Evaluation Survey.
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Table 6. Comparison of chronic condition reports for list-sample persons from Health Interview Evaluation Survey interviews and medical
records and Kappa values, by condition
Overreport by
NUB H/E@ prevalence interview compared
chronic Matching status according to – with medical record
condition
recode Positive False False N;e:? Medkal
Condit!on name
Kappa
number matchf posr?;v$ negat[v$ Intem”ew record Net Percent value
All conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arthritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dermatitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blindness or other visual
Impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deafness or other hearing
impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deformity or orthopedic
impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tlnnitus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cataracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Constipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diabetes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Migralnehaadache . , . . . . , . . .
Heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ischemic heart disease. . . . . . . .
Heart rhythm disorders. . . . . . . .
Tachycardia orrapid heartbeat . . .
Heart murmurs . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other heart rhythm disorders . . . .
Other selected diseases of the
heart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
High blood pressure. . . . . . . . . .
Hardening of the arteries. . . . . . .
Varicose veins, lower extremities. .
Hemorrhoids . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronic bronchitis. . . . . . . . . . .
Asthma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allerglc rhinitis without asthma . . .













































































































































































































































lpositive match mesna that both the interview and medical repoti were positive.
2Fal~s ~o~itiva Meana that the inter-view waa positive but the medical record ne9a~ve.
3Fa[~e negative ~een~ that the interview was negative but the MediCal rscordPositive.
4Naga~ve matCh meana that bOth the interview and medical record wera ne9ative.
5HIES is Health Interviaw Evaluation Survey.
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Table 7. Comparison of chronic condition reports for household members from Health Interview Evaluation Survey interviews and
medical records, and Kappa values, by condition
Overrepofl by
NHIS HIES5 prevalence interview compared
chronic Matching status according to- w“th madical record
condition
recode Positive False Faise N:a:;? Medical Kappa
Condition name number match f positiv$ negativ$ Interview record Net Percent value
Allcondltions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arthritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dermatitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blindness or other visual
impairment, . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deafness or other hearing
impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deformity or orthopedic
impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tlnnltus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cataracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Constipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diabetes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Migraine headache . . . . .
Heart disease . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ischemlc heart disease. . . . . . . .
Heart rhythm disorders. . . . . . . .
Tachycardia orrapidheatibeat . . .
Heart murmurs . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other heatt rhythm disorders . . . .
Other selactad diseases of the
heart, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
High blood pressure. , . . . . . . . .
Hardening of the arteries. . . . . . .
Varicose veins, lowar extremities.
Hemorrhoids . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronlcbronchltls. . . . . . . . . . .
Asthma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allerglc rhlnltls without asthma . . .
Chronlcslnusltls. . . . . . . . . . . .
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1Positive match means that both the interview and medical report were positive.
%lse pos!tlve means Ihatths Inlsrview was positive but the msdical record negative.
3False negative meana that the intewiew was negative but the medical record positive.
4Negatwe match means that both tha intewiew and medical record were negabve.
51+IES ISHealth Intefwew Evaluation .% fvey.
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Table 8. Comparison of chronic condition reports for list-sample persons from Health interview Evaluation Survey interviews and medical




chronic Matching status according to– with medical record
condition
recode Positive False False N;e:v: Medical Kappa
Condition name number matchi pos/tivr# negativ$ Interview record Net Percent value
All conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diabetes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
High blood pressure. . . . . . . . . .
Ischemic heart disease. . . . . . . .
Asthma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cataracts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arthritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deafneas or other hearing
impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tachycardia or rapid heartbeat . . .
Other selected diseases of the
heart. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Migraine headache . . . . . . . . . .
Blindness or other visual
impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hemorrhoids . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dermatitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tinnitua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deformity or orthopedic
impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Varicose veins, lower extremities. .
Other heart rhythm disorders . . . .
Allergic rhinitis without asthma . . .
Heart murmurs . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Constipation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronic sinusitis. . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronlcbronchitis. . . . . . . . . . .
























1,055 1,325 906 19,829
118 3 40 844
346 59 75 525
63 14 52 676
25 14 24 942
56 27 71 851
141 155 73 636
53 102 22 828
15 23 23 944
40 26 86 853
14 35 16 940
12 44 6 943
26 64 41 874
23 33 82 667





































































































































1p~~it[ve match means that both the interview and Medkd repofl Were P05itive.
2Falae positive meana that the interview was positive but the medical record ne9atiVe.
3Falee nagative meana that the interview waa negative but the msdical record pOaltiVe.
‘tNegafivernakhmaana that both the interview and Medkal record Were ne9etiVe.
5HIESla Health Interview Evaluation Survey.
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Table 9. Comparison of chronic condition reports for household members from Health Interview Evaluation Survey interviewa and
medical records, sorted by Kappa values, by condition
Overrepoti by
NHIS H/ESs prevalence intem”ew compared
chronic Matching status according to – with medical record
condition
recode Positive False False N:ga:v:
Corral/t/on name
Medical Kappa
number matchl positiv$ negativt+ Interview record Net Percent value
Allcondltions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diabetes ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
High blood pressure. . . . . . . . . .
Ischemlc heart disease. ., . . . . .
Asthma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Daafness or other hearing
Impairment, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arthrltls. ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cataracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tlnnltus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Migraine headache , , . . . . . . . .
Hemorrhoids, ,, . . . . . . . . . . .
Otherselecteddiseases of the
heart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hardening of the arteries. . . . . .
Chronlcslnusltls , . . . . . . . . .
Tachycardia orrapid heartbeat . . .
Constipation, , . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allerglc rhinltls without asthma . . .
Dermatltls . ., . .,, ,,, . . . . . .
Varicose veins, Iower extremities. .
Blindness or other visual
Impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chronic bronchitis.,.. . . . . . , .
Deformity or orthopedic
Impairment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O!herheart rhythm disorders . . . .























































































































































































































1POSIIM match means that both the Interview and medical repori were Positive.
2Falss positivemeans that the Intervisw was positive but the medicel record ne9atiia.
3False negative means that the Interview was negative but the medical record positive.
4Negative match mesns that both the Interviaw and medical record were nagative.
5HIE8 Is Health Interview Evaluation 8wvey.
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Table 10. Percent of matching positive reports for selected conditions In three studies, by condition
Kaiser Parmanente atudyl Health Inaursnoe Plan atudfi Health Interview Evaluation Survey
Percerrt postive ParCentposrlive Percent positive
reports in – reports in- reporfs In–
Records Irrtewiew Records Interview Records interview
matched matched Net matched matched Net matched matched Net
by by over- by by over- by by
Condition name
over-
interview records report interview records report interview records report
Arthritis and chronic rheumatism . . . . 68.5 51.3 33.7 33.2 33.2 -26.4 65.9 47.6 38.3
Chronic skin diseases. . . . . . . . . . . 34.5 75.9 -54.5 19.6 19.6 -54.5 21.9 41.1 -46.7
Severe or other visual impairment . . . 72.0 57.3 25.6 33.3 33.3 -15.3 66.7 21.4 211.1
Hearing impairment. . . . . . . . . . . . 72.0 36.0 106.0 41.2 41.2 63.9 70.7 34.2 106.7
Deformity ororthopedic impairment . . 57.6 47.3 22.3 33.4 33.4 25.1 35.1 23.5 49.5
Diabetes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80.7 96.6 -18.2 61.7 61.7 -11.6 74.7 97.5 –23.4
Headacha andmigraine, chronic. . . . 62.2 47.1 32.2 14.9 14.9 -10.8 46.7 26.6 63.3
Dlaeases of the heart, NEC . . . . . . . 79.4 77.1 2.9 60.5 60.5 7.5 36.6 51.0 -28,1
Hypertension, NEC . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.1 64.6 25.6 45.8 45.8 -0.7 82.2 85.4 -3.6
Rheumatic fever, arteriosclerosis,
NEC, and other chronic circulatory
conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.4 27.1 45.5 37.1. . . . . . 35,3 335.7. . .
Varicose veins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48.1 47.6 1.2 42.3 42.3 135.0 41.7 12.5 233.3
Hemorrhoids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66.4 45.3 46.6 36,2 36.2 93.9 36.6 26.9 34.3
Chronic bronchitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.2 31.1 154.2 65.0 65.0 306.3 13.9 11.1 25,0
Asthma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69.2 49.1 41.0 76,2 76.2 57.1 51.0 64.1 -20,4
Allergic rhinitis without asthma . . . . . 73.2 52.6 39.0 (4) (4) (4) 39.1 12.0 226.1
Chronic sinusitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0 20.9 378.9 48.4 48.4 160,2 40.0 12.3 224.6
1Balamuth(l), Harlow and tinet (17).
2Madow (2) (3), Harlow and Linet (17).
31ncludes only arteriosclerosis.
4Comblned with asthma.
NOTE NEC is not elsawhere classified.






report repord diffarance report record difference
Heart dlsaase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251.7 349.3 -27.9 264.7 471.6 -43.9
Heart disease (without heari murmurs) . . 205.0 337.4 -39,2 217.9 459.7 -52.6
Ischemlc heart disease. . . . . . . . . . . . 76.6 114.4 -33.0 88.6 177.1 -50.0
Heart rhythm disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . 109.5 109.5 0.0 109.5 125.4 -12,7
Tachycardia or rapid heartbeat . . . . . . . 37.6 36.9 2.6 37.6 41.8 -9.5
Heart murmurs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46.8 11.9 291.7 46.6 11.9 291.7
Other heart rhythm disorders . . . . . . . . 24.9 60.7 -59.0 24.9 71.6 -85.3
Other selected diseases of heart. . . . . . 65.7 125.4 -47.6 66.7 169.2 -60.6
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Table 12. Number of conditions and Kappa values for two studies and the Health Interview Evaluation Survey, by type of match and condtion
NHIS1 recodes Lcwse match 12 loose match 2s







mafch value match positive negative match value match positive negative match
Arthritis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vafue
141 155 73 636 0.404 167 132












Hardening of the arteries. . . . . . . 1 18
80
13
867 0.358 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972 0.045 18 7
Heart condtions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .










0.580 139 36 96 734 0.598
0.622 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heart rhythm dkorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 62
Tachycardia or rapid heartbeat . . .








28 55 868 0.407
Heart murmurs . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.371 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 43 8 950
Other rhythm disorders. . . . . . . .
0.119 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 18 54 926 0.132 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other heart diseases . . . . . . . . 40 26 86 853 0.362 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Upper respiratory problems . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 254
Allergic rhinitis . . . . . . . . . . . . .




646 0.141 65 ... .“. “.” .“”
28 827
250 50 640 0.164
Chronic sinusitis . . . . . . . . . .
0.122 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26 165 39 755 0.101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lNHIS is National Health Interview Survey.
‘Loose match 1 applies the axpanded match criteria only to mismatch types “false positiva” and “false negative.” For hearl and upper reapirato~ conditions, kmse match 1 is the result of combining NHIS recodes.
3Looae match 2 applies the expanded match criteria to negative matches as well as mismatches. For upper respirato~ Condtiions, loose match 2 adds two ICD-8-CM codes not in either NHIS recode. For heart conditions, loose match 2 drops heati
murmurs from the combined categories.
Table 13. Number of conditions, number and percent of overreports, and Kappa values from Health Interview Evaluation Survey
responses and medical records for list-sample persons, by selected characteristics
Conditions per person Interview overrport
Number of By H/ESf By medical Net Percent Kappa
Person characterk+tic persons interview record overreport overreport value
Age
Under 45years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-74 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex and age
Female:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Male:
65yaars and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Race and age
Black
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
White or other:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16-S4years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Employment status and age
Employed:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-64 years
Unemployed:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Income
$0-$19,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$20,000-$29,998 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$30,000-$49,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$50,000 andover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Education
Lessthan high school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
High school graduate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Some college . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
College graduate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whether 2-week doctor visit and age
2-week doctor visit
65yeara and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No doctor visih
65 years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whether 13-month hospital stay and age
Inpatient stay In past 13 months:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No inpatient stay in past 13 months:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Whether health assessment past 2 years and age
Health assessment past 2 years:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under lyear-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No health assessment past 2 years:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under lyear-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































Table 13, Number of conditions, number and percent of overreports, and Kappa values from Health Interview Evaluation Survey
responses and medical records for list-sample persons, by selected characteristics-Con.
Conditions per person Intefvlew overrport





rewrd overrepoti overreDort value
Self-perceived health status
Excellent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Verygood, ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Falrorpoor, , .,,,...,,,...,,..
Number of chronic conditions
None, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Two, ...,,...,,.......,.. . . .
Three, . ., . .,, , ..,.,.... . . . . .
Fourormore, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .























































Table 14. Number of conditions, number and percent of overreports, and Kappa values from Health Interview Evaluation Survey
responses and medical records for household members, by selected characteristics
Conditions per person Interview overrepoti
Number of By HIES By medical Net Percent Kappa
Person characteristic persons interview record overreport overreport value
Age
0-17years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65-74 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75yeara and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285 0.40 0.59 -0.19 -32.3
173 0.77 0.53 0.25 47.3
138 1.56 1.52 0.04 2.4
71 2.21 1.82 0.39 21.7








65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under lyear-64years . . . .’....... . . . . . . . .
Male
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



























65yaars and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under lyear-84 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
White or othe~
65yeara and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























Employment status and age
Employed:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unemployed:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























$C-$19,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$20,000-$29,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$30,000-$49,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























Lessthan high school . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
High school graduate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Some college . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























Whether 2-week doctor visit and age
2-week doctor visih
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under lyear-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No doctor visit
65yearand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























Whether 13-month hospital stay and age
Inpatient stay In past 13 months:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under lyear-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No inpatient stay in past 13 months:
65years andovar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





















Whether health assessment past 2 years and age
Health assessment past 2 years:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under lyear-84years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
No health assessment past 2 years:
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .





















1persons18years of age and over OnlY.
52
Table 14. Number of conditions, number and percent of overreports, and Kappa values from Health Interview Evaluation Survey
responsee and medical records for household members, by selected characteristics-Con.
Conditions per person Interview overrepofl
Number of By H/ES By medical Net Percent Kappa
Person characteristic persons interview record overreport overrepofl value
Self-perceived health status
Excellent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 274 0.53 0.55 -0.02 -4.0
Verygood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.330
210 0.88 0.92 –0.07
Good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
–7.2 0.390
159 1.37 1.28 0.11 8.5
Falrorpoor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.393
56 2.96 2.57 0.39 15.3 0.449
Number of chronic conditions
None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 337 0.00 0.45 -0.45 -100.0 0.000
One. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181 1.00 1.04 -0.04 –3.7 0.460
Two, . ., ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104 2,00 1.38 0.63 45.5 0.406
Three . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 3.00 2.84 0.36
Fourormore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.6 0.467
42 4.88 2.62 2.26 86.4 0.379
Response status
Adultpresentforintetvlew . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 245 1.69 1.42 0.27 18.9 0.411
Adult notpresentforlnterview. , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183 1.03 0,98 0.05 5.0 0.404
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ACTINGASCOLLECTINGAGENTFORTHE Book —of— books
us. mmuc HEALTH smwlcE
HEALTH INTERVIEW EVALUATION SURVEY
2 — 5. Not applicable this form
6a. What is your exact address? (Include House No., Apt. No., or other id..wrtif[cadon, 14.Noninterview reason
county and ZIP Code)
TYPE A
-——- -——--———-—— ————— ———— .—— — __— — —-—-——— —— —-— ——
01 ❑ Refusal - Descn.be in foomotes
02 ❑ No one at home, repated ca!!$
Cite––-––––--–-–– –p%z----––~c; uxt~
—.—— - ~2,Fcoa=_––___–
03 ❑ Twnpomnly absent - Fcdnote
I I I 04 ❑ Other (Speedy) ~
,1
:~~ms
b. Is this your mailing addrass? (Mark box or specify if diffarent. ❑ Same as 6a
Include count y and ZIP Code.)
10, .3&
12-15
—— ____ __— — _____ _____ ____ ____ _____ ________ _____
ti;y--- –––-––-- –––––-~~iat; - ‘–-–––~C;;n;y- –– –-– ~Z~~;d;–- 15.Record of calla
I I I
t
Items 7, 8, and 9 not applicable this form.
Corn
Month ~Oate Be:;:ing Ending plete
10. CLASSIFICATION OF LIVING QUARTERS – Mark by obaerwtion
lime ,%441
/tema 10a and b not spp/icab/a this form. ! P a.m. a.m.
c. HOUSING unit {Mark one, THEN page 2)
1 I T p.m. p.m.
m ❑ House, apartment, fist P
OZD HU In nontransient hotel, motel, etc.
a.m. a.m.
2 T
030 HU - permanent In trsnsient hotal, motel, ate.
p.m. p.m.
I
04Q HU in rooming house
P a.m. a.m.
060 Mobile home or trailer with no permsnent room sdded
3 I T p.m. p.m.
08D Mobile home or trailer with one or more permanent rooms addsd I
07 ❑ HU not specified above - Describe in footnotes
P sm. sm.
4 I T p.m. p.m.
—- ——---—--- —--- ——-— ——— ——__— ——_— ——_— —___ —___ —__




Oan Clusrters not HU in rooming or boarding house
6 T p.m. p.m.
090 Unit not permanent in transient hotel, motel, etc. I




I I ❑ Student quarters In college dormitory T
p.m. p.m.
12 ❑ Other unit not specified above — Describe in footnotes 16. Not applicable this form
-. 17.Record of additional contacts
I
GO TO HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE
Corn.
Month } Oate Bo::&inE! E::$eg Pleta(
hffk
I






1 ❑ IY.S 20N0 t P a.m. a.m.
I 2 I T
%. Interviewer’s nama
p.m. p.m.
~ Coda ~b. Language of intarview I P a.m. a.m.
I 3
I 1 ❑ E“gllsh I
T
3 ❑ %xh English and Spamsh
p.m. p.m.
I




. . . .—-— —_____ _________ _.. _ ___
55
❑ Old aes
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
●. What are the names of ●ll persons living or staying here? Start with tho name of tho person or
ono of the persons who owns or rents this homo. Enter name ;nREFERENCE PERSON column.
b. What are the names of all other parsons living or staying hero? Enternamea in columns, M w“,,, ~“ter
El
names in columns
c. I have Iistad (read names). Have I missed: YE ~
— any babies or small children? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- any Iodgwe, bemdme, or parsons you employ who live hwe? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
- anyone who USUALLY lives here but Is now away from home
travolhrgorinahospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
-mryoned seetayinghsre? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
d. Do all of the persons you have named usually live here? ❑ Yes (2)
❑ No iAPPLyHOUSEHOLDMEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES.Oeletenonhouaeholdmembers
by an “X” from 1-C2 end enterreaaon.)
Does -- usually live somewhere else?
Ask for all persona beginnkrg whh cohmm 2:
.







What is –– relationship to (reference person)?





-.—--——- -_. -___ --__ --- —-- ——-— —-- —-- ———__ —________ I
‘12-MONTH DATE--—--——-——--—- -—-- —--- ——-—--— —-- ———_— —______ —____
13-MONTH HOSPITAL OATE I k
——----LA IRA 10~ ii~.TCilfil ikictil
111111
-— —-- - —--------
LA IRA / DV /NJ. j CLLIR~ HS; COU
It,
.
A2 ASKCONDITIONLISTS 1,2, and 3.
‘– TR~’~ ~V- TIN~.TCiLTfi~ %~-NLA
II
,11,18
~3 Refer to ages ofa/lrelatedHHrnambera. A3 ❑ Allpwsom.SSandov.*(.5,
❑ Othsr 14)
a. Ara any of tha per80na in this family now on full-time aotiva
duty with tha armed forcaa? •l Yea ❑ No (5)
——-— —-- ——-_— — ______________ _________________________ . .
b. Who is this?
Delete cofvmn number(s) _— by an “~ from 1–C2.—-- ———-— —- ———__ —_______________________________ ____ -- ------- .“-.W-X* -
c. Anyone eim? ❑ Yes (Reask 45 and c) ❑ No
_——__ —_____________________________ _______ _____ ____ __ -------- _______
Aak for each person in armed forces: ad. ❑ Living st home
d. Where dom –– usually live and sleep, hare or somawherq else? ❑ Not living st home
Mark box brperson’s column.
If ralatedparsorra 17 and ovar are Iiatad /n addit{onto the respondent and are not present, say:
We would like to have ali adult family membars who are at home take part in the interview.
. Are (names of persons 17 end over)athome now? If “YEs,” aak: Couid they join us? (A//ow t;me)— —,
Read to respondent(a):
This survey Is fsaing conducted to collect information on the nation’s heelth. i wiil ●sk about
hospitalizations, disability, viaita to doctors, illnass In the family, and other haalth ralatad itama. [ .1”
HOSPITAL PROBE
m.Since (73-month hoapita/ date) a yam ago, waa —— a patiant in a hoapitai OVERNIGHT? 6a. 1 •1 Yes
2 ❑ No (Afwk ‘,HOSP. ‘- Lvx, THEN NPj
-- —--- ———---- -——______ _______ ______________________ __ ________________
>. How many diffarant timaa did -- stay in any h~apital ~vemight or l~fsg~r since









Ask for each child under one: 7a. 1 ❑ Yes
s. Waa -– bori} in a hospitai? 2 ❑ No fNP)
—————- -_ --_---- _——________________________________ __ ________________
Ask for mother and child: b. B Yes lNPI
I. Hava you includad this hoapitalisrstion in tha numbar you gava ma for —-? ❑ No [Corrscr6 ●nd “HOSP.”box)
)OTNOTES
56
❑ Old S(I, 1301dqla ❑ loldage ❑ Old age
2 3 5
First name1. Firm name First name
Last name Last nsme Last name
2. Relationship Relationship 2. Relatk.nship Rnlatlonahip
3. Oate of birth
Month ~Oa,e ~Year
O*IO of bitth 3. ~ze:f birth
Month ~O*1* ~Ycsr /Oate lYear
Oate of binh
Month I Oata IYear
1 1 1 I I I I ,
HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RD 2.WK. OV HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. DV HOSP. WORK RO
:1 ’00‘“””1❑wa 1❑ Y,* OOD None 000 None
Z-WK. DV
tow, ,IJ y.. ~mN”” Cq ~n”””’ ,Ow, ,rJ y,, ~B ‘~ 000 ““”e ,Dwa , ❑ ye, WO NOne
Numbar 2nWb 2DN0 — —Number Number 2aWb
20 NO —
Number Number
2DWb 2D No — X 2nWb 20 No —Number Number
1
57




,0.- .!. t ,...,,c,l!, !,. , s.,, Page4
● . Wh=t ●a the names of ●ll persons living or stvhsg hare? Start with tho nam= of tho p.rsoss OF 1. F,m mm.
one of the persons who owns or rents this hem=. Emernmne in REFERENCEPERSONcolumn.
lastname .x
b. What ●m the names of ●il othar psmons living or stsying hors? Enter names in columns. #-y-,- ,3nw





c. I haveIistod (read names). Have1missed: Yes g REFERENCEPERSON
-any bsbi.sor small children? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑
3. ~:t:f b!rth , ~ata
-anyiodgars, bosrrhrs, orpsrsonsyou ●mploywho livohsrs? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
;Y.a,
- anyona who USUALLY Ilvts hare but is now away from horn- HOSP.
travallng or in ● hospital? ❑ n
WORK RD 2.WK. DV
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c1 000.0.. ,~w, ,~ ye, ~mNOna
-anyonaalse stsyinghora? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
fJum~e, Zawb ZD f40 Numbm
d. Do ●ll of the psrsons you have named usually live horn? ❑ Yes (2)
❑ No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members C2
by an ‘X” from 1- C2 and enter reason.) ~r - ~Rx –1~v- ~N7, icrLTxl ~sTcT”6
Doss –- usually Iiva somewhere else? 111111
Ask for all persons beginning with column 2:
!. What is –– relationship to (reference person)? L~ - ~R~ ‘~ 5V- iitii. ~Ct—LTiilS~C6iit




‘–- _iR~ ‘1 iiV– iitii. I CLLT.WHSIC~iCLA
2-WEEK PERIOO
11111[




LA IRA ; DV ;INJ. ; u LTS;HS; CONE
— —--—--—-- ---- -—--- ——---—--- ——— ——— ——----—-— —— —--
1 r 1 I 1
13-MONTH HOSPITALOATE
A2 ASKCONDITIONLISTS1,2,●“d3.
‘- ~R~ ‘1 ~V– ~N~, i_Cfiiil iiS~C~HiLA
11! 111
111111
A3 Refer to agea of allrel.ted HHmembers. A3 mraaymoverm
B. LIMITATION OF ACTIVITIES PAGE
B I Refer to age. B1 ;: y:;:
1.What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTH.% working at a Job or busirmss, 1. 1❑ Work,ng (2)
keeping house, going to school, or something else? 2 ~ KeePmg house (3I
Prlomy {f 2 or more actwmes reported: ( 7JSpent the most ttme doing; (2) Cons;ders the most important. 3 ❑ Gmng to school 151
4 ❑ Sormthmg else (51
2a. Does any impairment or health problem NOW keep –– from working ●t a job or business? 2& 1 ❑ Yes (7) O No
-.. . . . . . . ----- ----- ----- ----- --- ---- ----- ----- ----- -
b. Is -- limited in the kind OR amount of work -- can do because of any impairment or hdth problom? b. z CIYes 171 3 ~ No 161
30. Ooes any impairment or health problem NOW keep –- from doing ●ny housawork ●t ●ll? 3a. 4 D Yes (4, ❑ No
b. IS ~: ~mited in ;ho kind-O-R orn;unt-o~ ~ous;~&k:: ~a~ %-b;;a;s; Of ~;y;rnp~~~e%- - -- - - ~: -5-a-y:, ;4; -- ~ ❑ No,e,
---- ---
or health problem?
#a. What (other) condition causes this?
Ask if mpry or operation: When did [the w) occur?l-– have tha operation?] 4a. (Enter cond#tmnin C2, THEN4bl
Aak if operat!on over 3 months ago. For what condition did -- have the operation?
If pregnancy delivery or O– 3 months in]ury or opera don - 1 ❑ ~:Ea~4:4mk ,,Old aw’” b-c..
Reask question 3 where Iimitatton reported, saying: Except for —— (condition), ...?
OR reask 4b1c.
b. Besides ~condmonl is there any othercondi~on that cause8t& Iimitati;;?- -
---- ---- --- -- -—---—- ---- ----
b. ❑ Yes(R.msk 4s andb)
❑ No (4d)
----- ----- ------ ---- ----- ----- ----- -
c. Is this limitation caused by any (other) specific conditi% - - - - - c. ❑ Yes(Reask 4. ●db)
❑ No
----- ----- ----- ---- ---- - --- ---- ---- ----- ---
Mark box (f only one condmon. d. ❑ IOnly 1 condition
d. Which of these conditions would You say is the MAIN cause of this limitation?
Mam cwss
5a. Ooas any impairment or health problem keep –– from working ●t ● job or business? 5a. 1 ❑ IY.S /7) ❑ No
b. Is -- limited in the kind OR amount of work -- could do bscausn of ●ny impai;m-cnt;r boa-M-f&-~~? ‘b:
----- ----- -----
2 ❑ Y.s (7) 3DN0
B z Refer to queat[ons 3a and 3fJ
62 ; :;;;;; 3cm3b,NP)
%. is -- limited in ANY WAY in any activities because of an impairment or health problem? ea. 1 LIY.S 2 ❑ No fNPJ
------ —--- ----- -— -- ------- -— -- -——- —---- ----- -
b. In what way is -- limited? Record limitation. not condition. - b. ‘ -------------”
Lm,twon
7a.What (other) condition causes this?
Ask d m]ury or operatron When did [the =1 occur?l -- have the opsration?l
7a. (Entar co.dmon m C2. THEN 7b1
Ask !f operaooo over 3 months ago For what condition did -- have the op.ration? 1 ❑ O!d VI lM.,k . .Old age.. box,
If pregnancy delwery or 0-3 months m]ury or operat!on - THEN 7.1
Reask queaoon 2 5. or 6 where hmmatton regorted, saying. Except for -- (condition), . ..7
OR reask 7b c.
b. Sesides fcondmon) is there any other condition that causes this limitation?
.
b. O-YES fR&; 7, andb)
❑ NO 17d1
c. Is this limitation caused by any (other) specific condition?
. . .
c. -~ .fe~,~ea*k,* ,~ ~,
❑ No
Mark box If only one zondnion. d. 00.IY I condlt!m
d. Which Of these COnditiOna wouldyOU Say is the MAIN CO”S~ of this Iimitdon?
Mm” cause
. . . . .
58
1. Flr.t nsme First name
L-at name Lsst name
2, Relationship 2. Relatba”shlp Relexionshlp





Month ~Date 1Year 1Date lYOar
Date of birth
Month f Date 1Year
1 1 1 ! ! I 1 1
HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. DV HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. DV HOSP. WORK RD
c, 00 DNona ,~w* , ❑ YO* 00D No”, 000 Non, , ❑wa , ❑ ye= @Jm fJo”e c, 00U None , ❑ wa , ❑ ye, ~om None ~oa f,jone , ❑ wa , ❑ ye, :;;N:;e
Number




2DWb ZD NO —
Number Number
2DWb 2D No
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Ck– -IllA- nV ~ TCLCfS~S La – i~‘13VI MI rcL~~l* T~~,
Ill Ill I I Ill 1!1 11!
t 1 I !
TX - ~~ ‘,~IIUJ.- ~LTT~H’S ~ilN~ TA-- ,X#T ~m 7F43.-, CL-T
11111
C71--;KA– PV ~~CICTR~S EGND. La– TFC6-IKSVIIRKTCLmm,nSTCDND.
111111 I l!! Ill Ill
I 1 1 1
Ill Ill








1- 1 I /
BI 1 ❑ 18-69 (f) B1 : y:;: B1 :: la-ta-;N:; B1 : y-w;
2 ❑ Other fNP)
1. 1 •l Working (2) 1. 1❑ Wmki”g (2) 1. 1 ❑ Working (2) 1.
2 ❑ Kc#ping house (3)
I ❑ Wmki”g (2)
2 ❑ Keeping house (3) 2 ❑ KeePl”g house (3)
3 ❑ Going to schwl (5)
2 ❑ Keeping house (3I
3 ❑ Gol”g to school (5J 3 ❑ Going to sch.xd /5)
4 ❑ Sormthlmg elm (6)
3 ❑ Going to sch.ml (5)
4 •l Something else /6) 4 •l Something else (5)
2a,
4 ❑ %mething else (5)
t ❑ Y09 (7) ❑ No I ZS. 1 ❑ Yes /7) ❑ No z~. 1 •1 Yas /7) ❑ NCJ Za. , •1 ye, (7) ❑ No--- _______________ __ _--- ——_________ __ ______________ __
b.
——____________
2 •1 Y91 (7) 3 ❑ No NV b. 2 •1 Yel (7) 3 ❑ No (6) b. 2 •1 Yes (7) 3 ❑ No (6) b. 2 ❑ Yes /7) 3 ❑ No (6)
3a. 4 •1 Y9S (4) ❑ No 3*. 4 •1 Yes (4) ❑ No 3*. 4 ❑ Yes (4) ❑ No 3*. 4 ❑ Y.* (4)
--- — ______________ __ _______________
❑ No
—- — — ____________ __ _- — — __________
b. 5 EIY9: (4J 6 ❑ No (5) b. 6❑ YCI (4) 8 ❑ No (6) b. 6 ❑ Yes (4) 6 ❑ No (6) b. s ❑ IYes (4) 6 ❑ No (5)
4*. fEnt*rcondition in C2, THEN 4b) 4s. (Enter dNlOn [n C2, THEN 4bJ 4a. (Enter condtiion h C2, 7HEN 4b) 4*. (Enter condit{on h C2, THEN 4b)
I 1❑WEjge#fwk“O/d #@,, box, I 1 ❑ WEae#wk ‘<Old age,, box, I 1 ❑ Way4ffark ‘>O/d age,, h., I 1 ❑ w&eJf3ti ,,O/dage-Lmx,--- _______________ __ _______________
b. ❑ Y., (Reaak 4 ●ndb) b.
.— ——_____________ __
❑ Yes (Ifa,sk 4, ,ndb)
——— — __________
b. ❑ Yes (f7cmsk4, mdb) b. ❑ Yes fReask 4a.mdb)
❑ No (W ❑ No W) ❑ No (4dJ
--- __________ _____ __ __________ _____ __
❑ No (4d)
c. ❑ Yes /R.mk 4# mdb)
— — ____________ __ ______________
c. ❑ Ye. (Re.sk 4a mdb)
❑ No
c. ❑ Yes lR.?ask 4a andb) c. ❑ Yes (R.wsk 4a andb)
❑ No ❑ No




❑ Only 1 condition d.
———___________
❑ Only 1 condition d. ❑o”iy1Oa”dtio” d. ❑ IO”IY 1 c.zndnio”
Main cause Md” ca.sa
5s.
Main cause Main cause
1 ❑ IYO1 (7) ❑ No Em. 1 ❑ Yes /7) ❑ No s~. 1 ❑ Yes /7)
,— - _______________ __ _______________
❑ No 5~. 1 ❑ . . (7)
b,
❑ No
—— —— — ___________ __ ______________
2 ❑ IY9S (7) 3DN0 b. 2 clYel (7) 3DN0 b. 2 ❑ Ya$ (7) 3DN0 b.
B2 ::;:;J3mn3b (NP)
2 ❑ IYIM (7) 3DN0
BZ t ❑ ,%s,,in3aor3b/N p’, B2 1❑ “yalr.3a0r3b(AW B2 : ~J::::3aor3blNP)
2 ❑ Dther (6) 2 ❑ Other (6)
6a. 1clYel 2 ❑ No (NPJ ea. 1 •1 Yes 2 ❑ No (NP) 6a. 1 ❑Ym 2 ❑ No [NP) 6*. 1 •1 Yes
-- — ______________ __ _______________ __
b,
2 ❑ No (NPJ
—— — ___________ __ ______________
b. b. b.
LlmitWon Umlmtion Umltati.a” Limitation
?a. E.ter condition in C2, THEN 7bJ 7a. (Enter condtikmin c2, 7HEN 7b) 7m. (Entar condb!m in C2, 7fiEN 7bJ 7- (Enter condition in C2, 7HEN7b]
1 ❑ Old a a (M,rk ,,Ohi WC,, box, 1 ❑ 0~dEaNQe7:~rk ,,O/d age,, box, 1 ❑ 0&dEa~7:fn/k ,,O/d we,, box,
THE~ 7c)
1 ❑ cldaNw7:f#k J,O/d ago- lm.x,
Mdn wusa I Main muse I Main cause
InMH13.1[I”clwtbnl t2.1 W) Page 5
u_——____b. ❑ y.. (Reask 7. mdb)❑ No (7d)_ - — _____________c. ❑ Ym (Reask 7a andb)❑ No_- —— — ___________


















FOHM HIS., [E”alu.thl 12.1.WI Page 6
I. What are the rmmes of all persons living or staying here? Stcrt with the name of the person or
1. First name M,d. mm Age
one of the persons who owns or rants this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Last name Sex







:.1 have listed (raad names). Have I missad: Yea ~ REFERENCE PERSON
-any babies orsmallchildrmr? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑
3. ~ta~f b,rth , Date
~Year
— any lodgers, boarders, or persons You employ who live hcra? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
— anyone who USUALLY Iivas hare but is now away from home HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. OV
traveling or In a hospital? m. ..,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ 0
- anyorra also staying hara? ❑ 0
cl 00 DN...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iowa ,0 Yes 000 ‘on”
1. Do all of the parsons you hwe named usually live here?
~ 217 Wb 20 No —
❑ Yes (2)
Number
❑ No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Proba if necassary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold mambera
by an ‘W from 1 -C2 and entar raason.)
C2
Does -– usually liva somawhem aiba?
LA-- %X ‘~ Ev– ~N3. Tc~LTIl iTsrc5ND.
I Ill
1 1
Ask for all persona beginning with column 2:
what is -— relationship to (reference parson)? L~ – ~~ ‘; ~V- ~N~. ~C~LTEl HSTC&NLi








-- —— -- -— —— -- --——--——— -—-- ——— —-- ——— ——— —--- ——— —--—
hl
12-MONTH DATE
---— .- ——— —— ---—-
LA p ; ov [INJ. [ CLLTR~HS~COND.
--———-..--————— --- ——--— ——----— —--- ——— ——--—--— —— --—
I [ 1 1 ! I
13-MONTH HO$PITAL DATE
—————-————— ----
N2 ASKCONDITIONLISTS1,2, and 3.
LA IRA ; DV ;INJ. ;CLLTR; HS; COND.
II 1111
B. LIMITATION OF ACTIVITIES PAGE, Continued
B3 Refer to aga. B3 : :w;(T ;: ;S:: lNPI
ovar 18)
B. What was –– ,doirrgklOST OF THE PAST 12 ~ONTHS; working at a job or business, keeping s. 1U Working
house, going to school, or something else? 2 ❑ Kec.Plug house
Priority if 2 or more activities raported: (1) Spant tha moat time doing; (2) Considers the moat important.
3 ❑ Going to school
4 •l Something 0[ss
9a. Socarase of any impalrmant or hdth problem, doas –– nasal the help of othar paraons wfth 9a.
–- parsonal cara trssds, such as sating, bathing, drassing, or gattlng around this homa?
1❑ Yes (13) ❑ No
—-—- --——- ---- -—-— -- -—-—— ----- -———— ——----—————
b. Because of any Impairment or health probl~m, d~s –– nead the help of O*@r per~ns in ha~limi
---—— --- ———————--———— —-.
b.
—— routine rmsds, such *S evwyday household chores, doing necrrssmy business, shopping, or 2 ❑ Yes (13) 3DN0f12J
getting around for other purposes?
Oa. is -- abie to take part AT ALL in the usua! kinds of play ●ctivities done by most childr.n –– ●ga? 10a. ❑ Ycls ODNo (13)
—---- ———- ---—- ———- ---- —-—- -..————-----—————-----———— —-
b. la -- limitad in tha kind OR amount of play activitlsa
-————----——— ----
_ _ can do kcausa of ●ny impakmant b.
or health problem?
1 ❑ Ym (13) 2 ❑ No (12)
1a. DOSS any Imparirmant or health problam NON keep –– from attending school? ha. 1 iJYes (13) ❑ No
—--—————-——— ——-.
b. ~~~ ~ = ~ti-~~d-a-s~~-cizl-ssh-~q &ip-e6iil ~l~s~a~ $-c&r&-o? a—n~i—m~air—m~ni&-h~a&-p—ro-bra~~ — E.
2 ❑ Yes (13) ❑ No
—---———- -———-—— ----———- -- . . .. ——— ——— —-- —- ——— —-- ——— ———




3 ❑ Yes (13) ❑ No
---- --—— -—-— -—-— —--- —-——— ---— -——— ——— ——— —- ——— ——— —-- ——
d. Is –- limited in school ●ttendance tmcausa of –– health?
——---———- ——————
d.
4 ❑ Yes (13) 6tl No
2a. is –- limited in ANYWAY in ●ny activities bccauso of an impairment or haalth problam? 12a.
1 clYes 2 ❑ No fNP)
—— -- -— -- -——- ———- ——---————— ---T .: —------- ~.————-----—— -——
b. in what way ia -- iimit.af?
————- -———---———
Record I!mjtat!on, not cond]t!on. b.
limitation
3aI. What (othar) condition causas this? 13m
Aak if injury or operation: When did Itha -) occur?l-– hava tha oparation?l
lEnter conditionh C2, THEN 13bl
Aak if oparation over 3 months ago: For what condition did –– hava the operation?
If pregnancy/delivery or O–3 months injury or operation – t ❑ Old age (Mark “O/d we” box,
Reaak question where limitation repomed, saying: Excapt for —— (condition), ...?
THEN 13c)
OR reask 13b/c.—— -- - -- —--- -—-——- ————--—- —--——-—————————-————--—— ----
b. Basides (condition) is thara any othar condition that causaa this limitation?
---————--——— ——-
b. ❑YES(Raask 13a andb)
❑ N. f13dJ
---- ---- ---- ---- -——— ——-—-—- -..— ——-— —-- ——— —- ——— —---- -——
c. isthis limitation csussd by any (othor) spcciflc condition?
—-—-———--—— ---—
c . ❑ YOS (Reask 13. sndb)
❑ No
---- ---- .- —- -——— -— —-- ——— ——— ——--— ——— ——— —--- ——— ——— - ---
Mark box if only one condition.
_——--__--___ --—
d . ❑ iOnly 1 .ondfilon








2. Relatlonshlp Relationship 2. Relat,c.nship Relationship
3. Onto of birth
; Oate
Date of birth




~Y.Br Month ; Date / Year
1 1 1 r 1 ! , I
HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. DV HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RD 2-WK OV HOSP WORK RD
:1 Oon ‘0”” lnwa 1❑ ye, 000 None oom None
Z-WK. DV
, ❑wa , ❑ ye, OOn NOne (-, 000 N... ,Dwa , ❑ ye, 00 DNone 000No., ,~wa , ❑ ye= 00D None
Number
2nWb 2D No — —
Number Number
2DWb 20 N. —
Number Number







_i~ - iRF ‘ILiV-IIF/J~ ELi.T~H% TC~N~ iA–––––––––––––––IRA ,OV ,lNJ. , CLLTR,HS ,COND. TA–––--–––––––– ‘–-
11111
IRA ,DV ,INJ. ,CLLTR,HS ,COND. Lx––-–-––––––- ‘–-
111111
I RA , DV, lNJ, ICLLTRIHS ICOND.
111111 Ill Ill
1 ! 1 1 1 I
IX - ~~ ‘, GVfilfTJ7 ~LTT~HS ~CONLY ~A–– ,XA– ~DV ~~.–, tLRR~~ ,TOT4LT
-——
LA
I [1111 1! 1111
17iA– TDV @J3 ~iX ~RF~ F6f417, LI – 7X7S ‘I~V1 ~JT ~CLl~[R$7~~.
I 1111( 11 l!,,
! I ! 1 1 1 1 ! ! I
\
‘LA‘– TRX ‘ILW_NiTJ7 EL~T~H% icCiNfi 7A–––--––––––-–––
111111
IRA IDV ilNJ. [ CLLTRIHS ICDND. CA–-–––––––––––– –
1! 1111
IRA IDV IINJ. ,CLLTRIHS ,COND, LX– —–— ——— ——– ———–I RA I DVI INJ. I CLLTBIHS I CDN
11111
!1111 1!
1“’’”[ ll’’’’’I’’l l;;, ,
33 D ❑ Under 5 (10) ;: ;:%;; (NIV On Under5 {10) 2D 18–69 (NP) B3 On“.,.,5 ,,(), ;~;;:j ,NP, , ❑ 5_1, ,1,,D Under5 (10) 2D 18–69 (NP)
1 ❑ 6-17(11) 105-17(11) 3 ❑ 70 and 105–17(11) 3 ❑ 70 and
over (8) over (B) OVW 18) over (8I
8. 1 ❑ Workl”g 1 ❑ Work,”g 8. 1 ❑ working
2 ❑ Keepl.g house
1 c1 working
2 ❑ Keeping house 2 ❑ Keep,ng ho... 2 ❑ Keeping house
3 ❑ Going to school 3 ❑ Go,ng m school 3 ❑ Going m sc@Jl
4 ❑ ?.omnthlng else
3 ❑ Going m school
4 ❑ Something else 4 ❑ Sornethmg else 4 ❑ Someth,n.g else
Ba,




2 ❑ Yes (13) 3DN0 (12) tl-b----------------- 1
-— __ ____ ____ ____
2 ❑ Yes (13) sDNo (12) 2 •1 Ye, (73) 3DN.3 (72) 2 ❑ Yes (73) 30N0 (12)
1 , 1 I
Oa
❑ Yes DDNo (13) ❑ Yes
10a.
0 ❑ No (13) •l Yes 0 ❑ No (13) ❑ Yes 00N0 (13)
ii,t t
—___ ____ _____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___
1 ❑ Yes (13) 2DN0 (12) 1 ❑ Yes (13) 2DN0 (12) t-l
‘b. ‘,-O–;,,–(;)– - – ~-n-N;;; --
t----------------1 ❑ Yes f13) 2DN0 (12)
la.
1 •1 Yes (13) ❑ No
ha.
1 ❑ Yes (73) ❑ No 1 ❑ Yes (13) ❑ No 1 ❑ Yes (13) ❑ No
---- ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
b,
2 •1 Yes (13) ❑ No 2 ❑ Yes (13) ❑ No ‘b. -2–D- ;e,–(;)- -- –D-N: -- – - 2 ❑ Yes (73) ❑ No
G,
t t
--—— ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
3 ❑ Yes (13) ❑ N. 3 ❑ Yes (13) ❑ No tl
–c. –---– -–-– –-– -–-–
t
-— -- —___ ____ ____
3 •l Yes (13) ❑ No 3 ❑ Yes (73) ❑ No---- ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ _____ ___
i.
4 ❑ Yes /13) 5DN0 4 ❑ Yes (13)
‘d. - – ------ –--–---–
———_ ____ ____ ____
5DN0 4 ❑ Yes /73)
2a.
5DN0 4 •1 Yes (73) 5DN0
7 •1 Yes 2 ❑ No (NP)
1 2a.
1 ❑ Yes 2 ❑ No (NP) 1 ❑ Yes 2 ❑ No (NP) 1 ❑ Yes 2 ❑ No (NPJ
—— __ ____ ____ ____ _____ ____ ____ ___
ii ‘b. ----------------
——__ ____ ____ ____
Limitation Llmtitatio” L,rn,tat,on Lnmnaticm
3a.
(Entsr condition m C2, THEN 13b)
13a.
(Enter cond!tim h C2, THEN 13b) (Enter condition m C2, THEN 13b) (Enter condition in C2, THEN 13b)
1 ❑ Old age (M,mk ‘aOld We<, box, 1 ❑ Old age (Mark ,,O/d age,, box,
THEN 13cI
1 ❑ O~dEael &rk ,,O/d age,, box,
THEN 73.1
1 ❑ Old age (Afsvk .,O/d age,, box,
THEN 73.)
Main cause Mm. cause
IOTNOTES
Main Ca..se Mam cause
1














FOR,” .,>, ,,.,,..t,cr, ,’ 1 90,
PaQe 8
U Old ●ge
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
● .Whatarethe names of all persons living or staying here? Start with the name of the person or 1. First name
one of the persons who owns or rents thishome.f%ter name in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Last name ox
b. What are the names of all other pwsons living or staying here? Enter names in columns.
m ~ r’





c. I have listed (read rtemes). Have I missed: Yes No REFERENCE PERSON
- any babies or small children? ❑ 0 3. $let;f birth , ~ate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :Year
- any lodgers, boarders, or parsons you employ who live here? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
— anyone who USUALLY lives here but is now away from home
travaling orinahospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •l ❑
HOSP. WORK RD 2-WK, DV
—anyonec.lsa stcyinghere?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •l D cl ooa None low. ,0 Y,, 000 ‘0”’
. Do all of the parsons you have named usually live hare?
~ 2nWb 20 No —
Number
n Yes (2)
❑ NO {APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members C2
by an “X” from 1 -C2 and enter reaaon.) ~K__–_––_ –-–_.-_
Does –– usually live somewhere else? IRA I DV )INJ. 1CLLTRI HSICONO111111
Aak for all persons begbrnhrg with column 2:
:. What i8 –– relationship to (reference person)?
L~–––––-––--–– ‘–”IRA I DV IIN.J, ICLLTFII HSICOND
~. What is –– data of birth? (Enter date and age and mark sex,) 111111
REFERENCE PERIODS
L~–-–––-–––-––––IRA 1DV llNJ. ICLLTRI HSICOHO
2-WEEK PER1OD
111111
—- —-— —-—— -——- -— -- ——__—_— —_ ——__—__ — ____________ __
Al
12-MONTH DATE
——-—- --- —-- ---—
LA IRA I Dv IINJ. I CLLTRI HalcOflD
-——- ——-—- —— --- -——-—- ——-——— —————————- ——————-——-—— 111111
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE
A2 ASKcofJf)jTloNLISTS1,2,.“d 3,
‘- 7RZ ‘1 ifv- ii N2.~cilT?il iisYc6iitiLA
111(11
II 1111
B. LIMITATION OF ACTIVITIES PAGE, Continued
B4 Refer to age.
04 :: u&:;wfJ)P) : ~ :%6: (141
over lNPJ
65 ❑ ,-Old age’, boxrmrked (14)
B5 Refer to “Old age” and “LA” boxes. Mark first appropriate box. ❑ EnlrY in IA” box (14)
❑ Other (NP)
4a. Because of any impairment or haalth problam, doss -— “sad tha he[pof ~thar personswith 14a.
–– personal care naeds, such as sating, bathkrg, drassing, or gatting around this home? 1 •l Yes (15) ❑ N.
if un~~r r8~siip to next pe;son; o~herwise aak:-
-— -- --- ----- —---- -— --- -
b.
b. Bacause of eny impairment or haalth problam, doss -– need tha help of other parsons in handling
-- routine naeds, such as everyday household choras, doing necessary business, shopping, or 2 ❑ Yes 3 ❑ No (NP)
getting around for other purposes?
5a, What [othar) condition causas this? 15a.
Ask if injury or operation: Whan did [tha (in”ury) occur?l-– have the operation?]
+
(Enter condition in C2. THEN 16bl
Ask if operation ovar 3 months ago: For w at condition did –– hava tha oparatimr?
If pregnancy/dalivery or O-3 months injury or operation - 1 ❑ Old age (Mark ,,O/d s#e” box,
Reask question 14 where limitation reported, sa ying: Except for -– (condition),...?
THEN 15c)
OR reask 75b/c.---- ---- ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ ___ ____ ____ ____ ____
b. Besides (condition) is there any other condition that causes this limitation? b. ❑ Yes (Reask 15. andb)
❑ N. l15dl
c. Isthis-limitation caused by any (othar) spacific condttion? - - - - - – – - - -
---- --— -.
- G. ❑-Y;s;R:a;k ;5;a;db)
❑ No
-. —-- ___ ._. .._— _ _____ _____ _
Mark box if only one condition. d. ❑ Only 1 condition
d. Which of thasa conditions would you say is tha MAIN causa of this limitation?
Main cause
‘OOTNOTES













HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. D,
1 ‘JOn ‘One Iowa 1a Yes
00 ❑ Non
Numb8r




b. “ ‘- ‘-
2 ❑ Yes 3 ❑ No (fVP)
5a.
(Enter condnion in C2, THEN 15bl





- ❑ Yes (ffeask f5a andb)
❑ NO (16d)
‘tc. ‘: Ye;&;k-15a mdb)
-L-.-–---–----–- –.





Ionth ; Date 1Year
*
4‘– IiRA– TDT ~~.–, CLtTRih2_ IiCOFIS
111111
4‘- Ii%ii TDT ilN3‘I tLfiRTHS mo%n
111111
Ill Ill
0 ❑ Under 5 (NP) 2 ❑ 60-69 f 14)
1 •1 5–59 (B5) 3 ❑ 70 and
over (NP)
❑ ‘<Old aQO° box marked (14)
❑ Entry in WA” box (14)
❑ Other (NP)
1 ❑ Yes (75) ❑ No
- .—— ----— -—-— —.
2 ❑ Yes 3 ❑ No (NP)
(Enter condition in C2, THEN 15bl
1 ❑ Old age (Mark ,,OId age-, box,
THEN t5c}
—--— ---- --—- -—--
❑ Yes (Reask 15a mdb)
❑ No (15d)
--—- ---- -——- -— --
❑ Yes (Rmsk 15. mdb)
❑ No
--_—— -— --— ----- -




HOSP. WORK RD Z.WK. C
:1
000 None
low, ,clYes ‘“a ‘0
Number
2DWb 2D No —
Numbc
:2 \















2 ❑ Yes 3 ❑ No (NP)
F(Ent.w condition in C2, THEN 15bJ
I
‘b. ‘–-n–&;,&; ;S;.;d;)-–--
❑ NOf15d)——————————- -——--c ❑ Yes 07.wsk 15.9 .ndb)
❑ No
————-——— —— -- --—-
‘d. ❑ Only 1 condition
S ledM2DFaIelatbonshiplateof birthAonth / oat. /YearHOSP WORK RD Z-WK. DVIOU None low. li3Yes “Do ‘“””_ 2nWb 2DN0 —Number
I - iR7i ‘I Evi NJ: TCL–LT~Ts TcTN
!11111
Ill Ill
o ❑ Under 5 lNP) z ❑ 6D-69 (14)
1 ❑ 5–59 (85) 3 ❑ 70 a“d
over INP)
❑ ..Old age.. box marked (14)
❑ Enlry m 8,W box (14)
❑ Other fNP)
1 ❑ Yes (15) ❑ No
—-—.- ----— --
2 •l Yes 3 ❑ No fNP)
(Enter condition m C2, THEN 15bl
1 ❑ Old age (A.fa,k ,,O/d age,, box,
THEN 15c)
---- —--- ---— -—
❑ Yes 07eask 15a mdb)
❑ No (15d/
---- ---- -— -- —-—
❑ Yes N?eask ?5. andb)
❑ No
---- --— ---- ——-—








A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
a.What are the names of all persons living or steying here? Start with the name of the person or 1. F8rst name
one of the persons who owns or rents this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON co/umrr. I
Last name e%
b. What are tha namea of all othar persons living or stsying hara? Enter names in columns.






c. I have Iiated (read nameaL Have I missack Yea No REFERENCE PERaON
— any babiaaor amallchildrcm?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ 3. ~$t;f broth , ~ate /Year
— any Iodgars, boarders, or persons you employ who live hare? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ : I
- anyone who USUALLY Iivas here but is now away from home
travaling orinahospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
HOSP. WORK RD 2.WK. IN
-anyone alsestaying hare?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
c1 000 None 000 None
Iowa 1❑ Yes
d. Oo all of tha persona you hava named uauelly live hare?
~ 20 Wb 2U No —
❑ Yes (2) Number
•l No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members
by an “X” from 1 -C2 and enter reason.]
C2
Doss –– usually live somawhere else? “ LA– – _iR~ ‘;~V- if N3. Tc~L7RI Hal CONE!1111
I ! ,
Ask for all persons beginning with column 2:
What is –– relationship to (reference person)? iA IRA I DV IINJ I CLITRliTSICOND
What ia –– data of bbth? (Enter date and age and mark sex.)
II Ill
1 ! I t 1 1
REFERENCE PERIOOS




——-. -——. --—— --. —— --- ————--————————- -————-——— —-——
Al
12-MONTHDATE
_—-— --—— -———— -—-
LA IRA I DV IINJ. I CLLTR[HSICOND,




LA IRA I DV ;INJ. ~CLLTR;HSICOND,
;1111I
D. RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PAGE PERSON 1
Refer to 2b and 3b.
D2 ❑ No days in 2b or 3b (6)
Hand calendar. ~ 1 or more days in 2b or 3b (5)
{The next questions refer to the 2 weeks outlined in red on that calendar, 5.
beginning Monday, (We) and andbrg this past Sunday @a).)
On how many of the [number in 2b or 3b) days missed from
Iwork/school] did –– stay in bed more than half of tha day
because of illness or injury?
Refer to age.
DI 00UNone Na of days
❑ Under 5 (4) ❑ 5–17 (3) ❑ 18 and over (1)
Refer to 2b, 3b, and 4b.
I a. OURING THOSE 2 WEEKS, did —— work at anytime at a job or
[
missed from work
business not counting work around tha house? (Includa unpaid 6a. (Not counting the day(a) missed from school 1 ),work in the family [farm/business].) (and] in bed
Was thare any (OTHER) time during those 2 weeks that -- cut
I ❑ Yes (Mark “Wa” box, THEN 2) 2DN0 down on the things -- usually doas becausa of illness or injury?
b. Even though –– did not work during thosa 2 weeks, did –– lZIYes oorg No (D3)
have a job or business?
[
missad from work




!a. During those 2 waeks, did —— miss any tima from a job
or business because of illness or injury?
During that period, how many (OTHER) days did –- cut down for
mom than half of the day because of illness or injury?
Cl Yes 00D No [4)
00D None n
b. During that 2-week period, how many deys did –– miss mora
then helf of the dey from –- job or buainass beceusa of Refer to 2-6.
illness or injury? D3 ❑ N. days in 2-6 (Mark “No”in RD, THENNP)
n (4)
❑ 1 or more days in 2-6 (Mark “Yes” in RD, THEN 7)
Refer to 2b, 3b, 4b, and 6b.
00 ❑ None (4)
rw”rk 1
miss school during those
7a. What (othar) cOnditiOn caused ‘– tO (or) stay i“ bad z weeks?
la. During those 2 weeks, did -– miss eny time from school because
of illness or injury? (or) cut down
(Enter condition in C2. THEN 7b)
❑ Yes OD ❑ No (4)
[1
miss work
b. During that 2-waek period, how many deys did:: miss mora
miss school during that
b. Did any other condition cause –– to {or) stay in ~d pariod~
than half of the day from school bacause of illnass or injury? (or) cut down
I ❑ Yes (Reask 7a and b) 2DN0
ooD None m
FOOTNOTES
4a. During thosa 2 weeks, did -- stay in bad bacause of illnasa or injury?
❑ Yes 00CI No (6)
.-- —- ——.—— ----- —.-—— ——_—- -—_
b. D;ring t~at 2-waak period, how many daya did –– stay in bad more
than half of tha day bacause of illnass or injury?
00❑ None (6) = ,D2,
. . . . . . . .
““h! .s’1 ,L..l..!,m, {z’, Yo, Page 10
64





3. Dato of bbth Date of birth
Month ~Date ~Year Month / Date ~Year
1 1 1 1
HOSP. wORK RO Z-WK. DV HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. C
:1 O’JD ‘one 1❑ lwa 1❑ Yes 000 None 000 None low. , •1 Ye, ““n ‘c
Number





LA‘–––––––-–-–––– ‘-––l~A–7D~~N~.–l~L~RiH% ~tiIRA IDV ONJ. ICLLTFUHS ICOND LA
I Ill I I 1 II I
Ill II ill
D. RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PAGE PERSON 2
Hand calendar.
{Thtrmstquestionsrafertotho2weak8ouflirsadInredonthatcalendar
LragfrmingMonday, we) ●nd artdhrg this past Surrday~e).}
Refer to age.
DI
❑ Under 5 (4) ❑ 5–17 (3) ❑ 18 and over (1)
I
1a. DURING THOSE 2 WEEKS, did –– work at anytime at a job or
business not counting work around the house? (Include unpaid
work in the family [farm/busirrass].)
I ❑ Yes (Mark “Wa” box, THEN 2) 2DN0
.—-— ———- —--- -——_ —--— _-— _ ——-—
b. Even though -– did not work during those 2 weeks, did ––
hnvo a job or business?
I ❑ Yes (Mark “Wb” box, THEN 2) 2 ❑ No (4)
2a. During those 2 weeks, did –- miss anytime from a job
or business because of illnass or injury?
El Yes 00❑ No (4)
—_——_-— _ —____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
b. During that 2-week period, how many days did –– miss mora
than half of the day from -- Job or buslrsass bacauso of
Illnass or injury?
00❑ None (4) n [4,
]a. Duringthose2 weeks,did -— missanytimefrOm school batamrse
of illness or Injury?
❑ Yea OD❑ No (4)
---- —— —-— ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
b. During that 2-waak pariod, how many daya did –– miss mora
than half of the day from school because of illness or injury?
OD ❑ None n
la. Dwlrrg thoac 2 weeks, dld -- stay in bad Irscausa of ilfnass or injury?
❑ Yea 00❑ No (6)
---- —_—_ ——_— ____ ____ ____— ____ ____
b, During that2-weekperiod,howmarrydayadid -- stayinbsdmore
thanhalfof thedaybscausa of illnaas or injury?
00 ❑ None (6) m(w)
——————— —————-
LA I RA IDV IINJ. ICLLTRIHS ICOND LA– - ~R~ ‘1 ~Vi iFJJ: iCL–LT~ = ~C~
:1
I 1 I I [ 1 !!
;1 :1 :11
Refer to .?b and 3b.
D2 ❑ No days in 2b or 3b (6)
❑ 1 or more days i. 2b or 3b (5)
5. On how many of tha (number in 2b or 3b) days mitsed from
[work/school] did –– stay in bed mom than half of the day





Refer to 2b, 3b, and 4b.
[
missed from work




Was thera any (OTHERI tima during thosa 2 wanks that -- cut
down on the things -- usually does bacause of ifhrass or injury?
•l Yes OOD NO (L73)
--
(Again, not counting the day(s) (=:%%’% 1 ‘;,
1 (and) in bed 1
During that pariod, how many (OTHER) days did –– cut down for
more than haif of tha day because of ilfnass or injury?
000 None PE!7
Refer to 2– 6.
D3 ❑ N. days in 2-6 (Mark “No”in RD, THENNP)
❑ 1 or more days in 2-6 (Mark “Yes”in RD, THEN 7)
Refar to 2b, 3b, 4b, and 6b.
[1
miss work
miss school during tho
7a. What (othar) condition cauaed ‘– to (or) stay in M 2 waaka?
(or) cutdown
LEntar condition in C2, THEN 7b)
-— _- __— _ -
b. Oid any other condnion cause —— to [iEfiifl=’h’lI❑ Yes (Reask 7a and b) 20N0
OOTNOTES
?MHIS 1 (Evaluation)[2.1+31 Page 11
65
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
a. What are the names of all persons living or staying hers? Start with tha name of tha parson or 1. Firstname
one of the persons who owns or rents this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Last name
b. What are tho names of all other parsons living or staying harrr? Enter names in columns.
~=’~$~~s 2.-
c. I have Iistad (read names). Have I missed:
m , ~~
Yes No
-any babies orsmailchlldren? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑
3. ~Se;f birth
; Data
-anylodgars, boarders, orpersons youamploy who bvahere? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Q
;Year
:
— anyone who USUALLY lives hare but is now away from homa
travalbrg orinahospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ •l
HOSP. WORK RO 2.WK. D
—anyone alsestayinghera?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
c1 000 N...
lnwa 1❑ Yes 000 No
d. Do all of the parsons you hava namad usually live here? ❑ Yes (2}
~ 2D Wb 2U No —
Numbe
❑ No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members
by an “X” from 1-C2 and enter reason.)
C2
Doss –– usually I&a ●omawhere alsrr?
LA-- 7RK ‘15v– TiN3.Tc~LTTIi%Tc15
111111
Ask for all persons beginning with column 2: \
. Whatis–– relationship to (reference person)? L~-– – -–”------ “IRA 1DV IINJ. ICLITRI HSICO





—- ——-— ——-— ——.
LA IRA I DV ilN~. 1CLLTRIHSICO
2-WEEK PERIOD
111111
----— ----— -— -- -——- -— —. ——-— —_ ——__— — ______________
12-MONTH DATE
----- ------ —-- .
LA IRA I DV ;INJ. 1CLLTRI HalCO
-—-——--—--—— --—-—--—- -——-—— -— —- ——__— —_ ——__—_— —_— II Ill
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE
ix2 ASK CONf)mON Llsls 1,2, and 3.
D. RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PAGE PERSON 3
Hand cafendar.
{The next questions refer to the 2 waaks outlhmd in rad on that calandar
baginning Monday, @)and anding this past SundayJ@&e).)
Refer to age.
DI
❑ Under 5 (4) ❑ 5-17 (3) ❑ 1S and over (7)
a, DURING THOSE 2 WEEKS, did —- work at any tima at a job or
businass not counting work around tha housa? (Includa unpaid
work in tha family [farm/buainass].)
I ❑ Yes (Mark “War’ box, THEN 2) 2DN0
----— --——- .- —-- _ —________ ________
b. Evan though –- did not work during those 2 weeks, did –-
hava a job or business?
I ❑ Yea (Mark “Wb” box, THEN 2) 2 ❑ No (41
a. During thoaa 7. Waakar did -— miaa any time from a jOb
or businaas bacausa hf illnaas or injury?
❑ Yes 00❑ No (4)
—--— —___ ____ _____ _____ ___________
b. During that 2-week period, how many days dld —— miss more
than half of the day from —— job orbusinass bacause of
illness or injury?
00 ❑ None [4) n (4,
la. During thosa 2 waeka, did –- miss anytime from school bacausa
of illness or injury?
❑ Yes oon No (4)
---- ---— __ —__ _____ ____ ___________
b. During that 2-werrk pariod, how many days did —— miss more
than half of tha day from school bacauaa of illnass or injury?
ooo NOne B
hr. During those 2 waaks, did -- stay in bad kausa of illness or injury?
❑ Yes 00❑ No (6)
---—— __— _ _—— —— _____ ______________
b. During that 2-waek pariod, how many days did -– stay in bad mom
than half of tha day bscausa of illnasa orlrtjury?
00❑ None (6) m ,D2,
IM HIS.I av.1..mml 121.s31 F
I I ;; 111
Refer to 2b and 3b.
D2 ❑ No daya in 2b or 36 (6)
01 or more daya in 2b or 3b (5)
j. On how many of the (number in 2b or 3b) daya misaad from
[work/achoOl] did -— stay in f# mora than half of ma day
bacauae of illneaa or injury?
ooCI None No.ordays
Refer to 2b, 3b, and 4b.
la. (Not counting tha day(a) (Xx%%%oll ),
1(and) in bad J
Was thera any (OTHERI Uma during thoaa 2 waaks that -- cut
down on the things –– usually doss bacausa of Ilhrass or injury?
❑ Yes w ❑ NO (D3)
—-- ——__— — _________________ ______




(and) in bad 1 ),
During thatpsriod, how many (OTHER) days did -- cut down for




D3 ❑ N. days in 2–6 (Mark “No”in RD, THENNP)








What (othar) condition caussd -- to ~~~,~~1~~ $~~gk~~
1,(or) cut down J
(Enter condition in C2, THEN 7b)
——______________________________
[m’’”wti1Dld any other condition oauaa -— to ‘i= ‘Cbml during tlm(ar) stay in bad psrlod?(or) crrt down











‘––-–– ‘---- I%A– _iDTmN7.-15LmR7H= E@IRA IDV llNJ. lCLLTRiHS lCOND. LA
111111
D. RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PAGE PERSON 4
Hand calendar.
{Tho nest questions ref.srto the 2 weeks outlined in red on that calendar
bsglnning Monday, @e) and ending this Past sunda~we).)
Refer to age.
DI
❑ Under 5 (4) ❑ 5–17 (3) ❑ 18 and over (1)
!
Ia. DURING THOSE 2 WEEKS, did –– work at any time at a job or
businass not counting work around the house? (Include unpaid
work in the family [farm/businessI.)
I ❑ Yea (Mark “Wa” box, THEN 2) 2DN0
b. Evsn though -– did not work during those 2 weaks, did —–
hsva a job or business?
t ❑ Yes (Mark “kVb” box, THEIV 2) 2 ❑ No (4)
la. During thoss 2 weeks, did –– miss any time from a job
or businass because of illness or injury?
❑ Yea OO❑ No (4)
b. During that 2-waek pa~od, how-many dny~ did: – rn~a~mo~~ “
than hslf of the dey from -– job or business because of
Illnsss or injury?
No, of work.loss days
le. During thosa 2 weeks, did -- miss any time from school becausa
of illness or injury?
❑ yes 00Q No (4)
.--—
b. During that Z-waak pariod, ho-w-many-day; did –– ~s;more
than half of tha day from school because of illness or injury?
00❑ None n
a. During thoes 2 weeks, did -- stay in bed bacause of illness or injury?
❑ Yea 00 ❑ No (6)
----- ---
b. During that 2-waek-per~od, how many days did -- stay in bed mor;
than half of the dey bacauee of illnass or injury?
00❑ None (6) m(L72,
OJHIS t [Ev.1”.tl.nl 12 1.S+1 F





3. Date of Wth
Month ~Date ‘Year
Date of birth
Monzh / Date ~Year
I I , ,
HOSP. WORK RD 2.WK. OV HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK. OV
c1
000 None ,Owa , ❑ ~e~ 900 None nom None ,~wa , ❑ yes 000 None
Number
Zclwb 20 No
TIRE& H ‘Dw’ 2U ‘0 —Number
&
C2
LA– ‘–, ~A– ~DV ~N~ ‘1 ~L ~Riii= itO%D Lx––-––-––– –-– ‘–-[ RA , DVI tNJ ICLITRIHS ICOND
I (1111 Ill Ill
I 1 1
1———-——————————LA IRA lDV llNJ lCILTR!HS ICOND LA– – ~R_l. ‘16V~ ~J: ~CL–LT~lH–S~C~ti111111 1111!1
I 111111 I [11 Ill
Refer to 2b and 3b.
D2 ❑ No days in 2b or 3b (6)
❑ 1 or more days in 2b or 3b (5)
5. On how many of the (number in 2b or 3b) deys missed from
[work/school] did –– stey in bed more than half of the day
because of illness or injury?
00D Nme
No. of days
Refer to 2b, 3b, and 4b.
[
missed from work
6a. (Not counting the day(s) 1missed from school ),(and) in bed
Was thare any (OTHER) tima during those 2 weeks that -– cut
down on the things -- usually does because of illnass or injury?
❑ Yes 000 ND f~3)
—.-—- ----- ————— —---- -———— -- —-- ——-
[
missed from work
b. (Again, not counting the day(s) missed from school 1 L(and) in bed
During that period, how many (OTHERI days did –– cut down for
more than half of tha day bacause of illness or injury?
000 None n
Refer to 2-6.
D3 ❑ N. days in 2–6 (Mark “No”in RD, THENNP)
❑ 1 or more days in 2-6 (Mark “Yes” in RD, THEN 7)
1






7a. What (other) COnditiOn causad ‘– tO [.,) stay i“ bad 2 ~aeks?
L (or) cutdown J
(Enter condition in C2, THEN 7bl
.-—. — . ..-— ————— —- —-— ————— -———
r
miss work
miss school 1during thatb. Did eny other cOnditiOn CaUaa ‘– to [or) stay in ~ period?
L (or) cutdown J





A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
a. What are the names of all parsons living or staying here? Stan with the name of the person or 1. First name
one of the persons who owns or rants this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON co/umn.
Last name ex
b. Whst are the names of all othsr persons living or staying hers? Enter names in columns. If ,,YW,,I ~nter





c. I have listed (read names). Have 1missed: Yea No REFERENCE PERSON
–snybabies orsmallchildrmr?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑ 3. ~Mt;f birth , Oate :Year
- sny lodgers, boerders, or parsons you employ who live hers? ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
- anyone who USUALLY lives here but is now awsy from home
travaling orinahospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ u
HOSP. WORK RD 2-WK. OV
-anyone elsa staying hare? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
Cq 000 No”,
low. 10 Yes 000 ‘0””
d. Do all of tha persons you hsva namad usually live here? ❑ Yes (2J
~ 2i3 Wb 20 No —
Numbm
❑ No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD fdEMBERSH/P
Probe if necessary: RULES. Da/ete nonhousahold membars
by an “X” from 1 -C2 and enter reason.)
C2
Doaa -– USUSIIY live somewhara else? – – TRX ‘I Eiv- TIN3. iWLTKl WTCJND
LA
[11,11
Aak for .4/ paraons beginning with column 2:
!. Whst is –– ralatlonship to (referenca person)?








12-MONTH DATE-————-——- —- —-. ——-———- -— ———-— ——— —- ——— ——--— ——-— ———
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE -
1 I I \
A2 ASKCONDITIONLIST’S1,2,amf3.
D. RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PAGE PERSON 5
Hand calandar.
{Tha nast questions rafar to the 2 waaks outlined in rad on that calandar,
bagirming Monday, &e)and anding this past Sunday@e).)
Refer to age.
DI
❑ Under 5 (4) ❑ 5-17 (31 ❑ 18 and over (1/
I
la. DURING THOSE 2 WEEKS, did -– work at anytima at a job or
business not counting work around the house? (Include unpaid
work in the family [farm/businasal.)
I ❑ Yea (Mark “Wa” box, THEN 2) 2i3N0
---- -- ----- ----- ----- —---- -——. — --
b. Evsm though -– did not work during those 2 waeks, did --
have a job or busina$s?
I ❑ Yes (Mark “Wb” box, THEN 2) 2 ❑ No (4)
!a. During thosa 2 waaka, did —— miss any tima from ● job
or busineae bacausa of illness or injury?
❑ Yas 00D No (4)
---- —--- ---- ---— -—-- —-—- ---- ---— -
b. During that 2-waak psriod, how many daya did -– miss mora
than half of tha day from –- job or businasa bscarrse of
illnaaa or injury?
No. of work.loss days I
la. During thosa 2 waaks, did —- miss any tima from school bacausa
of illnass or injury?
•l Yea 00 ❑ No (4)
-— _- ---- -— -- ---- —---- ———- -— —-- ———
b. During that 2-week pariod, how many daya did -– miss more
than haif of tha day from school bacausa of illnassor injury?
00 ❑ None n
la. During thosa 2 weaks, did -- stay in bad bSCOUSO of ilbrOSS or in]UW?
❑ Yea m ❑ No (6)
--—— -— -- —-——- ---— --——— —--- ————- ——
b. During that 2-waak pariod, how many days did –– stay in bed mora
thsn half of tha day bscausa of ilbrass or injury?
00 ❑ Nona (6) m ,D2,
RMHIS 1 lEv.Iu.,IwJ (2.1.60) P
, ~r_;_____ -——— --_,
IRA I Dv IINJ. I CLLTRI HSICOND
11111
I I iii iii
D2 ‘e~N~~y%’f/& 3b (6)
❑ 1 or more days in 2b or 3b (5)
5. On how many of tha (numbar in 2b or 3b) days miaaad from
[worldachool] did –– stay in bad mom than half of tha day
bacmma of iilness or injury?
00D None No.of d..,
Refer to 2b, 3b, and 4b.
[
missad from work
Ba. (Not counting tha day(s) 1missad from school ),(and) in bad
Was thera any (OTHER) tima durirrg thosa 2 waaks that -– cut
down on tha things –– usually doss bscausa of illness or injury?
0 Yas DOa No (D3)
[
miassd from work
b. (Again, not counting tha day(s) miasad from school 1 ),(and) in bad
During that psried, how many (OTHER) days did -- cut down for
more than haif of tha day bscausb of illness or injury?
mm None n
Refer to 2– 6.
D3 ❑ No days in 2-6 (Mark “No”in RD, THENNPJ
D 1 or more davs in 2–6 (Mark “Yea” in RD, THEfd 7)
I
Refer to 2b, 3b, 4b, and 6b.
r miss work I
7a.
b.
E2:-nlduringtWhat (other) condkion caused ‘– to ( j stay in N 2 waaka?
(Enter condition in C2, THEN 7b)
r
miss work
Did any othar condkion causa -– miss schooi
1
during that
‘o (or) stay in bad pariod?
1 (or) cm-down J








A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
I● .What are ths names of all parsons living or staying here? Statt with the name of the parson or 1. First name Mtd. init. Age
one of tho persons who owns or rants this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Last name 3.X






c. I have listed (read nameaL Have I missed Yes No REFERENCE PERSON
-arrybabias or small childrarr? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑ 3. ~M&f broth /Date /Year
- any Iodgws, boarders, or psrsons you employ who live here? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
- anyorra who USUALLY lives here but is now away from home
travalirrg orinahospltal? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ U
HO$P WORK RO 2-WK. OV
— anyorw also staying ham? ❑ o
c1 000 Nom
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . low. 1❑ Yes ““UN””’
d. Do ●ll of the parsons you have named usually live here? ❑ Yes (2)
~ 20 Wb 20 No —Number
Probe If necessary:
❑ No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
RULES. Delete nonhouaehold members
by an “K” from 1 – C2 and enter reason.)
C2
Dots —- usually live somewhere also?
—---- —- -—.. — -
LA– - 7RA 1OV IINJ. I CLITRIHSICONl
111111
1 1 I 1 I 1
Ask for all persons begimdng with column 2:
!. What Is -- relationship to (reference person)? -—-. ---- --LA
.--— —-
IRA I DV llNJ 1CLLTRIHSICON!
1. Whatis -- datc of birth? (Enter date and age and mark sex.)
II 1111
1 1 1 , I
REFERENCE PERlOOS
LX - TRX ‘I 5V– i3N3. rCrLT7iIi%TcCFNI
2-WEEK PERIOD
111111
I 1 I 1
Al
12-MONTHDATE ---- —-———— —— _-—LA IRA : DV IINJ. I CLLTRIHSl CONI




-——- ———- -— --—-—
LA IRA 1DV llN.J 1CLLTRIHSICON[
1! II II
111111
E. 2-WEEK DOCTOR VISITS PROBE PAGE
Read to respondent(s):
Thosa nwd qua8tlons ●rc about health cara received during tha 2 weeks outlinad in rad on that calendar.
EI Refer to age.
El ❑ Undec 14 (lb)
D 14and over (18)
1a. Ouringthose2 weeks,how manytimesdid –– see or talk to a madical doctor? {Include all typas
of doctors, such aa darmatologista, psychiatrists, and ophthalmologists, as wall aa ganaral
;:d 00 ❑ None
practltionars and osteopaths.) (Do not count times whila an ovarrright patiant in a hospital.) b.
-. n]
(NP)---- ---- ---- --—- -—-. ----
b. During those 2 weaka, how many times did anyone ●aa or talk to a madical doctor about -–?
(Oo not count times whila an overnight patient in a hospital.)
Number of times
20. (Besides tha timo[s) you just told mo about) Ouring those 2 weeks, did snyotre in the family recoiva
health cara at home or go to a doctor’s office, clinic, hospital or soma othar placa? Includa corn
from a nuraa or anyone working with or for a madical doctor. Do not count times whila an
ovarrrlght patiant in a hospital.
❑ Yes ❑ No (3a)
----- ----— -- —-- -—-—- -— --— -——-—— -—--—— ————— -——- . . .
b. ‘Whorecelved this care? Mark “DR Visit” box in person’s column.
--. — — --------- -,
2b.
❑ OR Visit
---- —--— ---—- -— -- —--- ——-— --——- —-——-—— -——. ---
c. Anyona–al;o?
-— -- -----------
❑ yes fReask 2b and C) U NO
—--- ---- -— --— —-—— --—-———- —— --— —-—--—-———— ————- .— -
A;k~o; ;ach person with “DR Visit” h 2b:
------------------
d, HOW many timaa did -- racaiva this cara during that period? ‘. n
Number of times
3a. (Basidea tha tima(s) You alraady told ma about) Ouring those 2 waaks, did anyona in tha family
gat any medical adtrica, prascriptiorrs or tast rasrrlta over the PHONE from a doctor, nuraa, or
anyona working with or for a madical doctor?
❑ Yes ❑ No (E2)
---- ----- -—-— -——- ——-—- -— -- ————— ——- .— -




C. ware th;re ;ny 6aii8ab0U~ &rY0n=a18=?– - - – -- – -- – - ‘n– ~e~ ~R~a~k-3~a~~c~ - ‘D-N-O- – - ‘-
----. . —---—---—
--—— --—- -—-— --—— —--—— ——-. ---
Ask for ea;h~er;o; wit~ “~hin; ;a~’<n-3~:- -
---- —-. -- —— -—-.
d. How many talephone calls wara made about ––? ‘ n
Number of calls
I





FOM Ius.1 [Evtiusuml [2.1.W) Page 17
❑ Oldam
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
I●. What ●a tho namss of all persons living or staying here? Stcrt with the name of the person or
orm of the parsons who owns or rents this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Last namo
b. What me tho names of ●ll other parsons living or staying hare? Enter names in columns. /f ,.Yw,,$ ~nter
k
names in columns
c. I have Ilstad (r~. Have I missed Yes No
-mrybsblc$ or small childr’an? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑
- ●ny Iodgors, bcmrdors, or parsons you amploy who Iiva here? . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ :
— wiyono who USUALLY lives hare but is now ●way from home
travallngor hrahospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . El ❑
-msyorm olsastaylrrg hors? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
d. Do ●ll of tho parsons YOU have named usually live here? ❑ Yes (2) IEEi22.-3. ~Sat~f b,rth , Date ;Ye*cHOSP. wORK RO 2-VW. n,Cl ODNcme low. In Yes ‘“o N”’~2DWb 2UN0 —Number
Probe if necessary:
u NO (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
RULES. Delete nonhousehold members
by an “X”’ from 1- C2 and enter reaaon.)
D~OS -— “s”=I[” IIv- s~mewh~re alse? ~
L~ - ~R~ ‘1 ~V– TIN~. ~U–LTiil iiSTIC&k
! , ! 1 , 1
Ask for a//persons beginning with column 2:
:. What is -- ralatlormhip to (reference person)?
. What Is -- data of birth? (Enter date snd age and mark sex.)
I I \
Al
I REFERENCE PERIODS I
12-WEEK PERIOD----- -—-- ——-— —-——— .—. __ ——__—__— ——_—___— _________ I
t
12-MONTH DATE-—-- ——--— —-- -- ——— ——— ——— ———_— ——— ——_— —__— ___ —__ _— _ I
113-h70NTH HOSplTAL DATE I
A2 ASKCONDITIONLISTS1,.,.nd3.
F. 2-WEEK DOCTOR VISITS PAGE
k
LA– - ~R~ ‘1 ~V– iiNi. i_Q-LT~l iiS~CtiN
1111!1
——-— —- ——— —-—---
LA lflA I Dv IINJ. 1cLLTRl HslcON
111(11
i —-- ——--———-----
LA IRA I ov IINJ.: CLL7Rl Hs; cON
!1 ;1I !
Refer to Cl, “Z-WK. DV” box,
FI Refer to age.
I a. Onw@t @@I d~tqs)duriggthoso 2 w-Mks_did-- sw or talkto a medicaldoctor,nurse,q doctor’sassixagt?
b. On what (other) date(s) during those 2 weeks did anyone see or talk to a medical doctor, nurs{
or doctor’s assistant about -— 7
Ask after I&t DR ;Ish column for th!spe~on:
c. Wars there any other visits or calls for -- during that period? Maks necessary correcoon to 2-kVk, DVbox m C 7,
!a, wh~ra did --- r~caiv~ health care on (date in 1) - at a G HA medical cente,
or somewhere else, or was this a telephone call?
If telephone ca//.’ Was this call to GHA or somewhere else?
b. Which GHA medical center was that?
----
c. Where was that? Record fu// name of p/see.
d. What kind of place is that - a doctor’s office, clinic, hospital, or Some oth-er kind Of pla&+;
Ask 3b if under 14.
a. Did —— actually talk to a medical doctor?
b. D~d ariy{ne actunlly talk-to a me&al doctor-about -: ?
c. What type of medical person or assistant was talked to?
d. What was-the doctor’s name?
a. Is that doctor a general practitioner or a specialist?
f. What kind of specialist?
Ask 4b if under 14.
a. For what condition did -- see or talk to the [doctorl(entrv m 3cll on Idare m 1)? Mark first appropriate box
b. For what condition did anyone son or talk to th.a [doctorl(entrv ,n 3c)] about –– MI Jdate m 1)?
Mark frst appropriate box.
c, Was a condition found as a result of the [test(s) /examination]?
d. Was this [test/examination] beceuse of a specific condition –– bed?
e. During the past 2 weeks was -— sick bacause of hm pregnancy?
f. What was the matter?
Z. During this [visit/call] was the [doctor/Lentrv in 3c)] talked to about any (other) condition?
h. What was the condition?
Mark box if “Telephone” m 2.
a, Did -- hava any kind of surgery or operation during this visit, including bona settings and stitc he!
I, What was the name of the surgery or operation? If name of operation not known,
describe what was done.
c, Was thare any other surgery or operation during this visit?
Go to next DV If “Home” or “GHA rnedlcal center” m 2.
In what city (town), county, and State is the (p/ace in 2) located?






































S88S ❑ Week before
I ❑ Yes [Reask la or b and.1
z ❑ No (Ask 2-6 for each V,SIN
1 ❑ GHA Med Cemer lb) 3 ❑ Phone call to GHA N
2 ❑ Somewhere eke ICI 4 ~ Phone call some.
where N,, ICI
13)
Not-1” iwpii- - - Hosplti -
02 ❑ Home 08 ❑ O P chn,c
03 ~ Ooctoi$ ofl!ce 09 ❑ Emefgencv mom
04 ❑ Co or I“d M,(c 700 Doctor s of face
05 ❑ Other Cl!nlc llnL~b
06@ Lab 12 ❑ Over”, h, pa,ent
07 ❑ Other ,5_bWC#f”l ~ ?9[Next 0C1C7 “,$,1)
8S C Other (.$wcJ”J ~
1 ~ Yes 13dl 8DDK,IM0 (3CJ
2 ~ No (3CI e ~DK who was seen 141
(4 I g~n OK ,4,
99E DK
I ❑ GP 141” 2 n SPec,al,sl 13N 9 G OK [4/
990 DK
I ❑ c..dlt,.n wem C2 THEN 4gJ
2 D Pregnancy 14el
3 il Te,,!s) o, e.xwmna,,m ,4CI
S ~ Olher (SPW)fvt - [g
~ Yes 14h) ❑ No






7 fw.a.cv $4., I/rem C2,
THEN 49

















❑ Old age ❑ Old age G’Old a.gb ~Old age
2 3
First name First name
Last name Last name
Relationship Relationship 2. Relationship Relationship
Date of birch
Month ] Oate ;Yoar
Date of LdrLh 3. ~det}f birch
Month / Date /Year ~Date lYear
Oate of binh
Month 1Dato 1Year
T 1 I ! 1 t ! 1
HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. DV HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. OV “HOSP. WORK RO Z.WK. OV
~on ‘one Iowa 1❑ Yes 00 ❑ None 00 ❑ None low. 10 Yes ‘“UN””’ c1 ‘“n‘0”=L& ::~ 000‘“””‘onNonelDWOlDy- 000‘one
Number
2aWb 2DN0 — —
Number Number




~ 2nWb 2D No —Number
*
C2
LA“–– TR~ ‘IliV-Il~J: mLTTfiH% TC~N~ ~A----- –-–-–
—————
IRA IDV IINJ. ICLLTRIHS ICOND. LA‘––IRA– TD~iiN~.-l~L~R~H= it~N6 L~–-–-–––:–
———. ——
IRA IDVIINJ ICLLTRIHS ICOND.
I 11111 111111 I 1111! !11 Ill
LX - ~F ‘, CD-IIVJT ~LTlfiWS ic6NF ~A–– ITC ?DT 7WS ‘I CL LTRiHs IZONIX
———
LA IRA– TDV ~~. ~ CL LTR@~
I 11111
- TK4 ‘IW mr WLTRIHSICONG
111111 I 11111 111111
LK - ~K ‘IbW-IlfTJ: iCLTTKiFiS icONE ~A– - IXA– 7DV Ifil-, CLLTRPS LA‘––1 RA– TDV iif4X-Im mmw L71 – iRX ‘I mvI fN~ ic~L~lR3 i co~
[11111 111111 I 111!1 [11 Ill
TX - T17X ‘IGV_IIKJ: iCLTTKi~ ~CONK ~A- - l?– ~W ~~.–~ ~~R~~ LA‘––1 RA– TDV iINJ. -I CLiffliRS iCONb L%– ‘iRX ‘ITIJ7 WE ic~L~l~i~~
! 11111 I 1111! 111111
1 r I 1 I 1
‘–– TRK ‘IrV-IIiTJ: i5LTT~HX iC~Nfi ~A-–––-–; ––l– -;- ;–LA IRA IDV IINJ. I CLLTRIHS ICOND. LA‘––1 WA– ~D~ iiN~. -l CL~RrH= itO-ND LA– - ~R~ ‘1 TV–I fiJ: ~C~LT~l t% ~ C~N%
111111 II I 11!11 Ill Ill















































88880 Week before b.
———-——— -——— —-—— —--— ——
1❑ Yes (Reask la or b md c) c:
2 ❑ No (Ask 2-6 for each VW
1 ❑ GHA Med. Center lb) 3 ❑ Bone cdl to GHA fbl 2a
2 ❑ Smmewhefeelse (cl 4 ❑ F%on8call some
where dS8 (C)
——-——— —-——— —...—— ———- —— --
b.
(3J
-—-———— ——-— -———— —--—— --
c.
——————— ————— -——— —-—— — ---
Hot h bmpffsk HosPifd! d.
020 Home 08 ❑ O,P. cl,nnc
030 Otior’s officn 09 ❑ Emergency ,oom
040 Co. or Ini. clmc 10 •l 0c.30r<s of f,ce
050 Other clin!c lln Lab
060 Lab 12 ❑ Ovem!ght patient
07 ❑ Other 6pxlffJ ~ (Next dmtor VMJ71
88 ❑ Other L$P.5ClfYl g
3a.
1 ❑ Yes (3d/ 8 ❑ DK If M.D. W) and
2 ❑ No f3cJ 9 IJDK who was seen (4J b.--—--——— —--—-—— --- —-— - .-.
c.
f4J 99 ❑ OK /4)
—-—- ——-— ———— —-- -— -- —-
41
990 OK
—-—— ———— --— _—— —
‘; DGP(4) 2D Smclal!sl (3f/ 9~DK (4) a:—-—- -—--—— ——-— ——-— --—
f:
990 OK
1 ❑ Ctiiion (Item C2, 7HFN4LFJ 4a,
2 ❑ Pregnancy (4a) am
3 ❑ TesNsl or exam,naoo. Mc) b.











o ❑ Telephone In 2 lNex7 1 ❑ YES 2 ❑ No /6) 5a
Dr. VNtl--—— ——.--— ————--—— —--—
m
[2)-——— —— -- ——-—— —————— --










❑ Under 14 (lb)
❑ 14and over (la) F:
+
1 ❑ GHA Med. Center lb) 3 ❑ Pnone call to GHA (b)





———— -——— —--— -——— -— -——. .—
Not in fm#ak Hospttak
020 Home
d.
08 •l O,P. chnic
03 ❑ Doccor’s Offce 09 ❑ Ermrgemy room
040 Co, or [MS.chnic 10 ❑ Dccmr% ofilce
050 Other cllnic 110L8b
06 ❑ Lab 12 ❑ Overnight pment
07❑ Other (SmdY) - lNeti doctor visfil
K 88 ❑ O1her (S@cIfY) ~
1-
C.
[4) 99 ❑ DK (4J
---- ---———- --———— —-—-
Si.
990 DK--—- ——-—
- ‘1 ~ GP (4) 2~ip%&-(3; - – ;~ DK (4) 0.
—--— -——— -—-— ——— ————— —
— f<
990 DK
I ❑ Condman (Item C2, THEN4E) 4a,
2 ❑ Pregnancy (4e) am










o❑ Telephone m 2 (Next I ❑ Yes 2 ❑ NO 16) 6a
m,!&t)
———- -——— -— --— ———— ————
(1) i.
I DR VISIT 4
WON NUMBER —




7777 ❑ Last week
8888 ❑ Week iwfore
1 ❑ YesNTeask14or b add
2 ❑ No (Ask 2-6 fcfexh w?)
1 ❑ GHA Med. Center (b) 3 ❑ phone call to GHA (b)
2 •l Sm+wfkere else Id 4 ❑ NwOk call some.
where else (cl
--—- ———- ---— —-— -- —-— -
(3)
-——- ————— --—— —— -- —-— -
--—- ———- —--— —- ---— -—-
Not in k-asPW Hc.spltah
02 ❑ Home 080 O,P, clmc
03 ❑ tMMOtS OffCO 090 Emqmcy rc+fn
04 ❑ Co. or Iruk clmc 10 ❑ Dmtois ofhce
05 ❑ Other cllnfc llD Lab
06 DLab 12 ❑ Overnight pmmnt
07 ❑ Other (SWMYJ - (Nexi dwtor VISIN
* 88 ❑ Other (Sp+cily) ~
I
1 ❑ Yes(3dJ 6 ❑ OK if M D. (3cJ
2 ❑ No (3cJ 9 ❑ DK wk Wa$2KII (4)--—— -——— —— --- -——- - -—-
f4J 990 DK f4)
990 OK———— —-- ————
I ❑ GP (4/ 2~;&,~n–(3; – - 9–D OK (4J--———— —-——— ———— ————- -
990 OK
I ❑ Cordttrnn lfram C2, THEN @l
2 ❑ Pregnancy (4aJ
3 ❑ Test(s) w exammalcn McI
8 ❑ Other L@ify) - (49).-— —— ———— —-—— -——— --——
-_gIez(fiJ____DEo _________ -




--n:*; _-___ nioz,________ .
--—————— -— —-— ———_ _—-—
[1)
(2)--————— —--- —-. — -——- —.




















A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
Ia. What are the namee of ell persons living or steying here? Start with the nsma of the person or 1. First name Mid. init. Age
ons of the psrsons who owns or rents this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Last name sex
b. What are the names of all other permxrs living m staying hem? Enter names in columns.
m , ‘





c. I have Ilsted (read names). Have I missed Yes No REFERENCE PERSON
-enybsbles orsmsll children?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ 3. ~~t~f b,rth : Date ~Year
- sny Iodgors, boarders, or pereons you employ who live here? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ :
- anyone who USUALLY lives here but is now ewsy from home
trawlirrgo rhrahospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. Ok
-anyons els.sstsying here? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
c1 CIOO NcJne Oon Non
lUWa 1❑ Yes
d. Do all of tha persons you hsve nsmad usuelly live hsre?
~ 2DWb 20 No —
❑ Yes (2) Number
•l No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members C2
by an “X” from 1– C2 and enter reason.) ~r. iRx _-
Does –– USUSIIY live ●omewhore else?
1DV - ~ N~. iCL–LT~l iiS~C~N
111(11
! ! ! I 1 1
Ask for all persona beginning with column 2:
!. What Is –- relationship to (reference person)?
:. What IS
IRA I ov IINJ. lCLLTRI HSICON,LA---––––––-–– ‘––
-- dsta of birth? (Enter date and age and mark sex.)
II 1111
1 r I !
REFERENCE PERIODS









U- - IRA I ov IINJ. I CLLTRl HslcoNI
———-—— —— -- —--- —-—- -——- -——— -—-—— ———— -———— —-—— ——-— 111111
I 1
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE
—-—- ..— —— __ —— ___
A2 ASK CONDITION LISTS 1,2, and 3.
IRA 1DV I! NJ. I CLLTRI HSICONI
Ill
Ill :1I
G. HEALTH INDICATOR PAGE
I●. Ourhrg the 2-week period outllned in red on that calendar, has anyone In the family had sn injury
from an accident or other cause that you have not yet told me about?
❑Yes ❑ No [2)
b. Who was this? Mark “Injury” box in person’s column.
—-- — . - —----—---
;F. ❑ Injury
-— -——- -—. ——. .—-— —-—- -—-— —___
=. IAlhst was -— i“j”ry? c.
Enter injury(ies) in person’s column.
Injury
d. Did anyone have any othsr injuries during that period?
❑Yes (Reask lb, c, and d) ❑ No
--—- ---- ---- —--- --—- —-——- —-—- ——-— -——— -—-— -— —-— -—-— -. --- .—--— — --- —-—----
Ask for each injury h Ic: ❑ Yes (Entwmjury m C2, THEN
● . As a result of the (injury in 7c) did [— —/any orrel see or talk to a medksl doctor or assistsnt
e.
le for next injury)
(about --) or did –– cut down on –– usual activities for more than half of a day? ❑ NO (7. for m%w mwry)
Z. During the past 12 months, {that ia, since (12-month date) a year ago} ASOUT how many days did 2.
illness or injury keep
OOOn None
-— in bad more than half of the day? (Include deys while an overnight patient
ins hospitsl.) No. of days
la. During the psat 12 months, AS OUT how msny times did [––/anyorrel sae or talk to a medical 3a. OOOU None (3bJ
doctor or assistant (about ––)? (Do not count doctors seen while an overnight pstiant in a
hospital.) (Inciuda tha (number in 2- WK DVbox) visit(s) you already told me about.)





--- ---- ---- -— -- --—— —--— —--- —--- -— -- -——— ---- —--- ——. .--— --—— -—-— --—-
b. About how long has itbeen since [––hrnyonal last saw or talked to a medical doctor or aasistant b.
(about ––)? lncluda doctors saan while a patient in a hospital.
1 ❑ Interwew week (Reask 3b)
2 ❑ Less than 1 yr (Reask3a)
3 ❑ 1 yr., less than 2 Yrs.
4 ❑ 2 yrs., less than 5 yrs.
5 ❑ 5 .frs. or more
OaN.wer
L Would you say -– health in ganaral is axcellant, very good, good, fair, or poor? 4. 1 ❑ Excellem 4tl Fa!r
2 ❑ Very good 50 Poor
3nGood
Mark box if under lB. 5a. ❑ Under 18 (,VP)
ia. About how tall is -— without shoos?
Feet — Inches
b. About how much does –– weigh without shoes? b.
Pounds
00TN07ES
. . . . . ..,,,.,!”,!,0”, r, >.5-2, Page 20
73
H_. . n-. , rim,. . . . n r-l,,+ .“.
DOTNOTES
.. . . . .. ... —..-.-.
M .,.., ,C.MJ.CC.T, ,.., .aw, Page 21
74
❑ Old ,s.
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE
1
I●.What am the names of all paraorrs living or staying hara? Stm’t with the nama of the parson or 1. First name
on- of the persons who owns or rents this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON cdumrr.
Last name
b. What ma the names of all other persons living m staying hare? Enter names in coiumna. /f -y”.,, .“t.,
m “names h columns 2U Fc. I have Sstod (read names). Have I missad: 2. Rdat,cmshipYeS No REFERENCE PERaON- any babla= or small children? 3. ~MO:f birth , Date. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- ●ny lodgers, boarders, or persons you employ who live here? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :Yn*r8 :- anyona who USUALLY Iivaa hers but is now away from homatravalkrg or in a hospital? HOSP. WORK RO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ 0 Z-WK. OV- ●nyone also staying hara? ❑ 0 c1 000 Non, oOn None. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iowa 1❑ Yes
d. DO all of tha persona you have namad usually live hem? ~ 2i3 Wb 2D No —❑ Yes (2) Number
❑ No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe If necassary: RULES. Dalete nonhousehold mambers
by an “X” from 1– C2 and enter reason.) C2Doe,-—“aua[[y live Somewhare al,a? LA– – ~Rii ‘1 ~V– TIN= iiC~iTiil iiSTC&N
II 1111
! 1Ask for e// persona beginning with column 2:
. What is -— relationship to (reference person)?
k
\
What la —— data of birth? (Enter date and age and mark sex.)
LA– – ~~ ‘; ~V– ~N~. ~U–LT~l iiS~G’~
Ill
REFERENCE PERIODS
LA–––––––––––-––-IRA I DV IINJ. I CLLTR$HSICO!
2-WEEK PERIOD II 1111
——. . ---— —-—- -—--——— _— —__ —___— —__—_ _____________ _
Ml
}
12-MONTH DATE—— ___ ____ ____ _
-1 t
.—-— —__________
LA IRA I DV IINJ. I CLLTSI HSICOb
!11111
1 1 I t 1 I
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE




Now I ●m going to readyou aavaralIiataof madical conditions. Tall ma if anyona in tha family haa ●ach condition I rasd, ●rran if
you hava mantiormd it bafora.
—
1 ● . Doss anyone in tha family (read names} NOW HAVE –
If “Yos,” ask lb and lc.
1
b. Who is this?
c. Deaa ●nyone alaa NOW have —
Entar condit;on and letter h appropriate person ‘a column.
K. PERMANENT E. Any othar trouble
●tiffrreaa or any haaring with one or
daformlty of the both aars?










;. Any condition causad





). Dee fneaa in one m
both ●ars?
Tinnitus or ringing in
tha aara?
------------t-





2a. HasanyonaInthafamily EVER HAD –
If “Yaa,” ask 2b and 2c.
b. Who was this?
2
c. Hes anyone else EVER had —
Enter condition and letter in appropriate person’s column.
A, Hardaning of the
I
D. Hypertension,
●rterias or sometimes coiled
Wterloacleroaia? high blood prasaura?
~------ -------f-,-------------.~-
---- —____ ____ _ _
C. Coronary haart
disease? G. Any other haart attack?
11s.1,E.cw.,hl 12.1.201
3a. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did ●nyono in tha
family hava –
/f “Yes,” ask 3b and 3c.
] b. Who waathia?
a I c. DURiNG THE PAST12 MONTHS, dida”y~a
alsohava —











-— — — _________ _





— -- — _________ _
F. Hemorrhoids or
piiaa?
--- — _________ _
G. Arthritis or any kind
of rhaumatiam?
l---– ---- _____ -L-
K. Migraine?












other ●kin trouble? O. Sirrua troubia?
30TNOTES
75


















A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
a. What are the names of all parsons living or staying here? Start with the name of the person or 1. First name Mid. init. Age
one of the persons who owns or rants this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON cohmm.
Last name Sex






C. I have listed (read names). Have I missed: Yes No REFERENCE PERSON
-any babiaaor amall children? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑ 3. ~$t:f b!rih ~Dato ~Year
— any lodgers, boardars, m paruma You employ who Iiva hara? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
— anyone who USUALLY lives ham but is now away from home
travaling orinahospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ C.
HOSP. WORK RD Z.WK. OV
—anyomra laaatayinghara?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
c1 000Nonn 000 None
Iowa 1❑ Yes
~ ZO Wb ZD NO Number
d. Do all of tha persona you hava namad usually Iiva hare? ❑ Yes (2)
•l No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members
by an “X” from 1- C2 and enter reaaon.)
C2
Drj@s-—usually live ●mnewhara else? L~ - ~~ ‘~ ~V- TNT. ~–L1til ~aTC&ND
II
1 ! , 1 !
Ask for all persons beginning with column 2:
What ia –– ralationahip to Irefererrce person)?
LA‘— TR~ ‘16V– TN=. i_C~LTKl~S~CtiN6
What ia –– date of birth? (Enter date and age and mark sex.)
111111
REFERENCE PERIODS
LA-- TZ ‘{ Ev– ~~ TcrLTII KSTCFND
Ill
2-WEEK PERIOD 1 ! 1





LA IRA : DV )NJ. ~CLLTR;HS; COMD
———-----———— -. —- ——— ——— ——--—-— ——— ——— —- —- ———-— ——— —
1 I I 1 1 !
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE
A2 ASKCONDITIONLISTS1,2,.mf3.
———— —---- -——- .-.
LA IRA I vv tmu I CLLTRl HalcOND
!111 II
II 1111
J. HOSPITAL PAGE HOSPITAL aTAY 1
. Refer to Cl, “HOSP.” box. 1. PERSON NUMBER—
z. You said earlier that –– was a patient in the hospital sinca ~ ) a ycrar Month Oate Year
ago. On what date did –– enter the hospital ([the last time/the time before that])?
Record each entry date in a separate Hospital Stay column.
2. 19_
3. How many nights waa –– in the hospital? 3. 00wD None (Next HS)
N,ghts
1. For what condition did –– entar the hospital? 4. I ❑ Normal delwew
● For delivery ask: ● For newborn ask: ● For initial “NO condition” aak: 2 ❑ Normal at birth
}
(5J
Was this a normal dalivary? Was the baby normal at birth?
If “No,” ask:
Why did -- anter the hospital? 3 ❑ No condtion
If “No, “ ask: ● For tests, ask:
What was the matter?
•l Conditzon ~
What was the matter? What were the rasulta of tbe tests?
If no results, ask:
Why wera the taste parformad?
JI ❑ At least one night I. Z-week
JI Refer to questions 2,3, and 2-week reference period.
reference period (Enter cond#tion
in c2, THEN 5)
❑ No mghts m 2-weak refefence Pmod 151
a. Oid –– have any kind of surgery or oparation during this stay in tha hospital, 5a.
including bone settings and stitches? 1❑ Yes 2 ❑ No 16)
-. -— --
b. What was tha nama of tha aurgwy or oparation? b. II)
If name of operation not known, describe what was done.
(2)
13)
c. Was there any othar surgery or operation during this stay?
-- --- —-—- —--- -- _—— — .
c.
❑ Y.. (tl?ask 5b mdc) ❑ No
6. What ia the nama and addreaa of this hospital? 6. Name
Numb andstreet




, ,EV.T”.,,M, ,W.1 90,
Page 24














Month ] Date ~Year
1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 t
HOSP. WORK RD 2-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RD 2-WK. DV HOSP WORK RO 2-WK. DV HOSP. wORK RD Z-WK. Dt
:1 Oom N“”’ 1Eiwa I❑ Y,, 000 Nona 00D None 10W. , ❑ Y., ““ON””’ cl ““m ‘0”” law. 1❑ v., O“n ‘on’ 0“0 ‘“no ,Uwa ,0 Yes ““n ‘0”’
Number





~ E ‘Uwb ‘n ‘“ —Number
:2 C2
– – – TR.T ‘IFv71RJT FLTTiTiH3 TC~N&LA iA––––––”––––––––IRA IDV IINJ. I CLLTRIHS lCOND. LA
111111
‘– ‘I WA– TDT qN3, –I CLC7m~HS iCO-ND L~–––––––––-–––––, RA ,DV, INJ. ICLLTRIHS ICONC
111111 I 11111 Ill Ill
1
1~ – ~?i ‘,5V-IIWJ: ~LTTfitf3 iciSfiE ~A–– IXA– 7D77KJ.-I iXITR~5 I?6NK LA
-——
IRA– TDVTNT. -ICLETRV5F6N LX
I 11111 1! 1111
– TK4-lmVl mr TCmmlimTCbm
111111 Ill Ill
I.T - iR?i ‘IDVWJJ: iCL_I’fRWZ CA––IEA– 73VTTNJ.7CLctRiR5 L%–TfC4-I?iVllNI rCLl~lFi3TCO~
111111 111111 I 1111[ Ill Ill
1 1 1
_LK-i17Z-IUV_flFTJT icLITKiU3TCUNL7 TA––17A-TDTl~.–l~mRWSl~~ LA– ‘–1 liA– TDV V?Cl.-I Cl LTRW3 iiXTRO. La- Tm–ftirl LNr icLlT?!A3TL%m
I 11!1! 111111 I 1111’ 111,1!!
I 1
LA IRA lDV IINJ. ICLLTRIHS lCOND. LA IRA lDV IINJ, ICLLTRIHS lCOND. LA
1111[







HOSPITAL STAY 2 HOSPITAL STAY 3 HOSPITAL STAY 4 ~
1, PERSON NUMBER 1. PERSON NUMBER 1. PERSON NUMBER
Month Oate Year Month Date Yew Month Oat* Year
2. 19_ 2. 19_ 2. 19_
3. aOOOfl No”. (Next HSl 3. 0000 ❑ None (Naxt HSI 3. 0000 ❑ None [Next HS)
_ N!ghts _ “,ght$ — NIghls




4. 1❑ N. WIII.I delwery
‘ n Normal at broth (5) 2 ❑ Normal at b,rth (5) 2 ❑ “onnd at broth
3DN0 .m”dtllon }
(5)
3 ❑ No .mndmo. 3DN0 co.din!.a”
❑ Condmm ~ ❑ C..dmon ~ ❑ Co”d,t,on ~
JI ❑ At Iesst . . . night I“ 2.w.ek J1 ❑ At least one mght m 2.week J1 ❑ At 1..s1 one “,ght 1“ Z-week
reference per,od {Emercondmon reference period (Emercondtttcm
m C2, THEN5J
reference period (Enrerconditron
mC2, THEN5) mC2, THEN5)
❑ No mghts m 2.week reference per,.ad (5) ❑ No mghts m 2.week reference per,od (5) ❑ No mghts in 2-week reference permd (5)
is, 5a. 5a.
1 ❑ Yes 20 No (6) 1 ❑ Y.3s 2 ❑ No /6) 1 ❑ Yes 2 ❑ No (6)





---—- -- —-- . —— ---—- -— --- -— --- —_ —-- —_ ---- __— —— __— —_ __— — __ —-—__
c,
❑ Yes (I?eask 5b and c) ❑ “. 0“ ❑ Ye, (Re.sk 5b and c1 DNo
c.
❑ Yes 07aask 6b .ndc) ❑ N.
;. N ame 6. Name 6. Name
N umber and strem Number and street Number and street
cltyor County Stste c fty or County stste City or County slate
00TNOTES




A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
a.What are the names of all persons living or staying here? Start with the name of the parson or 1. First name Mid. init. Age
one of the persons who owns or rents this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Last name
b. Whst srs the namss of sII other persons living or stsying hara? Enter names in columns.
c. I have Ilstarf (read names). Have 1missed: REFERENCE PERSON
—wrybsbiss orsmsll children? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- any lodgers, boarders, or parsons You employ who Iivs hsre? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
— snyons who USUALLY lives ham but is now away from horns
trsvslingor inahospitsl? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c1 eoClf+ane ,~wa ,~ .fe* OOnNOna
— ●nyons SIS. staying hers? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
d. Do all of the persons you have named usually live hare? ❑ Yes (2)
❑ No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members
by sn ‘VV from 1-C2 and enter reason.)
C2
Doas –- usually live somswhsre also?
LA‘– ~~ ‘: ~V- ~N~. ~~Tiil ~S~C~ND.
II
Aak for all persons beginning with column 2:
What is –– relationship to (reference person)? IRK ‘16V- ~N3. ~C~LT~l i%~C&NO










LA IRA : DV :tNJ. ~CLLTR;HS; COND.
——— —-- ——— —-— . . .. ———.—. ——— ——----— ——— ——— ——— ——— ———-- ——




LA IRA I DV IINJ. I CLLTRI HSICOND,
11111
;11111
CONDITION 1 PERSON NO. _ Ask 3g if there is an impairment (refer to Card CP2) or an y of the
fo//owing entries in 3b– f:
. Nama of condition Ab8cass Dmn.ga Palsy
Ache (exempt Iwad c.?●arl Growth Pamlysla
Mark “Z-wk. ref. pd. ” box without aaking if “DV” or “HS”
Blssdlng [cxcofn mmmrmal) Hamorrhan* Rupture
in C2 aa source. Slood clot In faction Sora{nwasl
!. When did [––/anyonal last see or talk to a doctor or assistant Boil
Inflammation Smt [moss)
about –- (condition)? Cancsr NuIralgi8 Tumor
0 ❑ Interview week (R9ask 2J 6 ❑ 2 yrs., less than 5 yrs.
Cramps 10xc9pt mmnstnml) Nawitb Ulcu
I ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd. 8 •l 5 yrs. or more
cyst Pain Vadcosa vsins
2 ❑ Over 2 weeks, less than 6 mos. 7 ❑ Or. seen, OK when
Wask[noso)
----———————— -———
3 ❑ 6 mm., less than 1 yr. 8 ❑ DK if Dr. sem
4 ❑ 1 yr., lm.? than 2 yrs. 9 ❑ Dr. never seen 1
(3b)
g. What pati of the body is affected?
(Specify)
la. (Eaflisr you told ma abeut -- _@!dl@M Did ths doctor or assistant Show the fo//owing detaik
CSIIths (condition) by a mors tschnlcal or spscific nams?
1 ❑ Yes 20N0
Hind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..skull. sc81P. fa=
9nDK
Bacld8plne/vuinLwn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. UPPU. dddkS. IOwsr
——-— —— —--— -—————— —-... ——— ——— —— --- --
Ask 3b if “Yes” in 3a, otherwise transcribe condition name from
aid* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..rsft Ortf@f
item 1 without aaking:
Ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..innsroroutsr.lsff. right. orboth
b. What did he or aha call it?
EYE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..lsff. rkabt. or both
2 ❑ Cancer (3eP)
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . shouldor, uppsr, slbow, Iawsr or wrlsf; Isff, dght, or both
I ❑ Color Blindness (NC)
Hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ontimfund or finnarsonlr. Iaft, rbht, wbdh
3 •l Normal pregnancy,
}
h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hip, UPPU, km-, IOWW, w wtkls; I=ff, dshf, w lwtth
4 ❑ Old age (NC)
normal delivew, (5) e ❑ Other (3c)
Foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mtira foot, ●rch, w toot only; H, right, w both
vasectomy
-— ---- -————— —— -—-—--— ——— —-— ---——— ——— ——-— ——— ——— ——— —---- ———-— ——— -----
c. What was the causa of –– (condition in 3b)? (Specify) ~ Except for e yea, eara, or internal organs, aak 3h if thara are any of the
fo//owing entries in 3b–f:
lnfaction S0r9 Sorsnsss
---- —-—- --—- ---- -— -- ---— ---- ——-——
Mark box if accident or injury. o ❑ Accident/injury (5)
h. What part of thafpan of bodv in 3b–~ is affactad by the [hrfaction/
d. Did the (condition in 3b) rasuh from an accident or iniuw?
sore/soranassl — tha skin, muscle, bone, or somo other part?
t ❑ Yes (5) 2DN0
---- ---- ---- ----- ----- ---
Ask 3e if the condition na;e-in-3~ ~;lu>& an y of the following words:
(Specify)
ANmsnt






Asthma cyst Growth Troub[n
Attack
4. Is this [tumodcyatigrowthl malignant or bsnign?
Dafsct Maaslas Tumor
Sad Ulc*r 1 ❑ Malignant 2 ❑ Bmig” 9 ❑ 0K
s. What kind of (condition in 3b) is it?
‘- [- ------------’-
a. When was —- (condition in 3b/3f 1
1 ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd.
(Specify) 5
first noticad? 2 ❑ Over 2 wseks to 3 months





Ask 3f only if allargy or stroke in 3b–-e; b. When did--- (name of injury in 3b)?
3 ❑ Over 3 months to 1 year
4 •l Over 1 year to 5 years
f. How dons tha [allsrgy/strokal NOW affect ––? fSpecifyJ ~ 5 •l Over 5 years
Ask probes as necessary:
(Wasitonorsince(fhatdata of 2-waek raf. period)
or waa it bafore that dats?)
(Was itlass than 3 months or more than 3 months ago?)
For Stroke, fill remainder of this condition page for the first present (Was itlessthan 1 year or more than 1 yaar ago~)
effect. Enter in item C2 and cDmplete a separate condition page for
each additional present effect.
{Was it less than 5 years or more than 5 yams ago?)







— 1 1 1 !
HOSP. WORK RO Z.WK. DV HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. t
Oon ‘0”0 lows 1❑ yes 000 None 000 None low. , ❑ y., ““UN’
Number




IT - TRK ‘I17V_IIfJJ: RLTT~HX ~C~NL$ iA––––––––––––––-
111111
IRA IDV IINJ. ICLLTflIHS ICDI
111111
\
m-––-––--–––––––––-––––– ––––––––IRA IDV IINJ. I CLLTRIHS tCOND. LA IRA IDV IINJ. I CLLTRIHS ICON
Ill Ill 111111
Ill Ill 111111
Refer to RD end C2.
KI 1 ❑ ‘nYe ‘s,S . “RD” box AND more than 1 condition in C2 16)
8 ❑ Other (K2)
6a. During the 2 waoks outlined in red on that calandar, did ––
(condi#J cauaa –– to cut d~wN:::2:he things –– usually does
-—-— ____ ____ ______ _____ ____ ____ _.
b. During that period, how many daya did –– cut down for more
than half of the day?
Oon None fK2) — Oays
7. During thosa 2 weaka, how many daya did –– stay in bad for
mora than half of tha day becausa of this condition?
00 ❑ None — Days
Ask if “Wa/Wb” box markad in Cl:
8. During those 2 waaks, how many daya did -- miss mora than
half of tha day from -- job or businass bacause of this conditicm?
OOn None _ Davs
Aak if age 5-17:
9. During those 2 waaks, how many days did –– miss mora than
half of tha day from school bacause of this condition?
OOn None _ Days
❑ Co.dMm has ‘JCL LTR,, m C2 as source (101
K2 I ❑ cond,,,ondoesnothave <CLLTW,”C2assourCe(K4)
O. About how many daya sinca [lZ-month date) a yaar ago, has this
condition kapt -- in bad more than half of tha day? (Inciuda days
whllo ●n ovarnight patiant in a hospitai.1
Do On None — Days
1, lf#as -- @var h~spitali~adfor __ (c~ndld~n /n 3b)?
1❑ Yes 2DN0
❑ Mmsing extremity or organ (K4)
K3 I ❑ cmer,,,)
1
2a. Doss -– stiil hava this condition?
1❑ Yes (K4) ❑ No
b. 1; this co;dition complataiy &red or is it under controi?
2 ❑ Cured 8 ❑ Other (Spwfy) ;
3 ❑ Undw control (K4) ,KA
c. About how Ic%g did -: have this condition before it was curad?




d. Was this condition praaant at any time during the past 12 months?
1 ❑ Yes 2DN0
on Not an acc]dentluqury (NC)
1(4 1❑ F,, St acc,dent(m,ury for thns person ( 14)
8D Dther (13)
,
M HIS I lEvalu,tm”, 12190, PE









Month /Date / Yea,
1 I 1 1
HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. DV “HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. OV
cl Don None ,Dwa , ❑ ye= 00 ❑ None 000 Nona ,~w8 , ❑ ~e* 000 Nom
Number
2DWb 2U No —
Number ~ 2nWb 2DN0
—
Number
~A––––– –––––––– ‘–! RA IDV IWJ ,CLLTR,HS ICON Lx––––––––––––––I RA I DV I INJ. I CLL7RiHS I CON
I 11111
11111
3. is this (condition in 3b) tha rasuit of tha same accidant you alraady
told ma about?
❑ Yes (Record co.didon page number where _
acctdent qwasoom firsr completed.) _ (NC)
❑ No
Page No,
C. Whare did the accidant happen?
1❑ At home (inside house]
2D At home [adjacent premises)
3D Stra8t and highway (mcludas roadway and public sidewalk)
40 Farm
5D Industrml place tincludes premlsesl
6D School find.des premmesl
7D Place of recreation and sports, except at school
a ❑ Other (Spec,fy) ~
Mark box if under 18. ❑ Under 18 (161
5a. Was –– under 18 when the accidant happanad?
!0 Yes (161 ❑ No
--—— -—-——_______ ____ _______ _____
b. Was –– in tha Armad Forcas when tha accidant happarred?
20 Yes (16) ❑ No
—--- —--- —___ ____ ____ ____________
c. Was -- at work at -- job or businass whan the ●ccident hsppsnsd?
30 Yes 4UN0
6a. Was a car, truck, bus, or othar motor vahicla invoivsd in tha accidan
in anyway?
7•1 Yes 2DNo(17J--—_ ____ ____ ____ ____ _____ _______
b. Was more than ona vahicie invoived?
1 •1 Yes 20No-- ---- ---— _____ ____ _
c. Was ~t/a~har one] mov;ng at the time?
1❑ Yes 2DN0
7a. At the time of tha accident what rrart of the body was hurt?
What kind of injury was it? -
Anything else?
Part(s) of body ● Kind of injury
b.
l________________ l___ ___–-___–– –-.
Ask if box 3, 4, or 5 marked in 0.5:
What part of the body is affected now?
How is –– (part of bodx) affe=tad?
is –– affectad in any othar way?
I P-Ms) of body . P“s.”t .ff.cts ● ●
1 I
“ Enter part of body in same detail as frx 3g.
“” If multiple present effects, enter in C2 each one that is nm the




A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
B.What are the names of all persons living or staying hare? Start with the name of the person or 1. Fmt name
one of the persons who owns or rents this home. Enter nerne in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Last name
3. What am the nemas of ell other parsons living or staying hero? Enter names in cokrmna.
“Q~~~~~~s 2.~
:. I have listed (read nameaL Heva I missed:
m , ~ _
Yes ~
-enybabies orsmell children? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑
3. ~te;f birth
~Date ;Year
— any Iodgars, boarder% or parsons You amploy who five hare? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
- anyone who USUALLY lives here but is now away from home HOSP. WORK RO 2.WK. O\
trading or in a hospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ 0
— anyone else staying here? ❑ n
cl 000 Nom
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . low, 10 Yes ““UN””
fJum~or 2nWb 2D No Number
d. Do ell of the persons you hews nemed usually live here? ❑ Yes (2)
•l No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhouaehold membars C2
by an “X” from 1 –C2 end enter reaaon.) ~r --------------
DOES –– usuallYUVOsomewhereelse?
IRA IOV ;INJ, ;CLLTRIHS; CON
II
, ! 1 1
Aak for all persons beginning with column 2:.
What is –– relationship to (referance paraon)? ——-— ———- -—— ---LA IRA IDV ;!NJ.l CLLTRIHSt CON






-— —-- ——-—- -——- -
LA IRA I DV IINJ. I CLLTRIHSICOA
111111
2-WEEK PERIOD
.——--— —— .—— —-— —— . .. —- —— --- ——-————————————--——— ————
Al
12-MONTHDATE ‘– ~Ri –~ Ev– p~. pq ‘ia~lLA




–- TRK ‘; Cv– ilNI ~–LTX; ES~-NLA
h2 ASKCONDITIONLISTS 1,2, and 3.
CONDITION 2 I PERSON NO.—
Neme of condition
—
Mark “Z-wk. ref. pd. ” box without asking if “DV or “HS”
in C2 es source.
When did [––/enyonel last sea or talk to a doctor or es*i@ant
about –- (condition)?
0 ❑ Interwew week (Reask 2) 5 ❑ 2 yrs., less than 5 yrs.
I ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd. 6 •l 5 vs. or more
2 ❑ Over 2 weeks, less than 6 mos. 7 ❑ Or. seen, OK when----— --——— ——-—
3 ❑ 6 mos,, less than 1 w.
9~ Dr.nevers.3en)(’(3b)
8 ❑ DK if Dr. seen
4 ❑ 1yr.,less than 2 yrs.
e. (Earlier You told me about -- kmdkLon)) Md the doctor or assistant
crdl the (c-n) by a mors technical or specific nams?
1❑ Yes 2DN0 9DDK
____ ______ ____ ____ -———--—————--—-
Aak 3b if “Yea” in 3a, otherwise transcribe condition name from
item 1 without asking:
b. What did ho or she cell it?
Snecify .
I ❑ Color Blindness (NC) 2 ❑ Cancer KfeJ
}
3 ❑ Normal pregnancy, 4 ❑ Old age (NC)
normal delivew, (5J e ❑ Other f3c)
vasectomv_———-_”___ :— _____ ———--—— -—————— -—-
c. What was the cause of —— (condition in 3b)? (SPecifY) T
-———-———-—————--———-————---—————
Mark box if accident or injury. o ❑ Accident/injury (5)
d. Did the (condition in 3b) result from an accident or injuw?
1 ❑ Yes (5) 2DN0
_—— —______ ~————.—— ~- —— --— ——-—-.——— —-
Aak 3e if the condttfon name m 3b includes an y of the following words:
Allmsnt Canc*r D[smasa Probfam
Armmla condition Dlamdw Ruptur9
Asthmm cyst Growth Tmufrls
Attack Daf9cf M9*S19S Tumor
❑ad Lflcw
a. What kind of (condition in 3b) is it?
(Specify)_____ _____— _ -———-———-————-—-————-
Aak 3f ordy if allergy or stroke in 3b–e:
f. How doss the [allergy/stroka] NOW affect – -? (Specify) ~
For Stroke, fill remeinder of this condition page for the first present
effect. Enter in item C2 and complete a separate condition page for
each additional prasent effect.
W HIS.! (Ev81”athi {2.1401
I I II 1111
Ask 3g if there is an impairment [refer to Card CP2) or an y of the





Acha [axcmpt hasd or ●at) Growth Paralysis
❑lndlng (oxc~pt mautruall Hamorrhas* klupturm
Gload clot Infaction SOralns*s)
soil Inflammation Stlff(nsss)
Cancw N*uralgla Tumor
Cramps (mxcapt mmmfnmll Nauritls ulc*r
cyst P*1” Vukcon .811-IS
Waak(nass)
What part of tha body is affactad?
Specify
Show the fol/owing detail:
Haad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..skull. acalp. fat*
Bacwspinw/v*tiaka9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..upwrtmf~blnwsr
Sldo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..lcftorrrohf
Ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..lnnsroroufw; laft, rbhf, wtih
EM* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~. d9MroI ~h
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . shoulder, IIPPU, dlww, IOWU or w?f8~ Idf, tf!JM, m both
Hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MOM fund w tfnwm only; loft, rivht, or Imfh
Lw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hip, UPP.,, kn.., k.w.r, or ●nkle; I.ft, risht, or both
Foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ●ntirs foot ●rch, or toss only; hff, IIshf, or Imth
______ _____ _—— —_ __ ——— — ———— ——- -- —-.
Except for eyes, ears, or internal organs, ask 3h if there are any of the
following entries in 3b - f:
Infmction Sors SOmnsss
Whet peti of tha (part of body in 3b-g) is affected by the [infaction/
som/sorenessl – the skin, muscle, bone, or soma other part?
(Specify)
Ask if there are an y of the following entries in 3b–f:
Tumor cyst Growth
IS this[tumor/cysUgrowthl msfignant or banitfn?
1❑ Malignant 2 ❑ aenign 900K
[
a. When was —— (condition in 3b/3f
‘1
I ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd.
first noticad? 2 ❑ Ovnr 2 weeks to 3 months
———-—- -— -—-— ——--—- -
b. When did –– (name of injury in 3b)?
3 ❑ Over 3 months to 1 year
4 ❑ Over 1 year to 5 years
5 El Over 5 years
Ask probes as neceaaary:
(Was it on or since (first date of 2-week ref. period)
or wss it bafora that dsta?)
(Was it less than 3 months or more thsn 3 months ●go?)
(Wss it loss thsn 1 yasr or more than 1 year ago?)
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A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
●.What ars the names of all parsons living or staying hare? Starf with the name of the person or 1. Fmt name Mid. Init. Age
one of the persons who owns or rants this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON cohrmn.
Last nama sex






c. I have listed (read namea). Have I missed: Yes No REFERENCE PERSON
–snybdriaso rsmallchildran?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑ 3. ~:t~f birth, ~ate ~Year
– any lodgers, boardara, or psraons You employ who live hsm? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
— ●nyone who USUALLY IIVSShere but is now away from homa
travaling orinahospifal? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
HOSP. WORK RD Z.WK. DV
●nyone eke staying hara? ❑ 0
cl O. UN.”.
— . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . low. 10 Yes 000 ‘0”0
d. Do all of tha naraona vou have ffamad usually live hare? ❑ Yes (2)
~ 2D Wb 2n No —Number
❑ No (APPLYHOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe /f neceaaary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members C2
by an “X” from 1 – C2 and enter reason.) Or ---------------
DGSS –– usually live aomawhara also?
IRA ;DV ;lNJ.l CLLTRIHa~CONt
!1
! I 1 , 1
Ask for all persons beginning with column 2:
What ia –– relationship to (reference person)?
What is –– data of birth? (Enter date and age and mark sex.)
~




-–~R~ ‘;6v– TIN3. ~c~LTTIKsTcdiN[
2-WEEK PERIOD
--——-—-——. ---- .—-— —- ——— ——— ——-—---- —- ——-—--— ——— ——
12-MONTH DATE—--—————— -——- -—---——— ——————- -——————————————
1 1 1 ! 1 !
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE II
A2 ASKcoNo[TloNLISTSI,Z,andso
CONDITION 3 PERSON NO._
Name of condition
Mark “2-wk. ref. pd. ” box without aakrhg if “DV” or “HS”
,.
—
in C2 as source.
Whsm did [––/anyonal last sea or talk to a doctor or a=istant
about —— (condition)?
0 ❑ Interview week L%.mk 2) 5 ❑ 2 yrs., less than 5 yrs.
I ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd. a ❑ 5 vrs. or more
2 ❑ Over 2 weeks, less than 6 mos. 7 ❑ Dr. seen, OK when
3 ❑ 6 mm., less than 1 yr.
‘l-f~’----
8 ❑ DK if Dr. see”
4 ❑ 1 w.. loss than 2 ws. 9 ❑ Or. never seen
la. (EaFIieryou told ma abeut -- ~nfl Did the doctor or assistant
call tho [c-n) by ● mom tachnical or specific name?
1❑ Yes 2DN0 anDK
----- -—--- ----- —-——--—-—- —--—--—-
Aak 3b if “Yea” in 3a, otherwise transcribe condition name from
item 1 without asking:
b. What did ha or ●ha call it?
(Specify)
I ❑ Color Blindness (NC) 2 ❑ Cancer (3.9)
3 ❑ Normal prognmcy,
}
4 ❑ Old age (NC)
normal delivery, [5)
vasectomy
a ❑ Other f3cJ
c. W~a~ wna ~h; ;a~~a o;: ~ ~;n;it~o~ i; 3bj7 jS~;ci~yi ~ -- ---
----— ----- ——-—----—- -—-—- - ---- -
Mark box if accident or injury. o ❑ Accident/injury (5) – -
d. Did tha (condition in 3b) result from an accident or injurv?
1❑ Yes (5J 2DN0
-————---- —--- ---- -— -- ---- -— --—— --
Ask 3e if the condition name in 3b includes any of the fol/owing words
Ailmwtt C8ncw Disa.sa Problam
Ansmia Condlrlon Dlaorda? Rupturm
Asthma cyst Growth Troubls
Attack D*foct Moaslos Tumor
Bad Ulcar
a. What kind of (condition in 3b) is it?
(Sr3ecify)_____ _____ _____ _____ ____— --————--
Ask 3f only if a//ergy or stroke in 3b–e:
f. How doaa the [allwwlatroka] NOW affact ––? (Specify) Y
I I 1 [1111
Ask 3a if there ia an ]mDairment (refer to Card CP2) Dr any of the
3.
fo//ow~ng entries in 3b~ f:
Abscam Dammg* Palsy
Ache (#XC911fh~ad 0? sad Growth Puatysls
Blndlns laxcapt monsfnml) Hmmorthaga nuptum
❑ood I#of Infactlon SOr*[n***)
aOil In flmmmatlon Stiff(II.-.)
C.ncOr Nunalgta Tumor
Cmmps (*xc*Pt menstrual) Nuuitls Ulcer
cyst Palm Vmlc-aM vshw
Waakbnaa)
What part of tha body is affacted?
(Specify)
Show the following detail:
H*.d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . skull, SC-1P, faCS
❑m=w.pi”9/v9ti9h~0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..wmw.mkkffc.foww
aid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~mfi=a~
Ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Innar or oufar; loft, rlahf, of LxMh
Em- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mt.if9hE.0r bath
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . shouldsr, UPPW, ●lbow, low-r or WIM Icft, rfght, or both
Hand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ontfm hand or flnoarm onfv; Ht. rbht, o? both
Leg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . him “PPU, k.-, hWW, or =nklo; loff, rfsht, or bofh
Foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..rntlmfOCd. arCh.Ort-s OnW~. ~M. mfIC@
__ —-- - ---- - -—-- —————-- --—— -—-- -—.
Except for eyes, eara, or internal organa, aak 3h if there are anY Df the
fo//owing entries in 3b– f:
In futlen SO,* Somnuw
h. What paft of tha (part of bDdY in 3b -g) ia ●ffmctad by tha IIfffastion
sore/sorcmessl — the akin, muscle, bona, or some othar part?
(Sfrecifv)
Ask if there are an y of the following entries in 3b– f:
Tumor cyst Growth
.. la this [tumor/cyst/growth] malignant or banign?
1 ❑ Maligmm 2 ❑ Benign 90DK
[
a. When was —— (condition in 3b/3f
‘1
1 ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd.
first noticad?
$ 2 ❑ Over 2 wertks to 3 monthi———- --. — ———- --—————
3 ❑ Over 3 months to 1 yaw
b. Whaff flkl -– (name of injury in 3b)?
4 ❑ Over 1 yaar to 5 years
5 ❑ Over 5 years
1
For StrDke, fill remaindar of this condition page for the firat present
effect. Enter in item C2 and complete a separate condition page for
each additional present effect.
IRMHIS.1{E”ti.tmI1 12.1401 Page 30
(Was it on or sinca (first date of 2-waak ref. period)
or was it bafora that data?)
(Waa it Iasa than 3 months or mom than 3 months ●go?)
(Waa it Iaas than 1 yaar or more than 1 yaar ●go?)
(Was it less than 5 yaars or mora than 5 years ●go?)
82
- ,,. r-. n-, .
,,!.. , ,=,.,.. !.?., ,.. ,.w, Page 31
❑ Old age
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
a. What ●re the names of all persons living or staying here? Start with the name of theperson or
one of the persons who owns or rents this home. Enter name in REFERENCEPERSON co/umn.
b. Whst ●re the names of sII other parsons living m staying hsrs? Enter names in columns. If -y”,,$ ~ntor
m
names in columns
C. I havo listed (read names). Have 1missed: Yes No
- any babias or small children? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- sny Iodgms, bomdars, or persons you employ who live here? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E :
— anyone who USUALLY lives here but ia now aWSy from hems
traveling orinahospitsl? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cl ❑
-anyone elaeetsying hers? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
d. Do all of the persona you have named usually live hare? Q Yea (2)
❑ No (APPLY HfJUSEHOf.D MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members
by an “X” from 1-C2 and enter raason.)
Doss –– usually live somewhere else?
Ask for all persons beginning with column 2:
What la –– rrklstionship to (reference person)?




.——. ——-. ——_—— __ —__ _ — _________________ _____ _____ _
12-MONTH DATE-—--——--—--—- .— --—- -— —- ———-— —-— ——__—_ _—___ —__ ___
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE
A2 ASKcoNomfjNLISTS1,2,Snd3,
CONDITION 4 I PERSON NO.—
Nsme of condkion
Mark “Z-wk. ref. pd. ” box without ask;ng if “DV” or “HS”
in C2 as source.
When did I --/anyonel Iaat sea or talk to a doctor or assiatant
about -- @14L2!l~?
0 ❑ Ihtewiew week R?ask 2) 6 ❑ 2 yrs., less than 5 yrs.
1 ❑ 2.wk. ref. pd. a •l 5 yrs. or mom
2 ❑ Over 2 weeks, less than 6 mos. 7 ❑ Or. seen, OK when—- —-- —— --— —-—— -
3 ❑ 6 mos., less than 1 yr. 8 ❑ DK if Or. seen
4 ❑ 1 y,., 18ss than 2 WS. a •! Or. never seen 1
f3b)
a.(EsriiLrryoutold ma about -- lcditkmil Did tho doctor or sssistsnt
call the (c-n) by .smore tschnical or spscific name?
1❑ Yes 2DN0 9DOK
-----——-—-——--—--——-——-——- ———-——-
Ask 3b ;f “Yes” in 3a, otherwise transcribe condkion name from
item 1 without asking:
b, What did ha or sha call it?
(Specify)
I ❑ Color Blindness [NC) 2 ❑ Cancer (38)
3 ❑ Normal pregnancy,
}
4 ❑ Old QUO(NC}
normal delivery, (6)
vasectomy
S ❑ Other /3c)
—-- ——— —-—--- —-- —-——- —-- —-—--—---
c. What was tha causa of -- (condition in 3b)? (Spec!fy) ~
—-- ——-——-—- —-—-. ——-———-——_——___—_
Mark box if accident or injury. o ❑ Accident/injury (5)
d. Did tha (condition in 3b) rasult from an accldant or injury?
1❑ Yes (5) 2DN0
——-——-_ —- ——--——-_ —-_ ——___ ________
Ask 3e if the condition name in 3b includes any of the following words
Allmmt Csnosr D11aa8s PrObIsm
Armmh CondNlon Disordsr Ruptur.
Asthm. Cvst Growfh Troubla
Affack Dif*ct Mamstas Tumor
❑ad Ulcmr
o. What kind of (condition in 3b) is it?
(Specify)——--—--——-——--—- _____ _______ ____ _
Ask 3f only if a//ergy or stroka in 3b–e:
f. How doaa tha Iallargy/atrokal NOW affect --7 (Specify) ~
For Stmka, fill ramainder of this condition page for the first prasetit
effect. Enter in item C2 and complete a separate condition page for
aach additional present effect,
MH12.1IEWMIRW112.1.3c, f
Aak 3g if there is an impairmen




~fer to Card CP2) or an y of the
Absc9ss Damage Palsy
Acha [mxc~pt hasd or ma,) Growth Pmrmlysh
Binding laxcmpt mbnstrudl Hamorrhagb RuP1urm
Blood clot Irdsction Sors(nsss)
❑oll Inflammation Stlffhrmsd
Canc*r Nsuralgls Tumor
Cr.mps lmxcmptmanstrtmll Nm!ritta LJlc,,
cyst Pml” Vsricos* vmtn.
W*sk(ne8sl
g. What Dart of the body is affactad?
(Specify)
Show the following detaik
H-ad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..dadl. scalp, facm
@acklsplne/vmtabra* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..uppu. mlddls. Iowu
Sldc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MI or right
a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..lnnuoroutu.ls ft. right. orbotb
Eye . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ldt. ~ht. ot bath
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . shouldw, uppsr, ●lbow, Iowu or wrirn, loft, right, or both
Hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mtlmhand or Ilngars only; [W, rlghf, or both
LA W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hip, UPPU, knss, Iowu, or ●nkls; Mt, right, or fwth
Foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sntim foot, ●rch, or toss only; Mt, right, or both
—-- ——-—-—- —-- —- ——-— —--- ——-— —.—- -—.
Except for eyes, esrs, or internal crgans, ask 3h if there are an y of the
fo//owing entries in 3b–f:
In f.cfton S0.. Sormn.ss
h. What psrt of tha (part of body in 3b–g) iaaffacted by tha [infection/
soralsoranassl — the skin, muscle, bona, or soma othar part?
(Specify)
Ask if there are any of the fo//owing entries in 3b - f:
TUnm, cyst Growth
1. Is this [tumor/cyst/growth] malignant or benign?
1 ❑ Malignant 2 ❑ Be”,gn 9CIDK
[
a. Whan waa -— (condition in 3b/3f)
1
1 ❑ 2.wk. ref. pd.
5 first noticed? 2 ❑ Over 2 weeks to 3 months---- ____ ---- ____ ___
b. Whan did –– (name of injury in 3b)?
3 ❑ Over 3 months to 1 year
4 ❑ Over 1 vear to 5 vears
5 ❑ Over 5 years
Aak probes as necessary:
(Waa it on or sinca (first date of 2-week ref. period)
or waa it before that data?)
(Was it less than 3 months or more than 3 months ago?) I
(Was it Iaa$ than 1 yasr or more than 1 yaar ago?)









Month ~Yem Month ~Date ~Year
1 ! 1 I
HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. DV HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK.
000 None , ❑wa , ❑ ye= 000 Nom 000 None ,~wa , ❑ ~e~ 0,30N
TGiTF
2DWb 2D No — —
Number Number
2nWb 20 No —
Numb
\ \





Refer to RD a“d c2.
KI I IUHY.SOIn ,,RO’, box ANO more than 1 condition in C2 /6)
B❑ Other /K2)
6a. During tho 2 wsoks outlined in red on that calendar, did ––. .
(WmMQoJ Cm!so -— to cut down on the things —— usually does
•1 Yes ❑ No Nf2)
.. -—- -— ——__ —_______ ________ ____ _
b. During that period, how many days did –– cut down for mora
than half of tha d-y?
00 ❑ None 1K2J — Days
7. During those 2 waaks, how many days did –- stay in bed for
moro than half of tho day because of this condition?
00 DNone — Oays
Ask if” WaiWb” box marked in Cl:
8. During thoso 2 weeks, how many days did -- miss mom than
half of ths day fmm -– job or business because of this condition?
OOn None — Oays
Ask if age 5-17:
9. During those 2 weeks, how many days did -– miss mom than
half of th- dsy from school because of this condition?
OOn None — Oays
K2 ~~ondt{o”do.snothave,,CLLTW,inC2assource (K4)
ondltlon has 8*CL LTR,, in C2 as source (10)
D. About how mwfy days since (lZ-month date) a year ago, has this
condition kapt -- in bad more than half of the day? (Include days
whilo ●rt ovmsight patient in ● hospital.)
000= None — Oays
1. Was –- aver hospitalized for –– (condition in 3b)?
1❑ Y.2S 2DN0
Iss(ng extrmmltv or organ (K4)
K3 : :thw (12)
!E, Doss -- still have this condition?
1❑ Yes (K4) Q No
--—- —--- ---— -——- ---- ____ _____ ____
b. Is this condition completely cured or is it under control?
2 ❑ Cured 8 ❑ Other (Specify) ~
3 ❑ Undw control (K4) 1K4,
-——- ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ -
c. About how long did —- have this condition before it was cured?
0000 LeSS thcm 1 nvmth OR —
{
1❑ Momhs
Number 20 Years----—_— ---- --———_____ ____ ____ ____
d. Was this condition pmsont ●t ●ny time during the past 12 months?
1 ❑ Yes 2DN0












Month ; Date / Yom
, I , 1
HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK. OV
cl
000 Nom ,nwa , ❑ ~e~ 000 None 000 Nme ,Dwa , ❑ ~n$ (XID No”,
Number
2DWb 20 No
~ XGG 2Dwb 20 fJo E
I I
C2 I \




I RA , QV , INJ. I CLLTRIHS i COND.
11111 111 ill
~A––––– ––––––––––IRA IL)V IINJ, ,CILTUIHS ,COND. LX ———-— ——-– ——— ——.
1 1111





3. Is this (condition in 36) the result of the same accidant you already
told .me about?
❑ Yes (Recordconditionpaoe nmnber where _
accident quest;.”. first completed.) — (NC)
❑ No
Page No.
L Whore did the accident happen?
1❑ At home Onside house)
20 At home [adjacent prerrmes)
30 Street and highway [includes wadwav a“d publlc sidewalk)
40 Farm
50 Industrial place (includes premises)
60 School li”cl.des premisesl
70 Place of recreation a“d sporw, except at school
80 Olhm (Specify) ~
Mark box if under 18. ❑ Under 18 (16)
5a. Was –– under 18 when the accident happened?
ID Yes /16) ❑ No
———— ———— —__—— ___— _______________ .
b. Was –– in the Armed Forces when the accident happened?
2D Yes (16) ❑ No
—-———- ———_ _—— _ __ —__ _____________ .
c. Was --at work at -- job or businass when tha accidant happanad?
30 Yes 4DN0
k Was a car, truck, bus, or other motor vehicla itsvolvad in tha accidant
in any way?
1•1 Yes 2DN0 (17)
b. Was more thsn ona vehicle involved?
1❑ Yes 2DN0—___ __ —___ ____ _____ ______ _____ ___
C. Was fithithar one] moving at the time?
1•l Yes 2DN0
ra. At the time of the accident what pati of the body waa hsrtt?
What kind of injury waa it?
Anything else?
Put[s) of body ● Kind of InJuty
I
b.
l________________ J-__ -__–__––_––– -
Ask if box 3, 4, or 5 marked in Q. 5:
What part of the body is affected now?
How is –– (par? o f body) affected?
Is –– affacted in any other way?
Pars(s) of body . Pr8smlt ●ffects ● .
I 1
“ Enter part of body in same detail as for 3g.
“” If multiple present effects, entar in C2 each one that is not the
same aa 3b or C2 and complete a separate condition page for it.
I
85
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1 ‘---
●.Whatarethe names of all parsons living or staying here? Staft with the name of the person or 1. First name Mid. init. Age
one of the persons who owns or rents this home. Enter name in REFERENCEPERSONcohmm.
Last name sex
n , ‘





c. I have listed (read names). Have 1missed: Yes No REFERENCE PERSON
— ●ny babies or small children? ❑ n 3. ~:t:f birth , Date. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;Ymar
– any iodgars, boardms, or persona you amploy who Iiva iwra? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
- anyone who USUALLY iives hara but ia now away from homa HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. DV
traveling or in a hospital? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ n c1 000 None 000 None
— ●nyono else staying hare?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ n Iowa 1•1 Yes
~“m~er ZD Wb ZD NO Number
d. Do all of the parsons you have named usually live hare? IJ Yes (2)
tl No (APPLY HOUSEHOLO MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members C2
by an 7V from 1-C2 and enter reaaon.) ~K ---------------
Does -– usually live somewhere else?
IRA ~OV ~lNJ.~CLLTR;HS; COND
I I I I t 1
Ask for all persons beginning with column 2:
What 18 –- relationship to (reference PeraOn)?
What 1s –- date of bkth? (Enter dete and age and mark sex.)
REFERENCE PERIODS
17%%
-- TRx ‘l~V– iiNJ. I CLLTRIHSICONI
I
2-WEEK PERIOD
______ —— —---- —..— ———--— ——--— ——--— ———-— ———--— —— -- —
Al
12-MONTHDATE——-— ——... -—---- -— ——— ——-— ———-— ———-— ——— ——— ——-— —-- —— -
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE l===+
CONDITION 5
. Name of condition
. . . .... .. . .. \
‘– ~R~ ‘16V- fiN~. ~CfiT~l tiSTC~NiLA
I II II
;11 II
Ask 3g if thare is an impairment (rafer to Cerd CP2) or an y of the
fo//owing entries in 3b– f:
—
Mark “2-wk. ref. pd.’’ box without aaking if “DV” or “US”
in C2 as source.
When did [––/anyone] last sw or talk to a doctor or ●ssistant
●bout —— (condition)?
o ❑ Interview week ffreask 2)
I ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd.
2 ❑ Over 2 weals, less than 6 mos.
3 ❑ 6 mm., less than 1 w.
4 ❑ 1 w., less than 2 w%
6 ❑ 2 yrs., lass than 6 yrs.
6 •l 5 yrs. or more
7 ❑ Dr. seen, DK when
———--__ —-------
8 ❑ DK if Dr. seen
e ❑ Dr. never seen 1
13bJ
im.(Earllor YOUtold mo ●bout -- r@.osiMnl) Did tho d@Or Or ●ssis~nt
cdl tho (c-n) by ● mom technical or ap6ciffc name?
________ ——-_———- -___. -____ -————---
Ask 3b if “Yes” in 3a, otherwise transcribe condit;On name frOm
item 1 without asking:
b. What did he or aha call it?
(Specify)
I ❑ Color Blindness (NC) 2 •l Cancer (3.9)
3 ❑ Normal pregnancy,
}
4 ❑ Old age (NC)
normal dellvew, (51
vasectomy
8 ❑ Dthnr (3c)
_—— —------- ————--———--————--—-—— -
c. What waa tha cauaa of -- (condition in 3b)? (Specify) ~
______ ____ —_____ ——— —-————-————.
Mark box if accident or injury. o ❑ Accidentkinjury (5)
d. Did the (condition in 3b) resuit from an accident or irrjuty?
1•1 Yes (5) 2DN0
______ -———-_———_________ -—————--.
Aak 3e if the condition name in 3b includes an y of the folio wing word:
ANtmnt Cm-mu DlsMsa PrObf*m
Ammla Condition Disordm Rupture
Asthmm cyst Growth Tmubtm
Attack D*fcct Mod-s Tumor
a-d Ulc*r
e. What kind of (condition in 3b) iS it?
(Specify)______ _______________ —___ ———-----
Aak 3f only if allargy or stroke h 3b–e:
f. HOW does tha [allargylatrokel NOW effect ––? (sPecifY)z























What part & the body is affectad?
(Specify)
Show the fo//owing detail:
Heed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . skull, sCdP, f~a
❑ackrspbmlvuftim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ulx=r. mti. -w
aids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ltiordohr
Ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hncrof*;M,tiM,~~h
Era . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . fcft, HEM, or both
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dtouidcr, u-, dbOW, bW- or vn’fat; Icft, rigM, m both
H.ntf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..tilmhndorfln_ mwM, wM, or*
la . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..hIp. u$wu. knn. kamf8r.0rmIklW JSft. tifIt. wtih
Foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MOm foot, ●rch, or toss only; loft, right, or both
—--- ——— . . .. —----- -————- ————- ——-————- -
Except for eyes, ears, or internal organa, ask 3h if there are any of the
fo//owing entriaa in 3b–f:
Infmt!en corm eomnus
h. whatpart of the fPart of bodv in 3b–g) is aff=t~ by the [infe~ionl
sorokwenrwsl — the skin, muscle, bone, or some othor pint?
(Specify)
Ask if there are any of the following entries in 3b–f:
Tumor cyst Growth
.. Is this [tumor/cyaUgro*hl malignant or benign?
1❑ Malignant 2 ❑ Bmign 9 ❑ DK
,1
a. When was —— ondition in 3 f)
“3 1
1 ❑ 2-wk. rot. pd.
first noticed? 2 ❑ Over 2 weeks to 3 months
1--————-—--——_— -——Ib. When did –– (name of injury in 3b)? s ❑ Over 3 months to 1 year4 •l Over 1 year to 5 years
6 •l Over 5 wtrs
Ask probas as nacaaaary:
[Was it on or sinca (first date of 2-weak ref. period)
or was it before that dote?)
(Wes it iass than 3 months or mom than 3 months ●go?)
(Was it less than 1 year or more than 1 year ●go?)
(Wea it Iaaa than 5 years or more than 5 yeara ago?)
For Stroke, fill remainder of this condition page for the first prasent
effect. Enter in item C2 and complete a separate condition page for
each additional present effect. .
3MHIS.1[Ev.1.’tb”l[2.140 Page 34
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❑ Old age nOld age
2 3
1, Fir8t name First name
Last name Last name
2. Ralation8hlp R81atlonshlp
3. Date of birth
~Date
Date of birth
Month ;Year Month / Dm.3 ~Year
I t 1 !
HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RD 2-WK. I
:1 ‘O” N“”’ 113wa 1•1 Y,* 000 None
000 None
low, ,0 Ye% ‘2’JUN
Number
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KI 1 ❑ -Y, “ [s n “RD’ box ANO more than 1 condition In C2 (6J
a ❑ Other (X21
6-. ~lng.the 2 weeks outlined in rad on that calendar, did ––
GQLLd&@ cause -- to cut down on the things —— usually dons
❑ Yes ❑ No fK2/ -
--------—-————————— ———— ——_ —____ _
b. During that parlorf, how man~ daya did –– cut down for morn
than hdf of tha day?
oODNone 1K21 — Oq’s
7. During those 2 waaks, how many dsys did –– stay in bad for
mors than half of tha day bacauae of this condition?
OOn None — Days
Ask /f “WaiWb” box marked in C 1:
B. During those 2 watks, how many daya did –- miss mom than
half of ths dsy from -- job or businaas bscause of thin condition?
00a Nono _ Oa”s
Ask if aga 5-17:
3. During thoaa 2 waaka, how msny daya did –– miaa morn than
hmlf of tha day from schooi beoaus.a of thin condition?
OOn None — Oa”s
Co”dltmn has ‘-CL LTR,, in C2 as source 110)
K2 ~ Cond Itlon does not have ,,CL LTR” m C2 as source (K4)
). About how many days since (l Z-month dsta) a year ago, has thin
condition kept -– in bad mora thsn haif of tha day? (inchrda days
whiia an overnight patient in a hospitai.)
0000 None — Days
1. Waa -- avar hospitalized for —— (condition in 3b)?
1❑ Yes 213N0
Missing extremity or organ 1K41
K3 ~Othe, /,2,
I
Za, Doaa -- @ill hava this COnditio”?
1❑ Yes (K4) ❑ No
b. 1; t~i; ;o;dit;on ;o-mpletely &;ed or-is-it-under contr~l; - -- -
2 ❑ Cured 8 ❑ Other (Specify) g
3 ❑ Ll”der control IK4) 1K4
---- -
c. ~b;ut how long did J: Kvi thi; ;oititioi ba~o;a-it-w;= ;u;a~?
{
1 ❑ Months
0000 Less than 1 month OR —
Number 2 ❑ Years----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -.
d. Was this condition present at ●y time during tha past 12 months?
1 ❑ Yes 2DN0
On Not an accldenvlnjury (NC)












Month / Date ~Year
1 1 1 r
HOSP. WORK RD 2-WK. DV “HOSP. WORK RD 2-WK. DV
cl 000 None 1❑ lwa 1•1 Yes 00 ❑ None 000 None ,.Jwa , ❑ ~e~ OOD None
Number
2DWb 2D No
-FGG = Znw’ 2D ‘0 ~
C2
ik–––––––––––––––IRA IDV IINJ. ICLLTRIHS ,COND. L~–––––––––––––––I fm I DVI INJ. I CLLTRIHS I CONO.
I 11111 Ill Ill
\ \






3. in this (condition in 3b) tha rasuit of tha ●ama accidant you airaady
toid me about?
❑ Yes(Record condition page numbs, where
acc!dent questions first completed.) M — (NC)
❑ No
PaLIa No.
L Whom did the accidant happan?
1❑ At home finside house]
2D At home (adjacent premises)
3D Street and highway [includes roadway and pubh. sidewalk]
4D Farm
so Industrial place (includes premises)
6D School Ihcludm premlsesl
7D Place of recrearim and .pmm. except at school
S❑ Other (S,uecify) ~
Mark box if under 18. ❑ Undsr 18 (16)
h. Waa —— undar 18 whan tha accidant happanad?
lo Y.s (16) ❑ No
-—-— ———— —_—— ———— -——— —_—_ ___— ___—
b. Was –– in the Armed Forces whan tha accident happened?
20 Yes (16) ❑ No
-——- --—- —-—— -—-— _____ ____ _____ __
c. Was --at work ●t -- job or businaaa whan tha accident happanad? -
30 Yes 4UN0
la. Waa a car, truck, bus, or othar motor vahicia involvad in tha accident
in any way?
1❑ Yes 2DNo (17) -— -- —-—- ———- ---- -
b. Was more than one vehicio i~v~ived?
1 u Yes 2DN0-—
c. Waa Iiffa~har onal movin~ ;t-t~e;;;?- -- – --- – -- – – – -
1 ❑ Yes 2DN0
?a. At tha tints of tha accidant what part of tha body was hurt?
What kind of injury wan it?
Anything aisa?
Parr(s) of My ● Kind of Injury
1
l-—-—-—-—— -—--———J— ———————-—— —————
Ask if box 3, 4, or 5 marked in Q. 5:
b. What part of tha body is affected now?
How is –– (part of bod Jaffactad?
in –– affacted in any o~har way?
I P.rM*l “f ruul. . I P“*..* .rf.d, ● ●
-l
“ Enter part of body in same detail aa for 3g.
“” If multiple present effects, enter in C2 each one that is not the
same as 3b or C2 and completes sepsrste CDnditiOn page for it. I
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❑ Old age
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
B.What ara the names of all parsons living or stsying here? Stsrt with the name of the person or 1. First name
ona of tha persons who owns or rents this homa. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON cokrmn. I
fast name tcex
>. What ● s the names of all other parsons living or stqing hero? Enter namea in columns.
n~’~~~~~~s 2.~
:. I have Iistad (~. Hawr I missed:
m , ~~
Yes &o
– any babies or small children? ❑
3. ~te~f birth
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~Dcde /’fenr
- ●ny lodgers, boarders, or paramw YOU employ who Iiv* hers? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
— anyone who USUALLY lives here but is now away from home HOSP.
traveling or in ● hospital? ❑ 0
wORK RD 2-WK. OV
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
— anyone elso staying ham? ❑ 0
c1 ,OBN.a”e
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . low. 10 Yes “on ‘0”8
fJum~er ZD wb ZD No Number
i. Do ●ll of tha paraons you have rramad usually live here? •l Yea (2)
•l No (APPLYHOUSEHOLDMEMBERSHIP
Probe if neceasarv: RULES. Delete nonhousehold mambers C2
by an ‘X” from 1- C2 and enter reason.) ~r––-––-––––-–– -
Drras –– usually live somewhere else?
IRA :DV :lNJ. ;CLLTR; HS~CONC
[
1 I t 1 1
Ask for all persons baginnirrg with column 2:
Whatla -- r.l~timrshipto(refererrce person}?
‘—~R~ ‘l~V-iiN~.~C~LT~lnS~C~NCLA









12-MONTH DATE_______ —— ---- .-- ——-.— ——— —-- ——---—.— ——--— ——— ———
113-MONTH HOSPITALOATE
N2 ASK CONDITiON LISTS 1,2, and 3.
CONDITION 6 PERSON NO.—
Nama of condition
Mark “2-wk. ref. pd. ” box without asking if “DV” or “HS”
in C2 as source.
When did [--/anvfMa] last see or talk to a doctor or assistant
about -—- @z!!@.lJ7
0 ❑ Interview week (Reark 2) 5 ❑ 2 yrs.. less than 5 yrs.
I ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd. 6 ❑ 5 yrs. or more
2 ❑ Over 2 weeks, less than 6 mos. 7 ❑ Dr. seen, DK when--—-————-----—-
3 ❑ 6 mos., less than 1 yr. 8 ❑ DK If Dr. seen
4 ❑ 1 w., less than 2 yrs. 9 •l Or. never s88n }
(3b)
a. (Earlier you told me about -- tionfl Did the doctor or assistant
call the (c-r) bys mom technical or specific name?
1•l Yes 2DN0 9DOK
————---——————---———————------ ——-
Ask 3b if “Yes” in 3a, otherwise transcribe condition name from
item 1 without asking:
b. What did ha or she cali it?
(Specify)
I ❑ Color Mindness (NC) 2 ❑ CancOr (38)
3 ❑ Normal pregnancy,
}
4 ❑ Old age (NC)
normal delivwy, (5I 8 ❑ Other (SC)
vasectomy
—-- —-———-—------ ——— —---— ——— —— -
c. What was the cause of –– (condition in 3b)? (Specify) ~
—-- ——— -- ——— —— —— ------ —-——— —-
Mark box if accident or injury. o ❑ Accident/injury (5)
d. Did tha (condition in 3b) rasult from an accident or injury?
1•l Yes (5) 2DN0
Ailmmt Cmc*r D18*s8a Probhm
Ammh Condition Di80rdm Rupturm
Asthma cyst Growth Tmubh
Attack Dafmt MMS!*S Tumor
Bad Ulcu
e. Whtt kind of (condition in 3b) ia it?
(Specify)
——— —— --- ——— --- ——— —— ---- ——---
Ask 3f only if allergy or stroke in 3b–e:
f. How doas the [allergyhtroksd NOW affect ––? (Specify) z
For Srroke, fill remainder of this condition page for the firat present
effect. Entar in item C2 and complete a separate condition page for




Ask 3g if there is an impairment (refer to Card CP2) or an y of tha
following entries in 3b–f:
Abscmss Damage Palsy
ACk 19XG0Ptfwad or ●ad Growth Pm.lys18
Blndlng fmxcopr manatnmll Hamonhaga RuPturb
Blmllf clot Infmtlon SOr*In*ad
Boll Inflammation StNf(no*a)
C8nc*r Nouralgla Tumor
Cramps bxcopf mcmtrtml) Nmwifls Ulcw
cyst Pain Vufcou V*1IIS
Ws*klnaad
What part of tho body is affected?
(Specify)
Show the following detail:
Had . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . skull, sCSIP, f*C*
Sacklqainalwrtmbrn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ufvrrmkkfblowar
Sldo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ltierrfght
Ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..lnncroroutw.h ff.rkrht.ortih
EYE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l**. ti9~. or~h
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SIIO.WU, UPPU, ●lbow, Iowu or wrkf; loft, risht, or bcdh
Hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ●Itim hand or lingo- only; loft, tight, or bath
f.wJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hip, UPPU,knw, low-, or ●kl~ Wt, right,or both
Feat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ●ntirafoot, ●rch, or toss orrfy;hft, rlaht, or both
-- ——— ———-—-— ——— —— —---- —————- -— ----
Except for eyes, ears, or internal organs, ask 3h if there are any Of the
fo//owing entries in 3b–f:
In f*ctlon aom Somlmsa
What part of the (part of body in 3b–g) is affectad by the tinfmctlom
aora/aorenessl — tha ●kin, muscle, bone, or ●omo othar part?
L%ecifv)
Ask if there ara any of the following entries in 3b–f:
Tumor cyst Growth
1. la this [trrmodcysffgrowthl malignant or ~nlgn?
1❑ Malignant 2 ❑ Benign 9cl DK
[
a. When was -- (condition in 3b/3f)
I
1 ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd.
5
first noticed? z ❑ Over2 weeks to 3 months
——— ——-..— —- ——— ———-— —..—
b. When did –– (name of injury in 3b)?
3 ❑ Over 3 months to 1 year
4 ❑ Over 1 year to 5 years
s ❑ overs years
Ask probes aa necessary:
(Waa it on or sinca (first date of 2-week ref. period)
or was it bafore that date?)
(Was it lass than 3 months or more than 3 months ●go?)
(Was it lass than 1 yaar or mora than 1 yaar ●go?)
(Was it less than 5 years or more than 5 yeara ago?)
-1
■
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1 1 I 1
HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK. O
c1 O“u ‘0”” 1❑ lwa 1•l Yes 000 None 00U None ,Dwa , ❑ ~e* 000 No
Number





LA IRA ID- IONJ. ICLLTRIHS ICOND. LA‘---–--––-–––WA– ~Dil%...–IrLnR~HS RoI
!1111; 111111
11111 111111
—. —-—— .— _
Refer to RD and C2.
KI :: ;::;’;’2)“RD’ box ANO more than 1 conditmn m C2 (6)
6a. During tha 2 waoks outlined in red on that calendar, did –-
@ld@il) Causo -- to cut down on the things —— usually does’
❑ Yes ❑ No /K2J
. ----- —---- —--—--—— -————— --——- ——.
b. During that period, how many days did -– cut down for more
then half of thmday?
000 None (K2) _ Days
7. During thosa 2 weeks, how many days did –- stay in bed for
mom thm’i half of tho day bacmrse of this condition?
OOm None — Oavs
Ask if “Wa/Wb” box marked in Cl:
8. During thoso 2 waaks, how many days did -- miss mom than
half of tho day from -- job or business bacause of this condition?
oOm None _ Ows
Ask if age 5– 17:
9. During those 2 weeks, how marry days did –– miss more than
half of the day from school because of this condition?
ODD None _ Days
‘2 I ~~ondlt(
ondltlon has ,ICL LTR” in C2 as source (10)
‘on does not have “CL LTR” m C2 as source (K41
O. About how marry days since ( 72-morfth date) a yaar ago, has this
condition kapt -- in bad mom thmt half of the day? (Include days
whlla ●n ovarnight patiant in a hospital.)
OOOn None — Oays
1. Was –- evar hospitalized for –– (condition in 3b)?
1❑ Yes 2DN0
❑ Mmsing extremtty or organ 1K4J
KS ❑ Other (12)
2a. Dooa – - still hava this condition?
1❑ Yes fK4J ❑ No
—---- ----- ----- ----- —-.—- --——-
b. 1; this condition completely curad or ia it under control?
2 ❑ Cured 8 ❑ Other (Soeclfv) ~
3 ❑ Under contfol fK4)
F’
(K4,
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- ----- -- —-.
c, About how long did -– have this condition befora it waa cured?
00001%ss than 1 month OR —
{
I ❑ Months
Number 2 ❑ Years---- ---- -———-—-- ---- ---- ---- --—— .
d. Was this condition prasont ●t ●ny time during the past 12 months?
1 ❑ Y05 2DN0
o= Not an acc[dantiinlury (NC)
K4 ;~~e::;”,”,uwforth,s perso” ,14,
I
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1 1 1 1
HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RO 2-wK. OV
~, 000 None ,~wa , ❑ ~e~ 000 Nona 000 None t~wa , ❑ ~e* OOD None
Number
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LA IRA IDV IINJ. ICLLTRIHS ICDND, LA‘– iR~ ‘I 6VI ~J: i?film ~S ~C~fiff.
Ill I 1 Ill
1111 :1111I I
3. la this (condition in 3b) the result of the same accident you almmfy
told me about? I
❑ YCIS (Record condition page numbr where _
accident questions first completed.) — (NC)
❑ No
Paae No.
4. Whara did the accident happen?
1❑ At home hnslde house)
2D At home (adjacent premises)
3D Street and htghway (includes roadway and publlc sidewalk)
4D Farm
5D Industrial place Iincludes premlsesl
6D School {Includes premises)
7D Place of recreation and sports. except at school
8 ❑ Other (Speclfv) z
Mark box if under 18. ❑ Under 18 (76)
h. Was -— under 18 whan the accidant happanad?
ID Yes (16) ❑ No
---—— ---—- —---— --——- ————— -——- —---
b. Was -– in the Armed Forces when the accident happessad?
2D Yes (16) ❑ No
---— ---— --—- --—- --———— ———- ——-— ---
c. Was -— at work at -– job or business wharr USCaccident happanad?
30 Yes 4DN0
ja. Wrrs a car, truck, bus, or othar motor vehicle involvad in the eccident
in any way?
lubes __________ _________ ----– –-–-–.2DNo (17)---
b. Waa more than one vehicla involved?
I❑ Yes 2UN0-- ----
c. Was fitleither one] moving at tha time?
1 ❑ Yes 20N0
7a. At the time of tha accident what part of the bodv was hurt?
What kind of injury was it? -
Anythtng alse? I
b.
I Pmr(s) of body ● Kind of Inlury
l________________l _____________
Ask if box 3, 4, or 5 marked in Cl. 5:
What part of tha body is affectad now?
How is –– (part of bod ) affactad?
la –– affected in any o\har way?
I Pan(s) of body . Pmsant ●ffccrs ● ●
t I I
‘ Enter part of body in same detail as for 3g.
“” If multiple prasent effects, enter in C2 each one that is not the




A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1-
1a. What am the names of all persons living or staying hem? Start with the name of the person or 1. First name
one of the parsons who owns or rants this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON co/umn.
Last name nx






c. ihave listed (read names). Have I missad: Yes No
— any Lrsbio# or smaii children? ❑ 0
3. ~::t:f birlh
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . / Date ~Y.ar
- any lodgors, Irosrders, or persons you employ who live hare? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
●nyone who USUALLY lives hem but ia now SWSY from homa
– travdhrg or ins hospitsl? ❑ n
HOSP. WORK RD 2-WK. D\
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
–anyoneelse staying hem?.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
c1 000No”, 000 Non
Iowa 1•1 Yes
d. Oo all of the psrsotm you have named usuaily live hem? ❑ Yes (2)
~ 20 Wb 20 NO —Number
El NO (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if neceaaary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members C2
by an “X” from 7-C2 and enter reason.) ~z–_––-_–-. –-_-_
OGSS -– usually iivesomewhere elm? IRA ~DV ;INJ. / CLLTR; HSICON
I I I I ! !
Ask for all persons begimdng with column 2:
:. What is -- r~lationshlpto(r.gf,ye”~ep K+on)?
L~--––-–––--–– ‘–IRA I DV IiNJ. ICLLTRI HSICON
:. What ia –- data of birth? (Enter ckete and age and mark sex.)
111111
REFERENCE PERIODS
L~-–––-–– —-–––– –IRA 10V IINJ. ICLLTRI HSICOM
2-WEEK PERIOD
111111
-—. -— —-- —— .-— _—---— ——-_— —__ ——___—___ — ___________
Al \
12-MONTHOATE
----— .- —— --- ___
LA IRA ~DV IINJ. ; CLLT81HSICON
-—--- —-- —— -- -.-- —- ———--— —-- ——-—-—- —--- ———-— —-— —— II
1 t 1 !
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE
A2 ASKCONDITIONLISTS1,2,.nd3.
-- ——--— —-- ———_—
LA IRA I Dv IINJ. I CLL7Rl HalcONl
111111
111111
CONDITION 7 PERSON NO.— Ask 3g if there is an impairment (refer to Card CP2) or any of the
1. Name of condition
following entries in 3b– f:
Abscess Damags Palsy
Acfm [oxeofe fuad or sad Growth Pmratv81s
Mark “Z-wk. ref. pd. ” box without asking if “DV” or “HS”
Slssdlng bxcspf nmmtrusl) Hsmorrbags Rupturm
in C2 aa source. ❑k.d craf In fmctlon S0ra(n*981
!. When did [––/anyone] iast srm or taik to a doctor or assistant
2i0N Inflammation stiff in.,.)
about —— (condition}? Cmncmr Nmwalg18 Tumor
o ❑ Interview week (Reusk2) 6 ❑ 2 yrs., less thsn 5 yrs.
Cramps (9xc* nmnstnml) Nuuftls Ulcu
1 ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd. 8 ❑ 5 yrs, or more
cyat Pain Vufcon Wfns
2 D Ovsr 2 weeks, less than 6 mos. 7 ❑ Or. seen, OK when
Wmakins.w)
——-— ——-— ——-— ——-—
3 ❑ 6 illCIS., less thm 1 Y,. S ❑ DK if Dr. seen
4 D 1 yr., less thm 2 Y,S. 9 El Or. never seen 1
(3b)
g. What pm’t of the body is affected?
hr. (Eariiar you told me abmrt -- [conditional Did the dector or ssslstant
(Specify)
Show the following detail:




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..skulf. scmlp. fms
B*cMstinsl~~*ss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..uppsr. mlddls, laww
-— —-- ——— —-- ———----- —- —- —- —--- —— --
Ask 3b if “Yes” in 3a, otherwise transcribe condition name from
sick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . kft Or Hphf
item 1 without asking:
Ear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..innworoufor. hff.rlphf.arfmth
b. What did he or she call it?
EM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..lsff. tfghf. or bath
(Specify)
Ann . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ShOUk, ullp9r, SfbOW, IOw w wrhf; hft, rfeht, Ot both
I ❑ Color Blindness(Nc) 2 ❑ Cancer (3tI)
Hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . sntlm bmwl ar flrrf)ws anfy; fsff, ~ht, w both
3 ❑ Normal prqmncy,
}
4 ❑ Old age WC) m
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hip, u-, b, hWW, 0? Mkfo; Isft, d@tf, 0? both
normal delivew, (5) a ❑ Other f3c)
Foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -tits foot, ●rch, or trns anly; Wt. r@hf, w bath
vasactomy
-— ——— —-- — — --- — ----- — - — - — -—---—--— _—— —__ ——— ——__— —__ ——___—___— _ __ —__
c. What WOS the tXUSO of -- (condition in 3b)7 (Specify) ~ Except for eyes, esra, or internal organs, ask 3h if there are any of the
following entrias in 3b–f:
lnf9cG0n SO19 Sommss
—- ——-— —- ——-—-— —-- —--- —--- ——--— —— -
Mark box if accidant or injury.
h. What part of the (part of bodv in 3b–g) 1s affectsd by the [Infection
o ❑ Accident/injury (5)
d. Oid the (condition in 3b) raault from an accidant or injury?
som/aomnessl — the skin, muscle, bona, or some other part?
1❑ Yss i5) 20No (Specify)
-— —-- —-- ——---— —-- —--- ——--— ——--— —-
Ask 3e if the condition name in 3b includas any of the following words:
Ailnwnt






A8thmm cyst Growth Troubtm
Attsck
4. Is this [tumor/cyst/growth] malignsttt or benign?
Dsfscf Msaslsa Tumor
Ssd Ulcm 1 ❑ Malignant 2 ❑ Benign 900K
e. What kind of (condition in 3b) Is it?
- [
a.When was -- (condition in 3b/3f)
1
1 ❑ 2-wk. ref. pd.
(Specify) 5
first notfcad? 2 ❑ Over 2 weeks to 3 months
~—— —- ——-_— —-- —--- —--_ —--_ ——-_— —-_
_——___— ___ —__ ——__— —
3 ❑ Over 3 months to 1 year
Ask 3f only if allergy or stroke in 3b–a: b. Whan did –- (name of injury in 3b)? 4 ❑ Over 1 year to 5 years
f. How doss tha [allargyhtrokol NOW affect –-? (Spacify) = 6 ❑ Over 5 years
Ask probes as necessary:
(Was it on or sinca (first date of 2-week ref. period)
or waa it bsfors that data?)
(Waa it Iaas than 3 months or mom than 3 months %fo?)
For Stroke, fill remaindar of this condition page for the first present (Was it Iaas than 1 yaar or more that 1 yam ●go?)
effect. Enter in itam C2 end complete a saparate condition page for
aach additional present effect.
[Waa it Iaaa than 5 yaara or mora than 5 yaara ago?)









Month : Oate ~Year
1 1 t 1
HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. DV HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. 1
“JO ‘one 1❑ lwa 1❑ Yea 000 None 000 None Iclwa I ❑ yes ““UN
Number
2DWb 20 No — —
Number Number
2DWb 2D No —
Numb
.—----
LA hullI flA ID3 IINJ I CLLTRIH5 IcOND. LA‘1 –.-: ‘––––-––– I%A– ~D~iiN3.–IEL~TTHS IMII II
11! 111 111111
Refer m RD andC2.
n ‘,RO’I box ANO more than 1 conditionin C2 (6I
3a. During tha 2 weeks outlined in red on that calandar, did ––
fQnd@LLJ
. .
cmra* -- to cut down on the things —— usually does
•1 Yes ❑ No (K2)
--—- ____ _______ ______ _____ ______
b. During that pariod, how many daya did –– cut down for more
than half of tho day?
OOD None (K2J — Oays
r. During those 2 waaks, how many daya did –– stay in bad for
moro than half of the day bacause of this condition?
00a None — Oays
Ask if ‘“Wa/Wb” box marked in CI:
1. During thosa 2 waaka, how mwry days did -— miss more than
half of tho day from -– job or business because of this condition?
OOn None — Oays
Ask if age 5-17:
I. During thosa 2 weaka, how many daya did -– miss mora than
half of tho day from school because of this condition?
OOm None — Days
(Z I ~~on~,tlon~oa,”o~ h,,a-CLLTR,-inC 2asso.rc.fK4J
ondltlon has “CL LTR” in C2 as source [10)
About how many days since /lZ-month date) a yaar ago, has this
condition kapt -- in bed mort than half of the day? (Includa days
whilo ●n overnight patiarrt in a hospital.)
OOOu None — Oays
Wfs -- @var h~apitalizadfor __ (c~nditj~n /n Sb)?
1cl Yes 2DN0
1 —
[3 ::,,,, (12,,ss,ng extremity or organ (K4)
● . Doaa —— still have this oorsdition?
1❑ Yes (K4J ❑ No
---- ---- ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
b. la this condition complataly curad or is it undar control?
2nCured 8 ❑ Other (Specify) g
3 ❑ Under control IK4) (K4
---- ---- ---- ---- - ---- --
c. Ab~~t h;w-long did —— hava thh condition bnfora it waa c~;e~?
000a Less than 1 month OR —
{
1❑ Mo”:hs
Numbe, 2 ❑ Years-- —-- ----- ----- _____ _____ _____ ___
i. Waa this condition praaant at any tima during the past 12 months?
1clYes 2DN0
On Not m acctdenflm jury (NC)
:4 1❑ First accidentlln].ry for thns person / 14)
8U Other (13)
I RA I DVI INJ. I CLLTfOHS I COND.
I 11111
11111
. . ..-— — .——.
3. la this (condition in 3b/ the result of the same accid.snt you already
told ma about?
❑ Ye. (Record condiri.y. page number where _
acc,denr qtmst!om first completed.) _ (NC}
❑ No
Page No.
4. Whore did the accidant happan?
1❑ At home finsidehouse)
20 At home (adjacentpremises)
30 Street a“d highway (nd.dm roadway a“d publicsidewalk]
4D Farm
5D lndust,ial place tincludes premises)
6D School lincludns premises]
7Q Place of recreation and sports, except at school
8 ❑ Other (Specify) ~
Mark box if under 18. ❑ fJnder 18 (16)
5a. Was –– under 18 when tha accident happensd?
lo Ye3 (16) ❑ No
I
—-—- ————- -——— —___ —— — _________ ____
b. Was –– in the Armed Forces when tha accident happened?
20 Yes (16) ❑ No
-———— —___ ____ ____ _______ _________
c. Was –- at work at -- job or businass when the ●ccident happenad?
3❑ yes 4DN0
6a. Was a car, truck, bus, or other motor vehicla involved in the ●ccidont
in any way?
1❑ Yes 2DNo (17)———- ____ ____ _________ ____________
b. Was more than ona vehicle invoIvad?
1❑ Yes 20N0
-——— -—-— ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ___
c. Was Iithithar one] movinrr at the time?
F?a. At the time of the accident what part of the body was hurt?
-
l____________ --__l ________________
Ask if box 3, 4, or 5 marked in Q. 5:
b. What part of the body is affacted now?
● Enter part of body in same detail as for 3g.
“” If multiple present effects, enter in C2 each one that is not the
same as 3b or C2 and complete a separata condition page for it.
19
❑ Old M.
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1–-
1w What are the names of all parsons living or staying hare? Start with the name of the parson or 1. First name ‘-
ona of the persons who owns or ranta this home. Enter name in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Last name ax






c. I have listed (~. HavrI I missark Yes No REFERENCE PERSON
— ●ny babies or small childran? ❑ o
3. $tet;f binh
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
– ●ny lodgers, boarders, or persons you employ who live hero? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
/Date ~Year
— ●nyone who USUALLY lives hero but is now ●way from horn.
travclingor inahospltal? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ IZ
HOSP. WORK RD 2.WK. DV
–anyonealse staying here?.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
c1 000 None 000 Non*
Iowa 1❑ Yes
d. Do all of the parsons you have named usually live hare? ❑ Yes (2)
~ 2nWb 20 No —Number
❑ No [APPLY HOUSEHOLDMEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessefy: RULES.De/ete nonhousehold members
by an “’~ from 1-C2 and enter reason.)
C2
DOOS-- USUOlly live somewhere else? LA‘- ~R~ ‘1 ~V- iit.~. iC~LTRl i%~CtiN1111111
Aak for all persons beginning with co/umn 2:
!. Wftat is -— relationship to (reference person)? ——-- .—-. ._ —- __LA
1. Whatia --
IRA ; DV ~NJ. ICLLTRIHSICONC
date of birth? (Enter dete and age and mark sex.)
REFERENCE PERIODS _ ‘9









LA IRA ; DV IINJ. I CLLTR;HSICON[
_—_— —__ —. ——. - -- —---- —- ——— —- ——---—-- ——-— ——-—--— —- 11
1 1 1 1
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE
A2 ASKCONDITIONLISTS1,2,●nd3.
——--— --—- -——- __
1A IRA 1LTV IINJ. ; CLLTR; HS;CON[
Ill
1111 II
L. DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND PAGE
LI Refer to age.
11 ❑ Under 5 (NP)
❑ 5-17 (2)
a 18 and over (1J
1●.Did –- EVER serve on active duty In tha Armed ForcrJs of the United States? la. 1 ❑ Yes
2 ❑ No (2/
--------------------------------------------------- ___ _______ _______ __
b. Whan did -– serve?
{
Vietnam Era (Aug. ’64 to April ’75) . . . . . . . . VN b. 10VN 6❑ Pvt4
Korean War (June ‘50to Jan. ’55) . . . . . . . . . KW 2QKW
Mark box in descending order of priority.
8!30s
World War II (Sept. ’40 to July ’47) . . . . . . WWll
Thus, if person aervad in Viatnam and in Korea World Warl (April ‘17to Nov. ’18) . . . . . . . .WWI
30 WWN 9DDK
mark VN. Peat Vietnam (May ’75 to present) . . . . . . . . PVN
4 ❑ Wwl
_______ -_________________________-____:___.:::::::: Other Service (all other periods) .
c. Was —- EVER an ●ctivo mambar of a National Guard or military rssrrrvo unit?
——. .—--— —- ——--—--— —
c.
❑ Yes 2nN0f2) 70 DK(21
--------------------------------------------------- ___ ___________ _____
d. was ALL of -- activa duW SWVICa related to National Guard Or militaW raseme training? d.
lDYos 3DN0 9tlDK
21r. What is the highest grade or yam of regular school -- has ever attandad? 2a. 00❑ Nwnr amendedor
kindergarwm(NPJ
Elern 1234567e
Higtr 9 10 11 12
Collagwl 2 34 5 6+
___________________________________________________ ___ _____________ __
b. Did – - finish the (number in 2a) [grade/yaar]? b.
10Yos 2 ❑ No
Hand Cerd R. Ask firat alternative for first person; esk second alternative for otharpersons.
3* What ia &_nr:UoM of the group or groups which ropreaanta –– race?
~Whatfa 1 3a. 1234S:
Circle sII that apply
1– Aleut, Eskimo, or Americen Indian 4 – White
2 – Aaien or Pacific Islander
3 – Bleck





b. Which of Uroaagroups; that Is, (entries in 3s) would you say BEST rapresonta -- rata? 57
(Spec(fy)
___________________________________________________ ___ ______________ __
c. Mark observed race of respondent only. c.
low 2DB 300
Hand Card O. 4a. 1❑ YES
4a. Ara ●ny of thosa groups -- national origin or ●rrcmatry? (Whare did —— ●ncaators corn. from?) 2 ❑ No (NPJ
_--- _ -- __ - ________, _________________________________ __ -_--_--__———_ _—
b. Plaaaa giva ma tha numbar of tha group. b.




6 – Other Latin American
1234567
3 – Mexicen/Mexicano 7 – Other Spaniah
4 — Mexican Amarican
!Ml u,=. ,..4 .-h., ,,.4.M!,,-,.,-,,..-.-,, ,..,.-, Page40
m-. , n-, . r-l”,. -- n c-i,. . . .
UUla age Uula age u UI. age u“,. .“.
2 3
Ffmt namm First name
Last name Last name
Relationship Relationship Relationship
Date of birth Date of birth
I Date lYear
3. Date of birth Date of birth
I DateMonth Month 1Year Month I Date ~Year Month ; Date 1Year
! 1 1 ! 1 I 1 t
HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RD 2-wK. DV HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK. DV HOSP. WORK RO 2-WK. OV
1 Oou ‘0”” 1❑wa 1•1 Ye, 000 None 000 None low, , ❑ Ye, “’UN””’ c1 ““UN””’ low. 1•1 Yes ’00 ‘0’” ‘“UN””’ tnwa 1c Yes ‘n ‘0”’
Number
2nWb 2D No — —
Number Number
2DWb 20 No —
Number Number
2nWb 2D No
TGG - ‘Dwb 20 ‘0 Ti=6G
2 C2
-LA‘-”-- –---– –-– –-– ‘—- I~A– TD~iiN~,-l~LLTRIHS ICOfAD.
,1, ,
IRA IDV IINJ. IC LTRIHS ICONO, LA
.——. —
LA‘––l~A-TO~ iiNT. -ITLifFITHS *O–ND. LA
Ill
‘– TRX–IEVn~JT~CL–LTmmSlC3N=
111111 I 11111 Ill
‘ ‘*
_L~ - ~?i ‘,CW-IINJ: ~LTTn~ ~DNiX TA-– IXS- ToV lfJ2.-I ~tTRiFIT ~Ofiti ~––1 iiA- TOT ~~. q~ ~RF= L1– i~ ‘ImW ~~ nLl~IH3TCDfJD
111111 111111 I 11111 111111
~~ - ~~ ‘l~-llWJY vLmfi~ TCDNCC ‘CA–– IiUA– TDV IN2.-I ~tTRihS CA––I WA- ibV pm. ~~ LTRiFi~ L=– TFTA ‘ITW WK ~LI~[~TCO~
111111 11111! r!llt Ill (11
!
~~ – ~~ ‘IDW-IIUJ7 iCL~~~ TCOFl~ TA–– I%A- TDV TN?Z.-l SLRFTFIS LA
111!11
‘--ITiA- ‘ibV UNXTCICTRiffS iC6N0. L1– TR74’13W LW iCiLtilI13Tmm
Itllll 11111! Ill Ill
1
_iA ‘- iR~ ‘l~v-lliiJ7 ~L~7iiiiH% _iC~N~ rA–––– IRA ~~ TIN~.–l ~LfiR~Hs ~O_D. LA‘––1 ~A- ~D% iiN~. ~ CL~_7iH< ~O–ND. LA‘– ~fll ‘1 liv7 ~J~ ~C~L~ H—S~C%N~
Ill; ll I II
;11
1. 1
Ill II Ill I I ;1 I I Ill I I I
I
,1 ❑ Under 5 fNP) ❑ Under 5 (NP) 11 ❑ Under 5 (NP) ❑ Under 5 (NP)
❑ S-17(2) ❑ 5–17 (2) ❑ 5–17 (2) ❑ 5–17 (2)
❑ 1S andover (1) ❑ 18 and over (1) ❑ 18and over (1) ❑ 18 and over (1)
● . t ❑ Yes 1 ❑ Yes la. 1 ❑ Yes 1 ❑ Yes
2 ❑ No (2) 2 ❑ No (2) 2 ❑ No (2) 2 ❑ No (2)
——-------— —----— .——---— ——— — ————— - -—- ——-—-———— -———— ——
i
——————--———-—-——
10VN 6 ❑ PVN lDVN 5 ❑ PVN b. lDVN 5❑ PVN IDVN SD PVN
20KW Snos 20KW 8CIOS 2DKW SClos 20KW SClos
30 Wwll 9nof( 30 WWN 9CIDK 3 ❑ Wwll 9DDK 30 WWN 900K
4 •1 Wwl 4 ❑ Wwl 40 Wwl 40 Wwl
.- ——— - --- —— ----— .——---— ——— -————— - --- ——-—-———— ——————— ——-——— -————-———-
C.
❑ YES 2DNo(2) 7nDKf2) ❑ Yes 2DNo121 7DDK(2) c“ ❑ Yes 2DNo(2J 7DDK(2J ❑ Yes 2DNo(2) 7DOK(2)
--- —— --- --- —---— -—--—-———-———-———
i.
——— ——— ———---— —-—
la Yes 3DN0 9D OK lnYes 3DN0
‘d. – : ~;e; -3–D–N; ‘– ;~ ;K--
9CIDK 10 Y.3s 3DN0 9D DK
● .
000 Never offended or
2a.
000 Never attended or
kindergarten (NP) kindergarten (NP)
000 Never assended or
kindergafte” (NP)
00 ❑ Never attended or
kindergarten (NPJ
Elam: 12345678 Elwn:12345676 Elem: 12345678 Elem:1234567S
High 9 10 11 12 High 9 10 11 12 High: 9 10 11 12 High 9 10 11 12
Collago:l 2 3 4 5 6 + College:l 2 3 4 5 6 + CONegKl 23456+ CoNege:l 2 3 4 5 6 +
—--——— ———- -———- - -—--—-—— -—-——— -—— -—- -— ——---— —- —- —— -- . ——— —- ——— —--- —— --
b b.









(Specify) (sPe., f”) /spec;fk’) (SpeclfW
---- ---- ---— -—-— ---- ---- ---- -——- -
G. 12345Z
--—— ——-— —-—- —--—
1234
53
‘b. ‘;-–2––3--; -;;---- 12 S45Z
(Specify) (Specify) (specify) fSPecify)
-— -- ---- ---- ---- _____ _— --- .- —-- -- .- ---- --—- ---- —--- . —— -- —— -- —-—-—— —-
:. c.
10W 200 30D low 208 300 low 2nB 300 low 200 300
n, 1 ❑ Yes 1 ❑ Yes 4a. 1 •1 Yes
2 ❑ No fNP)
1 n Yes
2 ❑ NO(NP) 2 ❑ No (NP)
---- ---- —--- ---—
2nNolNP)
---- _— __ __-— ---- --— ---— —— -- --—- ---- —— -- --—- --—- —-—-
*. b.
1234567 1234567. 1234557 1234567
“ “,,. T ,,,.,..,,. ”, ,, , .YO, Page 41
93





~W HIS-1E“.1”.FM)12.1401 Page 42
B. What are the names of all persons living or staying here? Stint with the name of tha parson or 1.
First name Mid. init. Aga
one of the prmons who owns or rsnts this home. Enter name in REFERENCEPERSON column.
LOS*name
‘%M
>. What ● m the names of all otfwr persons living or stiying hors? Enter names in cokrmna.
n , 20




:.1 havo Iistad (read names). Have I missed: Yes ~ REFERENCE PERSON
-any babiss or small children? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑
3. ~~te~f birth, Oate
/Year
- any Iodgera, Lroardera, or paraona You ●mploy who Ihm ham? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
— anyone who USUALLY lives hero but is now away from homo HOSP.
traveling or In ● hospital? ❑ 0
WORK RO Z.WK. CW
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cl 000.... ,~wa ,~ ye* eemNona
- anyone else staying hero? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ 0
~um~er ZD Wb ZD NO Numbar
d. Do all of the psrsona you have named usually live here? ❑ Yes (2)
❑ No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members C2
by an ‘X” from 1-C2 and enter reaaon.) Tr––-–––-–--–-––.
D-s –- usually live somewhere ●lso?
IRA ~DV ;IMJ. ;CLLTR;HS; COIU
I
I I ( I I
Ask for all persona beginning with column 2:
What is –– relationship to (reference person)? ‘–– _iR~ ‘1 tiV– jit~. ~C~LT~l ~5~CiiM[LA
What 1s —– data of birth? (Enter dare and sge end mark sex.)
II
REFERENCE PERIODS ‘Y
‘-- TRX ‘I tiv- iiN3. il~LTiiI iIsTCtiNiLA
111111
2-WEEK PERIOD
_——--____ -- ——— ——_--. -- ———----- ——— —-- ——— ———---— ——
Al
12-MONTH DATE
-——— -__ —— ------
LA IRA / DV / INJ./ CLLTRJHS/CONl
——---——----—- --- ——--— ——— ———-— ——— ———-— ——— ——-— —— --
1 I ( 1 I 1
13-MONTH HOSPITAL DATE
tk2ASKcDNDmoNf.lsls1,2,and3.
‘– ~R~ -16V– pi. p~LT~~ ilap-NcLA
II
II 1!11
L. DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND PAGE, Continued
on Under 18 (t./P)
LZ Refer to “Age’’and “Wa/Wb’’boxes in Cl.
1❑ We tix marked (6a)
12 2D Wb box marked (5.1
30 Naicharbox marked (5bJ
5a.&Ergar you said that –– haa a job or businaaa but did not work last week or the waak bafors. 6a.
-- looking for work or on layoff from a job during those 2 waaks? 1•l Yes (5c) 2 ❑ No (6b)
-------------------------------------------------- -——
b. Earllar you said that -- didn’t hmva a Job or business Iaat waak or tho waak bafora.
------—— —----——
b.
Was –– looking for work or on layoff from a job during thosa 2 waaka? 1•1 Yes 2 ❑ No (NP)
-------------------------------------------------- -,—-
c. Which, looking for work or on layoff from a job?
----————-——————
c. 1❑ Looking (6cJ 3 ❑ Seth klb)
20 Layoff (6bJ
6a. Eafller you said that –– workad Iaat week or tha week bafore. Ask 6b.
__________________________ ~_ ——— ——— —____ ——— —— ------ ---




and____________ __ —_ ——— —----- ___ ——— ——-— — — _____________ ❑ AF (6.)
c. For whom did -- wofff at -- last full-tima job or businassIasthrg2 consacutivswaaks or mom?
c.
Entername of company, business, organization, orotheremployer, orm6rk “NEV”or “AF’’boxinperson’s column.
__________________________________________________ -.——
d. What kind of business orlnduatry is this? For example, TV and radio manufacturing,
———- ---- ————- --
d. Industw
retail shoe store, State Labor Department, farm.
———----———- ------ —-——— —--- ~--—— .- ——— ——— ———-— ——— ——— ——
If “AF” in 6b/c, mark “AF box in person’a column wkhout asking. -a-. OFc;pFtiFn– -------- ‘–
a. What kind of work was —— doing? For example, electrical engineer, stock clerk, typist, farmer.
❑ AF (NP)
—---—-——- ---—---—-.———- --—-—. —————————----————————-
f. What ware —— most important activities or dutias at that job? For example, typea, – ~. D;O_&-––––--––––––
keeps account books, files, sells cars, operates printing press, finishes concrete.
——— ——---— —— ----- ------ ------- ——— ———--------— ——— —-- -——
Complete from entries in 6b–f. /f not claar, ask:
———--— ——---— —-—
Classof worker
g. Was –– 9.
An ,mdoy- of ● PRIVATE company, bushmss or Solf+mp!oyd In OWN LWSIIWU, Swofosdonal
10 P 501
Indlvfdual for WS08S, salary, w commission . . . . . . . . . P pracfkm, 0? f8rm? 2D F enSE
AFEOERALaovommrnt smdOv-7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F Ask: is tlm bus!nns incorporatwi? 30 s 7CIWP
ASTATEgovunmuIt mmdoYu? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S :.s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 4D L anNEV
ALOCALcfovunmmt cmdoyoo? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SE
Wwklng WITHOUT PAY in family busfnaas
or from? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..WP
- NEVER WORKEO or mvw worftad af ● fulf-tfnm
































0 ❑ Under 18 hVP)
1❑ Wa box marked (c%)
2 ❑ Wb box marked (5.?)
3 ❑ NeNherbox marked (5b)
1 •1Yesk%) 2 ❑ NO f6b)
-------- _______ .
1 ❑ Yea 2 ❑ No (iVP)
--- ——__________ -





















Month / Date ~Year
0 ❑ Under 16 fNP)
I ❑ Wa box marked (6a)
2 ❑ Wb box marked (5a)
3 ❑ Neither box marked (5b)
1❑ Yes (5C) 20 No f6bJ
-———— __________
1 ❑ Yes 2D No (NPJ
-————__________
1❑ Looking (6c) 3 ❑ Both (fib)
























H03P. WORK RO 2-WK. [
21
000 None
low. , ❑ yes ‘“n ‘“




1 ❑ Yesf5cJ 2 ❑ No f6b)
——— —— __ _______ __
i.
1❑ Yes 2 ❑ No (NP)
1~.Fm~l&7------------ ❑ NEV (69,md ❑ AF (6.3):.
i
















1 ❑ Yes (6c) 2 ❑ No f6b)
———— -— ____ ____ __

















#NISI IE”,lu,,w,l ,2.,.30) Page 43
95
❑ Old ●ge
A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
n. What ●a th- namas of all parsons living or staying here? Start with the name of the pcreon or 1. Firstmrne
one of the persons who owns or rents this home. Enter name ;n REFERENCEPERSON column.
last name
b.What ●rc the names of all other parsons fiving m staying hem? Enter names in columns. if ‘,hs, 88.wtor





B. I h=ve listed (read names). Have I missed Y$ f&o REFERENCE PERSON
– any babies or small children? 3. ~iat;f blnh. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~Data /Year
- any Iodgws, boarders, or persona you employ who Me hare? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
- ●nyorw who USUALLYliveshsra but is now away from home
travalingor inahospitel? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
HOSP. wORK RD Z-WK. OV
-anyone oketaying hare? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
cl 00a None
low. 10 Yes ““n ‘0”’
d. Do ●li of the parsons you have named usually live here? ❑ Yes (2)
~ 2D Wb 20 No —Number
•l No (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if necessary: RULES. De/ata nonhousehold members C2
by an ‘W from 1 -C2 and enter reason.) Ir – ~Rr –1 ~v- ~N3,icti,T, ~~TcrN5
Does -- usually iive Eomewhere 018s? 111111
Ask for all persons beginning with column 2:
What is –– relationship to (reference person)? ‘-– TE ‘~ ~V– ~N~. ~C~LTifl~S~C~NtiLA
What la -- dats of birth? (Ente[date and age and mark sex.)
II
I ! ! 1
REFERENCE PERIODS
.








LA IRA ; OV ;INJ.; CLLTR; HS; COWJ
—---- ——— —--- -- ———----- —- ——— ——— ——-—--— ——— —— —-—--—
1 1 1 1 t 1
13-MONTH HOSPITAL OATE
——— —— — --------—
h2 ASKCONDITIONLISTS1,2,and3.
LA IRA I DV IINJ. I CLLTRIHSICOND
11111
Ill Ill
L.DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND PAGE, Continued
Mark box if under 14. If “MarrieY rafer to household composition and mark accordingly.
7. 0 ❑ Under 14
r. IS –– now married, widowed, divorced, EOpOratOd, or has –– never bsan married?
I ❑ Married - SWUM In HH




a ❑ Nevar married
1s. Was tht total combined FAMILY incoms during tha past 12 months - that is, yours, Ireadnames,
.
Armed Forces members Iivina at homa) mora or less than $20,000? Include monay from jobs, socld%w’ity,
ud ng 8a. f ❑ $20,000 or more (Hand Card 1)
retkemwrt income, unemployment paymente, publlc ●ssistance, ●nd so forth. Also include income from 2 ❑ Lezs than $20,000 (Hand Card J)
intwast, dividmrfs, net income from business, farm, or rent, ●nd any other money incomo racaived.
Read if necassary: Incoms is important in ●nalyzing the health information we collect. For ●xampla, this
Informatfmr halps us to laarn whether persons in one income group use certain types of medical care
swsices or haw cmtehr conditions mom or loss often than those in anothar group.
-------------------------------------------------- _— ———---—————---—-
Readparenthatical phrase if Armed Forces member living at home or if necessary. b. 00UA :::: ZOO(J
OICIB 21CIV
b. Of those income groups, which letter best represents the totai combined FAMILY income
during tha past 12 months (that is, yours, (read names, including Armed Forces members
02CJC 120M 22CIW
living at home))? Includa wagas, salaries, and otheritamswajust talkad about. 030D 130N 23DX
040E 1400 24DY
Read if necessary: Income is important in analyzing the hsaith information wa collect. For oxampla,
this information hedps us to loam whether persons in one income group use certcin types of
05DF 161JP 26nz





Ra. 0 ❑ Under 17
●. Mark first appropriate box.
I ❑ present for SNquestions
R
2 •l Prcsmt for some questiom
3 ❑ Not premnt
——---— ——— ———---— -— ——— ——--— ——— —------ ——— ——— ——--— — ——- -— ——— — — -—-------
b. Enter person number of respondent. b.
Person n.mbar[s) of rasp.andent(sl
13
L3 Enterparaon numbarof firatparent listed ormarkbox. Person numbar of parent
00 ❑ NDne In household
L4
L4 Enterperson number of spouse or mark box. Person number of qmuse
m ❑ Nom in household
a. la -- cutrently a member of GHA? a. 1 ❑ Yes (NP} 2uf40 (b)
3HA --------------- --------------- --------------- -- “--------------- -
b. At anytime since October 1988, haa -- beens member of GHA? b. 1 u Yes 2DN0






1 ❑ Marrbd - spouse In HH




6 ❑ Novw married
0 ❑ Under 17
1 ❑ F?emnt for all questions
2 •l Pr9sent for some questions
3 ❑ Not present
-- ——— — __________
Person number(s) of mspondentls)
Parson number of parant
m ❑ None in household
Pmon number of 8wuse
10❑ None 1“ household
..:~
1❑ Ye$ (f/P) 2 ❑ No (0)
---- ---- ---- ---




Month ~Date / Year
=
.-- ——— —— —— —.. .
.A IRA IDV IINJ. , CLLTRIHS ICOI
~




0 ❑ Under 14
3 ❑ Married - spouse In HH




8 ❑ Never marrhd
. . . ..”..---- --- ””.”,. -+,
O ❑ Under 17
1 ❑ present for all questions
2 ❑ Present for some questions
3 ❑ Not present
Person numb+r(s) of resp-a”de”t(s)
Parson number of parent
0 ❑ None In household
Person number Df sfmuse
0 ❑ No”a 1“ household
~,.
--— -————--- -— _




























.lonth \ Dam lYear
.——
I m- TDVTwJ. 7 CLLTmns- pa
-
0 ❑ Under 14
1 ❑ Married – 8POUS0 In HH




6 ❑ Never married
-- .,..”.-. ------ ---
OOUnder 17
1 •l Present for all questions
2 ❑ Present for some questions
3 ❑ Not present
.——_— — __________
Person numbar(s) of respondent(s)
Pmson numbar of parent
DO❑ None in household
P0r30n numfmr of spouse
DO❑ None [n household
❑ Yes (NP) 2Df40fb)





Month ~Date / Ye3r
HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. OV
000 Nom
113wa InYes ‘“n ‘O”s
= 2nWb 20N0 —Number
0 ❑ Under 14
3 ❑ Married — spouse in HH




6 ❑ Never rnmrkd
.“” ””.”.- ----- -----
0 ❑ Under 17
1 •l Present for all questkms
2 •l present for some qwstions
3 ❑ Not present
——— —— — _________
Person number(s) of respondent(s)
Person “umber of parent
W ❑ None i“ household
Pw30n number of swuse
00 ❑ None 1“ household
1 Q Yes (NP) 213 f40 (b)
—— —--— —--- ----





A. HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION PAGE 1
Ia. What am the names of ●ll parsons living or staying hwro? Start with the name of the parson or 1. First name
one of the paraona who owns or rents this homa. Errtername in REFERENCE PERSON column.
Lastname
b. What ●re the rmmas of ●ll other persons living or staying hwm? Enter namea in columns. If .,yw,., anmr
m ;, ~ r’n’
;bt.1
names in columns
c. I have Iistwd (raad rranres). Have I missed
2. Relationship
Yea No REFERENCE PERaON
- ●ny babias or small childran? 3. $$t&f birth, ~ate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
– any lodsars, boardara, or parsons you employ who ihm frwa?
~Year
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : B
— ●nyone who USUALLY Iiv@s hem but is now away from home
Wwolingorhrahospital?.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
HOSP. wORK RO Z-WK. DV
—anyonoalse atayinghore?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑ cl 000N... Inw. 10 Yes ‘“UN”””
d. Do all of tha paraons you have namad usually live hare? El Yes (2)
~ 2D Wb 2D No —Number
❑ NO (APPLY HOUSEHOLD MEMBERSHIP
Probe if nacessafy: RULES. Delete nonhousehold members C2
by an %“ from 7- C2 and anter reason.) ~r _____________
DOC* -— IIS”ally Ii”a somewhora ~lsc? IRA 10V ~lNJ.; CLLTR; Ha; C~N&
Ask for all persona beginning with column 2:
What ia –- relationship to (rafereoce person)? :-
L~-— —–—----–-”––IRA ;DV ;lNJ.lcL L7fltiislc6W





--__ ----- __-- ——--_______ —— — _____________________
Al
12-MONTHDATE --———- -------——.
-- ———----— —-- .--- ——--__— ——— —____ — _______________ LA IRA ~DV ~INJ. / CLL7R; HS; COND.






L. DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND PAGE, Continued 1
.
L5 Refer to aga. Complete a aaparata column for each nondaletedperson aged 18 andover. L5 PERSON NUMBER
&
Raad to raapondent(a): In order to datermirm how heaith practices ●nd conditions ■a
ralatad to how long paople iivo, wo would Ilka to rafor to ●tatiaticcl
rocorda mahrtalrrad by the National Contar for Health Statiwtioa.
Oateof birth &
L6 Enter date of birth from question 3 on Household Composition page.
‘6 ~
la. In what Stata or country was -– born?
~
Sa. 99 ❑ OK WP)
Print the full name of the State or mark the appropriate box if the
atm
person waa not born [n the Urdted Stataa. 01 ❑ Puerlo Rico 05 ❑ Cuba
02 •l Virgin Islands 06 ❑ Mexico
03 ❑ Guam 98 HAII othar
04 n Canada
countrias
--- —---- —----- —---- ——--—-— ---- ——----— —-------- --- .—---— — — ----------
● ❑ ,oym,,,,,~
If born in U. S., aak 9b; if born in foreign country, aak 9c. 1 ❑ l.OsJthan 1 y,.
b. Altogether, how many yaars has –- Iivad In (State of prasant raa;denca)? b. 2 •l 1 yr., Ieasthm S 5 ❑ lsyrs. arrmm
3 ❑ 5yrs.,leasthan 10 e ❑ DK
-—---- ——--— ——----— —-- ———. --- ——— ——____________— ___ .__ — ______________
c. Altogathor, how many years has -— Iiwad in the Unitsd Stctaa? , ❑ ,o,r,,,,,’~
1 n Lessrlmn 1 yr.
c. 2 •l 1 W, lessthan 5 5 ❑ l15yrs.Ormae
3 ❑ Syrs., Iesathm 10 e ❑ DK
M Hl$l (EVA*) (2.!.W %-
98
❑ Old age ❑ Old age ❑ Old age ❑ Old age
2 3
1. First name First name
Lmt nama Last name
2. Relationship Relationship 2. Re18tionshlp Relatlon.sh,p
3. Oate of birth






I OateMonth , IYear
1 1 ! I 1 I ! I
HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RO Z-WK. OV HOSP. WORK RD Z-WK. DV HOSP. WDRK RD 2-WK. DV
:1 Oou ‘one Iowa 1❑ yes 000 Nom 000 None low. , ❑ ye, ““o f’J””’ cl ““UN””’ ,Owa , I-J y., ““D N“”e‘“n None,rJwa ,ig ye, Oofl None
Number
2aWb 2D No — —
Number Number
2nWb 20 No —
Number Number
2DWb 2i3 No —









IRA ,DV IINJ, ,CLLTR,HS ,COND, L~–––––––––––– —––IRA , DV, lNJ ,CLLTR, HS ,COND
I 11111 Ill Ill
7X - ~K ‘,DY,IFTJ? ~L~~HS ~L!flLT _CA–– ,7A- ~D7 ~tJ3.-, ?LCFfFK ~OF4LI CA––, ~A– PV ~. fiti ~fl~~ L3– im ‘13VI iTJx ~L~mlm~CO~
111111 111111 I 11111 Ill Ill
I
_f.?i - ~ ‘IDTIIWJ7 ~LTT~WS XO?4 TX–– ,7A– 7DV ~fJ3.-, CLLlR~5 CA–-l m- mv mm fin qhr L% – ~K4 ‘,3T, INK ic~~~~~~~
11111 111111 Ill I Ill Ill
1 1 I 1
\




Lo–––––––––––––– -I RA IDVI INJ ICLLTRIHS ICON
111111
Oate of birth
09 ❑ DK (NP)
State
01 ❑ Puerto Rico 05 ❑ Cuba
02 ❑ Virgin Islands 00 ❑ Mexico
03 ❑ Guam 98 ❑ AN other




1 ❑ Lets than 1 yr. 4 ❑ lOyrs.,lessthrm 16 ~
2 ❑ 1 yr,, less thrm 6 5 ❑ 16 yrs. or more “
3 ❑ S yrs., Ias$ than 10 9 ❑ iDK-—- ——— — __________, ___ _
7
15
1 ❑ Less than 1 yr. 4 ❑ 10 VW., less than 15 C.
2 ❑ 1 yr., 18ssthtm 6 5 ❑ 16 y,s. Or morn




Owe of birth @
I Month I Date IYear I
99 ❑ DK (NP) w
State
01 ❑ PuertoRico 05 ❑ Cuba
02 ❑ VlrQin Islmds 09 ❑ Mexico
03 ❑ Guam 99 ❑ AII other
04 ❑ Canada countries
—— — ______________ ~__.
1 ❑ Less than 1 yr.
2 ❑ 1 yr., Iessthm 5
3 ❑ 5 yrs., less than 10.-- —— —______
1 ❑ Less than 1 y,.
2 •l 1 w., less than 5
3 ❑ 5 ws., less than 10
● ❑ ✌✎✌✌✌✌ ,,*,L
5 ❑ 15 yrs. or mwe
9DOK
“jj-;,:,-,~













Date of birth 6-1!
Month Date Year
I I I J
99 ❑ OK (NP) @
state
01 ❑ Puerto mm 05 ❑ Cuba
02 ❑ Virgin Islmds 06 ❑ Mexico
03 ❑ Guam 99 ❑ AII other
04 ❑ Canada countries
-- ———_______________
~❑,oyr,,,,e,,+
1 El !_ess than 1 yr.
2 ❑ 1 yr., Iassthm 5 5D15yr2. OrmOfa
3 ❑ 5 yrs., less than 10 9CIDK-— ——___— —____ —— _____
~❑loyr,,,,,,**
1 ❑ Less than 1 yr.
2 ❑ 1 v., less than 5 5 ❑ 15 yrs. 0, mom




SUGGESTED SCRIPT TO INTRODUCE PERMISSION FORMS: As i mentioned earlier, GHA is working with Westat on this study. As part of the data collection, we would liketo
obtain some additional information from your medical records at GHA. One of the purposes of this study is to see how certain national healthstatisticswould be different if they were
made from medical records rather than from interviewing people in households. To do this, we need your written permission. I remind you that any informationthat would identify
you or members of your family willbe destroyed after the data collection.
Hand permission form to respondent. If additional GHA members in household, fill out permission forms for them, and arrange to have them signed as well.
PFI Enter status of permission PF1
form for each person
PERSON 1
0 ❑ Not Required
1 H Signed




PERSON 2 PERSON 3
I I
O ❑ Not Required I OH Not Required I
1 ❑ Signed I 1 ❑ Signed I PF1
2 ❑ Not Obtained; 2 ❑ Not Obtained;
Left at Household Left at Household
3 I_J Refused 3 ❑ Refused
4 ❑ Other 4 I_J Other
PERSON 4
0 ❑ Not Required
1 ❑ Signed
2 I_J Not Obtained;
Left at Household
3 ❑ Refused
4 ❑ Other T
PERSON 5
0 ❑ Not Required
1 ❑ Signed








HEALTH INTERVIEW EVALUATION SURVEY
MEDICAL RECORD CODING GUIDELINES
General Codin~ Rules
Medical coding for the GHA medical records will utilize the Ninth Revision of the
International Classification of Diseases and the Modifications and Special Instructions used for
the Health Interview Survey in conjunction with guidelines provided by NCHS.
GHA medical records to be coded have been copied in their entirety from October
1988 through the interview date. These records include GHA clinic visits, telephone encounters,
referrals to GHA and non-GHA specialists, pathology reports, special procedure reports and
hospitalization records.
A Medical Record Coding Face Sheet (Exhibit 1) has been prepared for each
respondent reporting a medical condition and is attached to the medical record. Before coding the
record, veri& that the name and ID numbers on the face sheet match those on the medical record.
Coding of the record will be done in red pencil on the Medical Record Coding Sheet
(Exhibit 2). Enter the batch number from the batch sheet. Enter the Westat ID number, medical
record number and the GI-IA subscriber + family number as they appear on the Medical Record
Coding Face Sheet.
One encounter section of the form should be completed for each GHA and non-GHA
encounter prior to the interview date, including hospital stays.
Alternate Codin~ Method
This refers to coding encounters within the two-month reference period only, i.e., two




HEALTH INTERVIEW EVALUATION SURVEY
MEDICAL RECORD CODING FACE SHEET
March 7, 1991
Patient Name: J-= Doe
Westat ID+Column Medical record # Subscriber+Fami Iy
430265-01 694723 864250–10
Date of Interview: 06/12/90
2-mnth reference period: 04/13/90
19-nor\th reference period: 11/14/88
Number of pages in the nedical record: ----------
Inventory of attached coding sheets:





HEALTH INTERVIEW EVALUATION SURVEY
BATCH I I I I MEDICAL RECORD CODING SHEET———
WESTAT ID MEDICAL RECORD # SUBSCRIBER + FAMILY
l_l_l_l_l_l_l-l_ l_l l_l_l_l_l_l_l l_l_l_l_l_l_l-l_ l_l
TOTALENCOUNTERS I I I I——— EACH ENCOUNTER CODED l_l
ENCOUNTER I I I I REASON l_l——— FORM TYPE I I I ~ l_l——
ENCOUNTER/ADM DATE l_l_l-l_l_l-19! _!_i HOSPITAL DISCH DAT12 I I l-l I I-191 I I——— —— _
PROVIDER ID NO:l. llll121jl 113.11111.—— — ———— ————
NO. DX: I I I I’m—— DIAGNOSIS CODE
l_l_l_l_l_l_l I I I l_i_l_i_l_l_l_l_ l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_ l_l_l l_l_l_l.l_l l_l
l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_ l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_ l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_ l_l_l_l_l l_l_I_l.l_l l_l
l_l_l I I l_l_l_l i I I l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l I I l_l_l_l_l_l_l l_l_l_l.l_l l_l
l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l l_l_l_l.l_l l_l
l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_I_l_l_l_l_i_l_l_l_l_l_l_l I I l_I_l l_l_l_l.l_l l_l
ENCOUNTER I 1 1 I REASON l_l——— FORMTYPE [ I I H& l_i——
ENCOUNTER/ADMDATl% I I l-l I 1-191 I I HOSPITALDISCHDATE l_l_l-!_l_l-191_t_l——— —— —
PROVIDERIDNO:l. 11[112 111113.11111———— ——— — ————
NO.D)C I I I I-IX—— DIAGNOSIS CODE
l_l_l_l I I l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l I I I I I I l_l_l_l_l_l l_l_l_l.l_l l_l
I I I l_l_l_l I I l_l_l_l_l_l_l I I I I I I I l_l_l_l_l_l l_l_l_l.l_l l_l
l_l_l I I I l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l I I l_l_l_l_l_l_l l_l_l_l.l_l l_l
l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l I I l_l_l_l_l_l l_l_l_l.l_l l_l
I II II I I I I I I I I I II I II I I I I I I I I I I l_l_l_l.l_l l_l—-—— ———— ———— ———— ———_ ____ ————
ENCOUNTER I I I I REASON l_l——— FORMTYP13 I I I H.& l_l——
ENCOUNTER/ADMDAT13 I I l-l I [491 i I HOSPITALDISCHDAT)Z I I l-l I I-191 I I—-- —— — ——— —— —
PROVTDERIDNO1. 111112 111113.11111-——— ———— ————
NO.DXI I I DIAGNOSIS—— CODE Hx
I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l.l_l l_l-——— ———— ———— ———— ———— ———— ————
I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l_l_l_l.l_l l_l-——— --—— ——-_ ____ ____ ———— ____
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l_l_I_l.l_l l_l- — — — —— - — - - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ —— ._ _
l_l_l_l_l_l I I l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_ l_l_l_l_l_l I I I I l_l_l l_l_l_l.l_l l_l
1 I I l_l_l_l_l I I I I l_l_l_l_l_l_i_l_l I I I I I l_i_l I I i l.l_l l_l
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For this method, an encounter section of the coding sheet would be completed for
each encounter within the two-month period preceding the interview date. If there are no
encounters during the two-month reference period, the most recent encounter prior to the
interview date would be coded.
Any “Health Assessment” or “Initial HA New to MD” on the Adult Medicine form
(Exhibit 3) would be coded regardless of date.
All hospital stays, or possible hospital stays, occurring within the 19-month period
preceding the date of interview would be coded.
The entire medical record would be reviewed for additional diagnoses or conditions
not recorded on the above encounters. These diagnoses would be entered on a supplemental form
and coded according to NHIS rules.
Codhw Specifications
The first two items on the Medical Record Coding Sheet appear in the first section
only and serve as a summary.
■ TOTAL ENCOUNTERS -- When the medical record has been coded, enter
the total number of encounter sections completed. Zero fill lead box(es) if
number is less than three digits. The purpose of this item is to provide an edit
check.
■ EACH ENCOUNTER CODED -- Enter “O” (No) if the Alternate Coding
Method is used. Enter “l” (Yes) if each encounter prior to the interview date is
coded.
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This is a serial number identiiJing the specific encounter. The first section will be
001, the second 002, etc. The number from the last encounter section will be entered in TOTAL
ENCOUNTERS when the medical record is completed.
Reason
This refers to the specific reason for coding the encounter.
Encounter within two months of interview date. Alternate method
If the alternate method of coding is used, enter “l” for each encounter,
excluding hospital stays, occurring within the two-month reference period.
Reference dates are on the Medical Record Coding Face Sheet.
Most recent encounter if none within the two-month reference period.
Alternate method.
If the alternate method of coding is used and there are no encounters within
the two-month reference period, excluding hospital stays, enter “2” for the
encounter with the most recent date. For example, if. the interview date is
06/07/90, the two-month reference period is 04/08/90 and there are Adult
Medicine encounters dated 06/15/90 and 02/21/90, the visit of 02/21/90 would
be entered,
Health Assessment.
It is important to identify all Health Assessments found on the Adult Medicine
form only. This might be identified by “HA” in the Prob. Title/Dx and/or
checked under Procedures and Services as “Initial HA new to MD” or as
“Health Assessment.” Health Assessments of other specialties are w included
in this code, e.g., OB/GYN HA.
Enter “3”if the record indicates it is an Adult Medicine HA.
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Hospital stay within 19 months of interview date.
Hospital stay is defined as an overnight stay in a hospital. This must be
documented by a discharge summary or other hospital records. If the only
reference to a hospital stay is found on the Hosp. Adm/ER/In and Out Surgery
form or other GHA encounter forms, code the GHA form only, w a hospital
stay.
Enter “4”if an overnight hospital stay is present.
Possible overnight hospital stay within 19 months of interview date.
This code should only be used if there is documentation of a hospital stay but
no discharge date is available and the Hosp. Adm/ER/In and Out Surgery
form does not confirm an overnight stay.
Enter “5”if a possible overnight hospital stay is present.
No eligible encounter form.
Enter “6” if there are no eligible encounter forms in the record, i.e., prior to the
interview date, stop coding and enter “001” in “Total Encounter” boxes.
Other. Each encounter coded.
This code will identi@ encounters, excluding Health Assessments, hospital stays
and possible hospital stays, when the alternate coding method is DOJused.
Enter “7” for all other encounters prior to the interview date ignoring the two-
month reference period.
Form be
ADULT MEDICINE ............................................................................................................ 01
A.DVICE/PRESCRIPTION ............................................................................................... 02
&LERGY/IMMuNoLoGY ...........................................................................................o3
ANTICOAGULATION THERAPY ................................................................................. 04
CONSULTATION/REFERRAL GHA (IN-HOUSE) ................................................. 05
CONTACT LENS FORM ...................................................................................................O6
CONTINUING CA~ .........................................................................................................O7
DERMATOLOGY ............................................................................................................... 08
EAR, NOSE AND ~ROAT .............................................................................................09
EYE CARE ............................................................................................................................ 10
HOSPITAL ADM/ER/IN AND OUT SURGERY ...................................................... 11














SURGICAL POSTING PATIENT PROFILE ................................................................ 25
TELE ENCOUNTER/ADVICE/RX REFILL - E~ .................................................26
UROLOGY ............................................................................................................................27
OTHER NON-GHA .............................................................................................................28
This item refers to the GHA form in the medical record documenting the reason for
the visit/encounter. Forms are labeled on the side or at the top. Typed GHA clinical notes should
be matched by date to the appropriate form for coding purposes. Clinical notes are not entered as
a separate encounter. Enter the correct code from the above list. Zero fill the lead box if needed.
Reports from outside specialists should be coded “other non-GHA,” “28.” If other GHA forms not
listed here are encountered, complete a problem sheet so the next available number can be
assigned.
Forms to be excluded are laboratory/pathology reports, consent forms, return-to-
work forms, and encounter forms marked “NS” (no show).
Health Assessment (FLQ
This item is important if the alternate coding method is used and serves to identify a
Health Assessment when it is an encounter within the two-month reference period or is the most
recent encounter prior to the two-month reference period. This item must be completed for all
encounters regardless of the coding method used.
Enter “O”(No) if the encounter is ~ a Health Assessment.
Enter “l” (Yes) if the encounter is a Health Assessment.
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Encounter/Admission Date
Enter the month, day and year of the date of the encounter or hospital admission.
This date cannot be later than the interview date. If the alternate method is used, this date must
be within the two-month reference period unless it is a Health Assessment, a hospital stay or most
recent encounter if none within the two-month reference period. For dates which are missing or
illegible, assume the records are in chronologic order and use the preeeding and subsequent forms
in an effort to establish a date. If this is not sueeessful, enter “99”for the missing parts of the date.
Fill the leading box with a zero as needed.
Ho!mital Discharge Date
This item is completed when records of an overnight hospital stay are available.
Enter “99”for missing parts of the date. Zero fill the leading box as needed. If the encounter is
not a hospital stay, leave the item blank.
Provider ID Number
Enter the provider ID numbers in the order of appearance on the GHA form. For
example, if Providers 1 and 2 are blank on the form and 3 is 775, enter 0775 in the third set of
coding boxes. The first two sets of coding boxes will be blank. Zero fill lead boxes as needed. If
there is no Provider number on the GHA form, enter “9999” in the first set of boxes. For non-
GHA encounters, leave the boxes blank.
Diagnosis
The diagnosis will usually be found on the GHA encounter form in the Prob. Title/Dx
section. However, it will be necessary to skim the clinical notes for clarification of a diagnosis or to
capture additional diagnoses, entering the primary reason(s) for the visit first. Enter the
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diagnostic verbiage in the boxes using only one line for each diagnosis to be coded. Use
abbreviations to conserve space and time. For operations occurring within one year of the
interview date, a diagnosis or condition should be entered.
For hospitalizations, the diagnoses should be on the discharge summary. The
contents of the summary should be reviewed for additional diagnoses.
Some encounters will not have a diagnosis or condition mentioned. Refer to the
section on Code for recording a diagnosis for these encounters.
Code
Select the appropriate code for the diagnosis by consulting the special instructions
used for the Health Interview Survey as well as Vol. 1 and 2 of the Ninth Revision of ICD. Enter
the four-digit code in the boxes provided. For diagnoses not requiring a fourth digit, enter”+” in
the last box. There should be no blank boxes.
Some encounters will not have a diagnosis, e.g., routine examination on a healthy
person or a telephone call requesting a prescription refill. For these encounters, use one of the
following codes:
NCO.1 = General checkup or examination
NCO.2 = Tests only
NCO.3 = Immunization only
NCO.4 = Other (specify the reason)
Enter the verbiage in the diagnosis boxes.
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Problem Sheets
The medical coder should complete a Problem Sheet (Exhibit 4) when there is a
question regarding the medical record forms or diagnostic codes.
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Historv Oh)
The intent of this item is to capture significant medical conditions which were present
at some time in the past but have been treated and may not be present at the time of the current
encounter, e.g., a respondent has a history of prostatectomy due to cancer of the prostate. HIS
rules do not permit the use of history, “V,”codes so the diagnostic code will be flagged to indicate a
“histo~ of’ condition. For operations more than one year prior to the interview date and the
cause is stated, enter the diagnosis, code and indicate this is a history of the condition.
o = No. Enter “O”if the diagnosis is still present or is an operation within one year
of the interview date.
1 = Yes. Enter “l” if the diagnosis is stated as a history of the condition and is no
longer present.
Record Overflow
If more than one coding sheet is required, continue coding on as many sheets as
necessary. For continuation sheets, remember to complete the Batch, Westat ID, Medical Record
and Subscriber + Family numbers. Enter”++ +” in the boxes for Total Encounters and” i-” in the
box for Each Encounter Coded.
For encounters having more than five diagnoses, enter the overflow in the next
encounter secton. The total number of diagnoses is entered in the original section. It is not
necessary to repeat any of the encounter identification information. Draw a line through the blank
boxes from “ENCOUNTER” through “NO. DX.”
Overflow diagnoses for the Alternate Coding Method will be entered on a
supplemental coding form.
When the entire medical record has been coded, visually edit your work, making sure
encounter numbers are sequenced correctly and all boxes requiring an entry have been completed.
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It was decided to exclude conditions on the medical
record for which the “History” indicator was flagged,
except those conditions on the “Ever” list (condition list
2). On this list are: Hardening of the arteries or arterio-
sclerosis; congenital heart disease; coronary heart disease;
hypertension/high blood pressure; angina pectoris; myocar-
dial infarction; and any other heart attack, That is, for
these conditions on the medical record, those for which a





274.8 Gout with other manifestations
710.2 Sjogrens Disease
717.7 Chondromalacia, knee
720.9 Unspecified inflammatory spondylopathy
720.2 Sac~oiliitis, not elsewhere classified-









This category was not considered because of the low
incidence (N = 1).
Dermatitis
Add:
039.0 Actinomycotic infections, cutaneous
110.4 Dermatophytosis of foot, athlete’s foot
110,0 Of scalp and beard
110.1 Of nail
110.2 Of hand
110.3 Of groin and perianal
110.5 Of the body




111.0 Pityriasis versicolor (tines)
111.9 Dermatomycosis, unspecified (BARN DOOR?)
111.8 Dermatomycosis, other (BARN DOOR?)
373.0 Blepharitis
373.3 Noninfectious dermatoses of eyelid
373.1 Hordeolum and other deep inflammation of eyelid
373.2 Chaiazion
373.9 Unspecified inflammation of eyelid
682.9 Celh.ditis and abscess, unspecified site
682.0 Face
682.2 Trunk
682.3 Upper arm and forearm
682.4 Hand, except fingers
682.5 Buttock
682.6 Legs, except foot
682.7 Foot, except toes
686.9 Unspecified local infection of skin and subcutaneous
tissue
686.1 Pyogenic granuloma
686.8 Other local infections of skin and subcutaneous
tissue
696.1 Other psoriasis, *Recode C 112
696,3 Pityriasis rosea
696.5 Other and unspecified pityriasis
707.9 Chronic ulcer of skin, unspecified site
707.0 Decubitus ulcer
707.1 Ulcer of lower limbs
707.8 Chronic ulcer of other specified sites
782.1 Rash and other nonspecific skin eruption
782.2 Localized superficial swelling, mass or lump
782.7 Spontaneous ecchymoses
782.8 Changes in skin texture
Impairments
There is no loose match for impairments, because the
loose match is essentially a critique of Recode C, and
matching conditions to impairments does not make sense
in that context.
Tinnitus
There are no recommendations for a loose match.
Cataracts
There are no recommendations for a loose match.
Constipation
There are no recommendations for a loose match.
Diabetes
There are no recommendations for a loose match.
Migraine
No recommendations for a loose match were made.
Heart conditions (ischemic, tachycardia, heart murmurs,
other and unspecified rhythm disorders, congenital heart
disease, other selected diseases of heart)
There is no loose match, but heart conditions are aggre-
gated as they appear in the NHIS prevalence reports.
Hardening of the arteries
413 Angina pectoris
4.14Other forms of chronic ischemic heart disease
437.0 Cerebral atherosclerosis
443.9 Other peripheral vascular disease, unspecified
(usually claudication)
Varicose veins of lower extremities
There are no recommendations for a loose match.
Hemorrhoids
There are no recommendations for a loose match.
Hypertension
There are no recommendations for a loose match.
Chronic bronchitis
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 496, is added to
the 601 group.
Asthma
There are no recommendations for a loose match.
Allergic rhinitis and chronic sinusitis
There is a general upper respiratory category that
includes:
Recode C 603, Allergic rhinitis





Definitions of terms used in
this report
AB design –Study design for survey validity check in
which population survey is conducted, then records are
checked for characteristics elicited from survey.
AC design –Study design for survey validity check in
which cases containing characteristics of interest are se-
lected from medical records, then interviews are con-
ducted with those people and data compared; also called a
“reverse record check.”
Accuracy –Tendency of test measurement to center
around the true value.
Bias– Persistent or systematic error.
Condition-level prevalence –The number of different
conditions within a National Health Interview Survey
(NHIS) recode group per 1,000population, as reported in
a survey. More than one condition in the NHIS recode
group may be counted per survey participant.
Criterion validity-Measure of correctness of survey
responses compared with true values.
FaLsenegative–Failure of the survey to report a con-
dition mentioned in the medical record, assuming the
medical record to be true.
False positive –A survey report not confirmed by the
medical record, assuming the medical record to be true.
Field bias – Systematic error arising from the differ-
ence between the information derived from survey respon-
dents and that from verification sources.
Full design –Study design for survey validity check in
which population is sampled independently of character-
istic of interest, and survey and record information are
obtained and compared for each sampled element.
Household member l–A person living in the same
household as a list-sample person, for whom data were
collected in the Health Interview Evaluation Survey(HIES)
interview and from Group Health Association (GHA)
medical records.
Kappa statistic –A statistic measuring agreement be-
tween two sources of classification of the same phenome-
non; the Kappa statistic is superior to “percent agreement”
because the former takes into account the likelihood of
chance agreement.
Lirt-sample personl –A person selected from GHA
records to participate in the HIES.
Net ovezreport 1–The net difference between preva-
lence derived from two sources; specifically, the rate
derived from the HIES interview minus the rate derived
from GHA records.
NHIS recode group – Groups of chronic conditions
aggregated from codes assigned according to the NHIS
modifications to the International Classification of Dis-
eases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification; Recode C is
the aggregation used for producing prevalence estimates
of chronic conditions from the NHIS.
Nonresporzse –The failure of a unit or units to respond
to a survey entirely (unit nonresponse) or to particular
items on a survey (item nonresponse).
Nonsampling error-Difference between a survey esti-
mate and the true value not due to sample design; in-
cludes response, processing, and interpretation errors.
Percent overreport 1–The relative difference between
prevalence derived from two sources; specifically,the rate
derived from the HIES interview divided by the rate
derived from GHA records.
Person-level prevalence 1–The number of persons per
1,000 population having one or more conditions in a
particular NHIS recode group, as reported in a survey.
Reliability-Tendency cif repeated measurements on
the same sample to yield the same result, providing
consistent answers in comparable situations and without
random errors.
Response error-Errors, not due to sampling, intro-
duced during the course of data collection because of such
things as interviewing, enumerating, and counting or mea-
suring problems,
Sensitivity –True positive rate or proportion of cases
known to be positive (confirmed by medical record), for
which a positive household response is obtained,
Specificity –True negative rate or proportion of cases
known to be negative (absent from medical record), for
which negative household responses are obtained,
Type A match 1–Match of positive response by house-
hold interview and medical record, a “positive match.”
Type B mismatch 1–Mismatch caused by positive house-
hold response on a specific item and negative or no
medical record notation for the same item, an apparent
“false positive.”
Type C mismatch 1–Mismatch caused by negative or
no household response to a specific condition and a
positive medical record notation for the same condition,
an apparent “false negative.”
Type D match 1- Match of negative response by house-
hold interview for specific item and no medical record
notation for that item, a “negative match.”
Validity –Tendency of responses to a survey question
to correspond to what the question is intended to measure,
lTermdefinedspecificallyfor this study.
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Programs and Collection Procedures–These reports
describe the data collection programs of the National Center
for Health Statistics. They include descriptions of the
methods used to collect and process the data, definitions,
and other material necessary for understanding the data.
Data Evaluation and Methods Research –These reports
are studies of new statistical methods and include analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected
data, and contributions to statistical theory. These studies
also include experimental tests of new survey methods and
comparisons of U.S. methodology with those of other
countries.
Analytical and EpidemioIogIcal Studies –These reports
present analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and
health statistics. These reports carry the analyses further than
the expository types of reports in the other series.
Documents snd Committee Reports–These are final
reports of major committees concerned with vital and health
statistics and documents such as recommended model vital
registration laws and revised birth and death certificates.
International Vital and Health Statistics Reports-These
reports are analytical or descriptive reports that compare U.S.
vital and health statistics with those of other countries or
present other international data of relevance to the health
statistics system of the United States.
Cognition and Survey Measurement–These reports are
from the National Laboratory for Collaborative Research in
Cognition and Survey Measurement, They use methods of
cognitive science to design, evaluate, and test survey
instruments.
Data From the National Health interview Survey–These
reports contain statistics on illness; unintentional injuries;
disability use of hospital, medical, and other health services;
and a wide range of special current health topics covering
many aspects of health behaviors, health status, and health
care utilization. They are based on data collected in a
continuing national household interview survey.
Data From the National Health Examination Survey, the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys, and
the Hispanic Health and Nutrition Examination Survey–
Data from direct examination, testing, and measurement on
representative samples of the civilian noninstitutionalized
population provide the basis for (1) medically defined total
prevalence of specific diseases or conditions in the United
States and the distributions of the population with respect to
physical, physiological, and psychological characteristics,
and (2) analyses of trends and relationships among various
measurements and between survey periods.
Data From the institutionalized Population Surveys –
Discontinued in 1975. Reports from these surveys are
Included in Series 13.
Data From the National Health Care Survey–These
reports contain statistics on health resources and the public’s
use of health care resources including ambulatory, hospital,
and long-term care services based on data collected directly









Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Faculties -
Discontinued in 1990. Reports on the numbers, geographic
distribution, and characteristics of health resources are now
included in Series 13.
Data From Special Surveys–These reports contain
statistics on health and health-related topics collected in
special surveys that are not part of the continuing data
systems of the National Center for Health Statistics.
Compilations of Advance Data From Vital and Health
Statistics –Advance Data Reports provide early release of
information from the National Center for Health Statistics’
health and demographic surveys. They are compiled in the
order in which they are published. Some of these releases
may be followed by detailad reports in Series 10-13.
Data on Mortality –These reports contain statistics on
mortality that are not included in regular, annual, or monthly
reports. Special analyses by cause of death, age, other
demographic variables, and geographic and trend analyses
are included.
Data on Natslity, Marriage, and Divorce–These reports
contain statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce that are
not included in regular, annual, or monthly reports. Special
analyses by health and demographic variables and
geographic and trend analyses are included.
Data From the National Mortality and Natality Surveys–
Discontinued in 1975. Reports from these sample surveya,
based on vital records, are now published in Series 20 or 21.
Data From the National Survey of Family Growth –These
reports contain statistics on factors that affect birth rates,
including contraception, infertility, cohabitation, marriage,
divorce, and remarriage; adoption; use of medical care for
family planning and infertility; and related maternal and infant
health topics. These statistics are based on national surveys
of childbearing age.
Compilations of Data on Natality, Mortality, Marriage,
Divorce, and Induced Terminations of Pregnancy–
These include advance reports of births, deaths, marriages,
and divorces based on final data from the National Vital
Statistics System that were published as supplements to the
Month/y Vita/ Statistics Reporf (MVSR). Thesa reports provide
highlights and summaries of detailed data subsequently
published in Vita/ Statistics of the United States. Other
supplements to the MVSR published here provide selected
findings based on final data from the National vital Statistics
System and may be followed by detailed reports in Series 20
or 21.
For answers to questions about this report or for a list of reports published
in these series, contact:
Data Dissemination Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Public Health Service
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